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ABSTRACT
Four solutions of Kepler's initial value problem and three
solutions of Lambert's boundary value problem are investigated. All
the solutions are characterized by the fact that they are universal, that
is, applicable without change to elliptic, parabolic, and hyperbolic
trajectories.
The basis of investigation consisted of comparing the accuracy
achieved and the computational effort required by each solution under
several different conditions. Two different iteration methods were
studied and the convergence criteria on the iterations were varied.
There appeared to be no clear cut superiority of one method of
solution of either problem over any other solution. All methods
exhibited both advantages and disadvantages. The major result of this
investigation was the demonstration of the superiority of a Newton
iteration scheme over a regula falsi (or linear inverse interpolation)
method.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Richard H. Battin
Title: Associate Director
MIT Instrumentation Laboratory
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Basic to any space guidance scheme, there are two conic
trajectory problems which must be continuously solved to establish
spacecraft position and velocity, and to target spacecraft. The conic
solutions obtained can be used as nominal paths in an iterative
solution of problems involving disturbing accelerations.
It is the purpose of this thesis to present the results of an
investigation of various methods of solution of the two conic problems,
Kepler's problem and Lambert's problem. Kepler's problem requires
the determination of position and velocity after travel for a time t
along a trajectory from known initial conditions of position and
velocity. These initial conditions serve to define the trajectory of
the spacecraft.
The determination of a trajectory connecting two position
vectors subject to a specified time of flight is referred to as Lambert's
problem. The terminal geometry is known, but we seek the conic
parameters.
Four separate. solutions of the initial value, or Kepler problem,
and three related solutions of the boundary value, or Lambert
problem are studied. All the solutions are distinguished by 'the fact
that they are universal, that is, applicable without change to each of
the conic trajectories: ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola.
All but one of the Kepler solutions and all three of the Lambert
solutions are taken from the works of Battin (as noted throughout the
7
report). The z iteration (Chapter 3) is the result of the work of Stumpff,
but is very closely related to the x iteration discussed in Chapter 2.
To study each method a "standard" program was written for
each, and then several variations on this basic program were written.
Three different iteration techniques, various methods of guessing
starting values, and a reduction of the convergence criteria comprise
the variations for each method. All the results of the variations on
one method are thoroughly discussed after a presentation of each
method. Finally, a comparison of the various methods of solution for
each basic problem is made.
The primary objective of this work was to compare the various
methods to determine whether one solution (for each problem, of
course) would distinguish itself above the others in terms of accuracy
of answer and ease of computation. While the results were not that
clear cut, advantages and disadvantages of each method became
apparent.
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CHAPTER 2
KEPLER x-ITERATION
2. 1 Statement Of The Problem
Kepler's problem may be stated as follows: given the initial
position and velocity vectors, r and_0 at time t = 0, determine the
subsequent position and velocity vectors, r(t) and v(t) for any time
t, of a point mass moving in an inverse square force field. This is
illustrated by the figure below:
v(t)
t
r(t)
-o
to
Kepler's problem is evidently an initial value problem. In
order to solve the problem, we may use Battin's formulation of
Kepler's time of flight equation, Battin (1968-69), which relates t
to the universal variable x, and two relations for r (t) and v (t) in
terms of d,0' -~, and x: 
tFor derivations of these equations, see Appendix A.
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(x; v Ul (x; a) + -o U2 (x; a)I \[-47 + U3 (x; a)
r(t) = F(t) L + G(t) o
v(t) = Ft(t) Lo
F(t) = 1 -
G(t) = t
Ft(t) = - =dt
Gt(t) = -
dt
+ Gt(t) 
U2 (x; a) (2.4)
U3 (x; a)
- (x; a)
rr 0
= 1
U2 (x; a)
r
M is the gravitational constant and a is the reciprocal of the semi-
major axis of the conic trajectory given by
2
2 v0a=- - (2.8)
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\f t = rO (2. 1)
(2.2)
where
(2.3)
(2.5)
(2.6)
(2. 7)
The U-functions (introduced in Appendix A) are
Un(x; a) = xngi x2 + (ax2)2
n! (n+2)! (n+4) !
x, the universal variable in these equations, is a measure of the
amount of transfer from the initial point and is additive, i. e. the x
corresponding to a transfer along a trajectory which has been sub-
divided into any number of adjoining "sub-transfers" is equal to the
sum of the x's corresponding to each sub-transfer.
2. 2 Method of Solution
The solution is simply stated. Given t, find the corresponding
x from Eq. (2. 1). Calculate F and G from Eqs. (2. 4) and (2. 5) and r(t)
from Eq. (2. 2). Find r, the magnitude of r, and calculate Ft and Gt
from Eqs. (2. 6) and (2. 7) and finally v(t) from Eq. (2. 3). One readily
notices the only difficult part of this solution is the first step,
obtaining x. Obviously due to its complex nature Eq. (2. 1) cannot
be solved explicitly for x in terms of t in closed form. An infinite
series approximation, if one can be found, or an iterative solution,
must be employed. An initial guess of x is made by some approximate
means and then improved until a desired accuracy in t is achieved. A
necessary step in any iterative solution is an investigation into the
relationship between the dependent and independent variables. There
are basically four parameters in Kepler's equation: r, i, r0o v0,
and a. Once the initial conditions are given and the primary attracting
body is specified these parameters are known and a plot of t vs. x
can be made. This has been done for typical elliptic, hyperbolic,
and parabolic trajectories. The resulting curves are given on Figs. 2. 1,
2. 2, and 2. 3. It appears that t is a monotonically increasing function
of x. Indeed, from Appendix A we find that
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if
dt r
dtHence, ait is always positive and this guarantees that there is a one-
to-one relationship between t and x.
A simple iteration scheme which requires a minimum of calcu-
lations is a linear inverse interpolator (commonly known as the
regular falsi method). It fits a straight line between the previous
two points on the curve and extends this line to the desired dependent
variable, thus generating a new independent variable.t The two
starting points are (xO, t0 ), the guess and its corresponding time,
and (0, 0). This is illustrated below:
t
(xO t0
(0,0) x Guess
Desired t
New x x
15
t See Reference 4.
The independent variable must be bounded, i. e. a maximum
and a minimum for x must be input into the iterator. These bounds
are used to protect against small slopes which occur on "knee-
shaped" curves by limiting the acceptable range of the independent
variable. After each iteration, the bounds are reset to the two previous
values of the independent variable which bracket the solution.
In the elliptical case, XMAX is taken to be that x corresponding
to a time of flight of one period, since a problem with a specified
time greater than one period can always be restated with a time less
than one period by subtracting an integral number of periods from
the specified time. This is valid since the position and velocity vec-
tors repeat themselves after one period. Hence, for an ellipse, from
the definition of x (given in Appendix A)
A Ex
we have
2 7r
XMAX -
In the hyperbolic case, no periodic motion occurs and
X = A H
Theoretically MAX is co since AH may go to m, but emperically it
is knownt that a maximum for A H is about7/50 for most practical
cases, so that for hyperbolas we take
50
XMAX = a
16
tSee Reference 12.
2. 3 Initial Guess
The initial guess for x was derived as follows. The equation of
motion is
d2r
-+ r =
dt2 -
0
There are quantities other than r which satisfy this differential
equation. For example, each component of r and its magnitude, r,
obviously satisfy the same equation. In particular, it can be verified
by direct differentiation that r v also is a solution to this differen-
tial equation. Now, from Eq. (A. 16 )
dx _/
r~i
d dx
dt( ) =dt dt
- dr
- r r
d dx) dx _ \_ dr dx
dx dt dt r2 dx dt
d 2 r. v
- r. v - ( - )
r3 - - dt2 V'7
Integrating the above relation twice, we obtain
r' V
x - = a + at
At t = 0 (x =0 ), we have
17
I
d2x
dt
(2. 9)
(2. 10)
Differentiating Eq. (2. 9) once yields
dx d r- vdt_ _- )dt dt -~ a 1
2
rC= a- 
r m r
2
- )
A~
=/a = a1
r (2. 11)
Thereforet
r- v
-
qvr-
'o0 v + -7qiat
(2. 12)
r. v
x + ' o - tJJA~~cu
Now since r v satisfies our basic differential equation, then
q = x + (2. 13)
'This relationship was first discovered by Charles M. Neuman of
MIT/IL (SGA Memo # 14-67, entitled "The Inversion of Kepler's
Equation" ).
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i
I
r 
-O _:_
-V-A
a0
r - v
'LO 
- '-V'-;A at
-V JA
must also satisfy the same differential equation. Therefore we can
write
00
Z nq = q t
n= 0
Now we have a power series for x in terms of t
x = E qnt n - - at' (2. 14)
n=O
If one solves for the qn coefficientst in the expansion, the final result
is
2
_ -O 0t2+ ( - 0 0 t 3 1- r0 )3+x _ t t +- +.2. t
r0 2r0 2 r0 6r 0
(2.15)
This power series is a solution to Eq. (2. 1). However, even if car-
ried out to large powers of t, this series will not suffice for a
solution, i. e. there exist values of t, , r, Y, and 0 * for which
the series diverges. t Nevertheless, Eq. (2. 15) truncated to third
order provides a good starting point for the iteration procedure.
2.4 Convergence Criteria
First the initial guess of x is made and then the iteration is
commenced. As the iterated x converges to the solution and conse-
quently the iterated time approaches the desired time, a decision must
See Reference 3.
ttA study of convergence properties of this series is given in the
previously mentioned SGA Memo #14-67.
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be made at what point to stop the iteration. In this analysis one pri-
mary and a number of secondary convergence criteria have been set
up. The primary convergence criterion is a test on the iterated time.
If the relative error between the iterated time and the desired time
falls below 10 10, the iteration procedure is terminated. ( This figure
of 10 is purely arbitrary. ) Hopefully, this condition will be met
for each problem. Because of the shape of some curves, however,
the iterated time may never converge that closely to the actual time.
In particular, if the change in the independent variable produced by
the iterator produces no appreciable change in the time, it is useless
to continue. Hence, one secondary convergence criterian tests 6 x,
the increment in x produced by the regular falsi iterator. If 6 x is
smaller than 10 meters 1/2, the iteration is halted. This figure
was arrived at emprically through the results of several trials.
Another convergence criterion is necessitated by the method used in
the iterator. A linear inverse interpolator divides by the difference
in the last two dependent variables, 6 t, to produce the increment in
the independent variable, 6 x. If this difference goes to zero, the
computer will divide by zero and abort the program. Therefore there
is a third test on 6 t and if 6 t is less than 106 times the desired time,
the iteration procedure is stopped.
A few words of explanation of the meaning of "zero" are in
order. The computer has a mantissa word length of 56 bits. Now
-56 -172 = 1. 3877 X 10 . Hence the greatest accuracy the computer can
show is approximately 16 places after the decimal point. Actually it
is almost 17 places, but by choosing 16 we are being conservative.
For example 22 is
4. 00000000000000001
I
It is apparent that the least difference two numbers can have is in the
16 th place. That is, the following two numbers are identical:
20
V4. 0000000000000000100
4. 0000000000000000001
In general, if when written out in decimal notation the power of 10 is
10n , then the least difference in two almost identical numbers that
the computer can distinguish is about 105+n where n may be positive
or negative. Anything less than 10 15+n is zero as far as the compu-
ter is concerned.
These last two convergence criteria may seem redundant but
it has been found that actually they are both needed. For example,
6 t could go to "zero" without 6 x becoming very small if the curve is
flat, and the reverse is true for almost vertical curves. If either of
these cases occurs the answer obtained will not be very precise due
to the extreme sensitivity or insensitivity of the dependent variable to
the independent variable. Finally if the solution has not been found by
20 iterations, the procedure is haltedt. This is done to put an absolute
limit on the run time.
2.5 Calculation Of The U-Functions
For each calculation of the time of flight, three U-functions
must be evaluated. The U-functions (see Appendix A) are defined as
x2 ( )2U, (x;a = ) 1 ax + ( )2 - (2.16)
n ! (n+2)! (n+4)!
The first few U-functions are:
tThis figure has been found to be generally sufficient for most practi-
cal problems and is the one used in the Apollo Guidance Computer
programs (Ref. 12).
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U0 (x; a)
cos TX
cos fax
s in ~Vx
U1 (x; a) =
s inh '-fx
U2 (x; a) =
1 - cosV x
a
1 - coshV -x
a
U3 (x;a) =
The U-functions needed in this formulation of Kepler's problem are
U0 , U1 , U2 , U3. A useful identity is
Un (x;a) + a Un+2 (x;a)
X
- n
(2.25)
For n = 0 and n = 1, we obtain
22
a O (2. 17)
ac 0
a O
(2. 18)
(2. 19)
(2.20)
a O
0 (2.21)
ac O (2.22)
(2.23)
(2.24)
U0 = 1 - aU 2 (2.26)
U1 = x - aU 3 (2.27)
Hence the task is reduced to evaluating only U2 and U3 . There are
various methods which could be used to find U2 and U3. For instance
they could be found directly from Eqs. (2.21), (2.22), (2. 23), and
(2.24). For large x, however, this method can be inaccurate. It is
possible to express the U-functions in a continued fraction expansion.
Continued fraction expansions are evaluated from the inside out, i. e.
the nth term is assumed to be zero which permits calculation of the
(n - 1)st term, etc. What n should be is crucial. If n is too large,
unnecessary calculations are made. If n is too small, inaccurate re-
sults are obtained. The starting point must be a function of the
argument. The method used in this study is a straight forward calcula-
tion according to the defining power series, Eq. (2. 16):
2 2 2
U2 (x;a) = x[ 2- A (ax ) (2.28)2
U3(x;a) = x[ X2 - (ax2)2 (2.29)
120 1680
Let
1C(y) =+ (230)C(Y) .. (2.30)
2
S(y) = + -y y - (2.31)
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where
y = 2 (2.32)
Therefore,
U2 (x;a) = x2 C(y) (2.33)
U3(x;a) = x3S(y) (2.34)
Obviously the number of terms needed to obtain good convergence
in evaluating the S and C functions depends upon the size of x. The
evaluation is terminated when the magnitude of the ratio of the last
term calculated to the current partial sum of the power series is less
than 10 16 or when the power series reaches 100 terms whichever
comes first. In all tests ever run in this analysis, the latter oceasion
never arose. It should be noted that we determine U0 and U1 from
U2 and U3 rather than vice versa so as not to divide by a which of
course approaches zero for near parabolic trajectories and is precisely
zero for exactly parabolic trajectories. t
The above developed algorithm was called the "standard" routine.
2. 6 Variations Of The Standard Routine
Certain considerations prompted several slight modifications of
the above described routine. As was mentioned previously the standard
regula falsi iterator resets the maximum and minimum bounds on the
tAn exactly parabolic trajectory, for which e is identically equal to
1 and a identically equal to zero, is impossible in real life but very
possible in computer life if we remember what "zero" really is.
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independent variable. After each run through the iterator the maximum and
minimum are set to the last two values of the independent variable which
bracket the solution.. The initial maximum and minimum must of
course, be an input to the iterator. Whenever a new independent
variable is generated, it is compared to the current maximum and
minimum. If it is larger than the maximum or smaller than the
minimum, it is reset to a value 9/10 ths of the way from the last in-
dependent variable to either the maximum or the minimum, which-
ever applies. The effort of all this is to continually shrink the
acceptable range of the independent variable. It was suggestedt that
this procedure was "crimping" the last few iterations and adversely
affecting the final accuracy in the iterated time. Therefore a new
linear- inverse interpolator which does not reset the bounds on the
independent variable was tried. This was called the "fixed bounds"
routine.
The main reason for using a linear- inverse interpolator as
apposed to another type such as a Newton iterator is that the linear-
inverse interpolator does not have to compute a first derivative and
should cut down on the computation time. However, it is to be expected
that a Newton iterator would have better convergence properties since
it approximates the curve more accurately than a linear inverse
interpolator. The question is whether or not the price of the added
computation time to calculate a first derivative is worth the improved
convergence properties. To answer this question a Newton iterator
was set up which generates the new independent variable from the old
in the following manner:
tBy William Robertson of the MIT-IL.
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NEW = OLD
td - t (xOLD )
dt I
OLD
td t (XOLD)]
xOLD
rOLD
(2.35)
where
r (OLD) + U OLD U ) + U2OLD OLD
(2.36)
td = desired time
U1
U0
= x - aU 3
= 1 - U 2
(2.37)
(2.38)
This is the "Newton iterator" routine.
In the "standard" routine, there are four convergence criteria
which may terminate the iteration procedure: a test on the convergence
of t, a test on 6 x, a test on 6 t, and a limit of 20 iterations (See
Section 2. 4). In all standard routines in this study the test on t says,
"if (tdesired -t)_ 10-10 (tdesired), terminate", i.e., if the relative
error in he iterated time falls below 10 1 0 stop the iteration. A
new routine was set up in which this test was changed to "if
( desired - t ) / desired O"terminate" and all other tests were
deleted except the one on 6 t which was also set at zero so that the
linear inverse interpolator would not divide by zero. ("Zero" having
26
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,
already been defined in Section 2.4 ). Hence there was no limit on
the number of iterations or on the size of 6 x. It was desired to know
how many more iterations were needed to satisfy either of the above
criteria. The above was called the "zero-convergence" routine.
The purpose of the initial guess is to start the iteration at a
favorable point and thus reduce the number of iterations to find the
solution. In order to be convinced that the trouble to compute an
initial guess is worth the effort, a routine was set up in which a
standard guess of 103 metersl/2 was made. This is the "constant
guess" routine.
Below is a list of routine names and their respective differences
from the standard routine.
FIXED BOUNDS ........... linear inverse interpolator without
resetting of the bounds
NEWTON ITERATOR ....... Newton iterator
ZERO CONVERGENCE ... zero-convergence criteria
CONSTANT GUESS ......... constant guess (x = 1000 m. 1/2)
2.7 Test Cases
Before discussing how the above discribed alterations affected
the performance of the standard routine, we should describe the test
cases which all the Kepler routines in this and the following sections
will be required to solve. There are 32 Kepler test cases. Each one
consists of an 0, y0 , , and t. Among the 32 are elliptic, hyperbolic,
and near parabolic trajectories with respect to both the moon and the
earth. The times of flight range from .15 sec. to almost 3 days.
B All ± ._ - A- no -c AO ----- - -- +_-
±lL± POsilule Iranbtlur ang.Lub ut-,we~iil U alu Juv U.L-e IL t;P.L-V0VLLLU*.
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These test cases are patterned after the test cases used in testing
the programs in the on-board Apollo Guidance Computer. They are
listed in Table 2. 1. 
2. 8 Numerical Integration Scheme
The parameters of each solution which will be compared are
number of iterations, computation time, and error in final iterated
time. It is to be assumed that the error in the final iterated times
gives a measure of the correctness of the final position. and velocity.
This assumption can be reasoned as follows. If one has two x solu-
tions to the same Kepler test case and the error in the final iterated
time in one solution is smaller than in the other, then one would be
safe in assuming that the x which produced the smaller error in time
is the more accurate answer. Therefore, since the final position
and velocity are calculations of x, the most accurate answers will be
the ones corresponding to the smallest time error.
However it was desired to have a standard against which to
compare the final position and velocities. A Runge-Kutta numerical
integration of the equations of motion was used to generate this
standard. Since we want this method to produce the most accurate
solutions, what step size to use in the numerical integration is vitally
important. Also since this is a non competitive method, we don't care
how long the integration takes, and over all,a very small step size
may be used. At the same time, the step size should not be constant
but should depend on the magnitude of the position r where the step
will be taken. Whenever r is very large, it is not changing rapidly
and a large step size may be used. On the other hand when r is small,
such as near pericenter, it is changing very rapidly and a small step
size must be used. A circular reference trajectory was set up with
which to test the numerical integration. Hence, we know that the
final position and velocity magnitudes must equal the initial values
for any time of flight. A study was carried out with various formulae
tSee Reference 8.
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ITABLE 2.1
TEST CASE DESCRIPTIONS*
TYPE
OF
CONIC
CENTER
OF
FORCE
ECCEN-
TRIC ITY
TRANSFER
ANGLE
(DEG)
800
0.010
50
1200
180°
2400
3100
3600
30°
300°
1520
152°
180°
5 °0
1610
321 °0
20°
161°
20°
2390
200
1080
1520
152°
1800
141°
1150
109°
0
0°
0
0
TIME OF
F LIGHT
DIRECTION
OF
FLIGHT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.05
0.05
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
2.3
1.87
2.13
2.82
1
1
1
.90
2.13
2. 70
1
1
1
1
OUT
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
OUT
OUT
IN
IN
OUT
OUT
OUT
IN
IN
TN
OIJT
OUT
OUT
IN
ELLIPSE
ELLIPSE
ELLIPSE
ELLIPSE
ELLIPSE
ELLIPSE
EI LIPSE
ELL,IPSE
ELLIPSE
ELLIPSE
PA RA BO LA
PA RA BO LA
PA RA BO A
PARABO LA
PA RA BO LA
PA RA BO LA
PA RA BO I,A
PARABOLA
IIYPERBO LA
HIYPERBOLA
HIYPER BOLA
HYPERBOLA
PARABOLA
PARABOL,A
PARABO LA
ELLIPSE
HIYPERBOLA
HIYPERnOLA
ELLIPSE
ELLIPSE
IIYPERBOLA
HIYPERBO LA
EARTHI
EARTH
EARTH
EARTH
EARTHI
EARTH
EARTH
EARTH
MOON
MOON
EARTII
EARTTI
EARTII
MOON
MOON
MOON
MOON
MOON
MOON
MOON
MOON
MOON
EARTII
EARTII
EARTH
EA RTHI
MOON
MOON
EARTII
EA TII
MOON
MOON
0. 32H
0. 15S
75S
0. 59H
0. 92H
1. 22H
1. 5011
1. 70H
0.16H
1. 7811
2. 88D
2.88D
2. 88D
0.65D
1.81 D
2. 68D
2.82S
1.81D
0.36D
0.89D
2. 27S
0. 35D
2. 88D
2. 88D
2.88D
0.21D
0.40D
0. 35D
0. 28H
2: 00S
1. 16D
0.56D
*S = SEC
I = OUR
D= DAY
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for determining the step size. The final position and velocity were
found by integration for times of flight up to 105 seconds. The con-
clusion was that optimum step size should be calculated from
r3/2 t
At = minimum (40, .003 r )t (2.39)
This step size resulted in the minimum relative error in the
magnitude of the position and velocity vectors. As was stated pre-
viously, the error in the final iterated time should be used to determine
which final position and velocity vectors are the most accurate.
Comparing results to this numerical integration is meant to be an
additional method of comparison. Two additional parameters are
computed: the relative deviation in both position and velocity vector
error magnitude of each solution from the numerical integration re-
sults. The authors, however, are not yet convinced beyond any doubt
that the numerical integration produces the most nearly correct re-
suits. These two additional parameters therefore will not be weighted
as heavily as the three noted previously.
The results of running all the various routines with the 32 Kepler test
cases are tabulated in Tables 2. 2 thru 2. 7. Now with these results we
may attempt to answer the questions which prompted altering the
basic routines.
2.9 Results
From Table 2.4 we can clearly see that "fixed bounds" iterator
produced no improvement in the accuracy of the final iterated time.
tThe value of 40 seconds is an absolute maximum allowable step size;
the form of Eq. (2. 2.7 ) was taken from Ref. 12.
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TABLE 2.2
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
I TXED I
STANDARD
3
0
2
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
12
10
9
4
8
7
2
14
7
5
3
8
12
10
9
8
8
7
4
3
11
3
BOUNDS
3
0
2
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
13
10
9
4
8
7
2
17
7
5
3
8
13
10
9
8
8
7
4
3
11
3
NEWTON
ITERATOR
2
0
1
2
3
4
3
3
2
3
6
7
7
3
6
5
2
7
5
5
2
4
6
7
7
5
5
4
3
2
8
2
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE
4
2
3
5
6
6
7
5
3
5
14
11
11
8
10
12
3
16
11
12
5
12
17
17
12
10
9
9
7
5
13
6
CONSTANT
GUESS
4
3
4
5
5
5
4
5
4
5
18
12
11
6
10
10
5
20
8
7
5
16
18
12
11
9
9
16
5
5
10
5
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TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
1
..
-
.-
TABLE 2.3
COMPUTATION TIME (' SEC )60
STANDARD
1
<-1
1
2
2
3
2
3
1
2
3
3
3
1
2
2
1
3
3
3
2
4
3
7
2
3
3
3
2
1
3
1
FIXED
BOUNDS
1
•1
1
3
2
3
3
3
1
2
3
3
3
1
2
2
1
4
3
4
1
4
3
2
2
4
4
4
1
1
4
1
NEWTON
ITERATOR
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
21
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
3
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
3
1
<1
3
1
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE
2
1
1
5
6
5
6
5
2
6
7
3
3
2
2
3
1
4
4
7
1
6
4
4
3
4
4
5
2
1
4
1
CONSTANT
GUESS
1
1
1
2
3
3
2
3
2
3
5
3
3
2
2
3
2
4
4
4
2
8
5
2
3
4
5
8
2
1
4
1
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TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
.
A_ A.
.
it
j
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i
i
I
i
i
i
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TABLE 2.4
LOG10 I ERROR IN FINAL ITERATED TIME I
STANDARD
- i2
-15
-15
-13
-9
-8
-8
-8
-9
-9
-10
-9
-5 -
-9
-7
-5
-8
-8
-9
-9
-13
-11
-10
-9
-5
-7
-11
-6
-8
- 12
-7
-8
FIXED
BOUNDS
- 12
-15
- 15
- 13
-9
-8
-8
-8
-9
-9
-10
-9
-5
-9
-7
-5
-8
-7
-9
-9
-13
-11
- 10
-9
-5
-9
-11
-6
-8
- 12
-7
-8
NEWTON
ITERATOR
-11
- 15
- 12
-7
-11
- 13
-8
-9
- 14
- 10
-9
-11
-11
- 12
-11
- 10
x
x
- 13
-8
- 15
-7
-9
-11
-11
- 13
- 10
-8
- 12
- 13
-11
- 10
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE
x
x
x
- 13
-13
x
-13
x
x
x
-11
x
x
- 12
x
-11
x
-11
-11
-9
-15
- 13
-11
-11.
-11
- 12
-11
- 12
-14
-14
-11
-13
*All errors have
x = "zero" error
been rounded to
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the nearest order of
TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27-
28
29
magnitude
-
.
.. _ .
TABLE 2.5
LOG 10 I RELATIVE ERROR IN FINAL POSITION MAGNITUDE I
STANDA RD
- 12
x
-14
- 12
- 12
-10
-11
-11
-12
-11
-10
-10
-8
- 13
-10
-10
-12
-11
-12
-11
-13
-11
-10
-10
-8
-11
-11
-11
- 12
- 13
- 12
- 12
FIXED
BOUNDS
- 12
x
- 14.
- 12
- 12
- 10
-11
-11
- 12
-11
- 10
- 10
-8
- 13
- 10
- 10
- 12
-11
- 12
-11
- 13
-11
- 10
- 10
-8
-11
-11
-11
- 12
- 13
- 12
- 12
NEWTON
ITERATOR
- 12
x
- 14
- 10
- 12
-11
- 11
-11
- 13
-11
- 10
- 10
- 10
- 14
-11
-11
- 13
-11
- 12
-11
- 13
-11
- 10
- 10
- 10
- 11
-11
-11
- 12
- 13
- 12
- i2
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE
- 12
x
-14
-12
-12
-11
-11
-11
- 13
-11
-10
-10
-10
- 14
-11
-11
-13
-11
- 12
-11
-13
-11
-10
-10
-10
-11
-11
-11
-12
- 13
- 12
- 12
=zero error
TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
x I I
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TABLE 2.6
LOG 10 I RELATIVE ERROR IN FINAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE I
STANDARD
-12
- 17
- 14
- 12
- 12
-10
-11
-11
- 12
- 11
- 10
-11
-8
- 14
- 10
-10
-11
- 10
-11
- 11
- 13
-11
- 10
-11
-8
- 10
- 11
-11
-11
- 12
-11
- 12
FIXED
BOUNDS
- 12
- 18
- 14
- 12
- 12
- 10
-11
- 11
- 12
- 11
- 10
-11
-8
- 14
- 10
- 10
-11
- 10
- 11
-11
- 13
-11
- 10
-11
-8
- 10
-11
- 12
-11
- 12
-11
- 12
NEWTON
ITERATOR
- 12
- 18
- 14
-10
- 12
-11
- 10
- 11
- 13
-11
- 10
- 11
-11
- 14
-11
- 11
- 13
- 10
-8
- 11
-13
- 11
-10
-11
-7
-11
-11
- 11
-11
- 12
-11
- 12
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE
- 12
- 17
- 14
- 12
- 12
-11
-11
-11
- 13
-11
- 10
-11
- 11
- 14
- 11
-11
- 13
- 10
-11
- 11
- 13
-11
- 10
-11
-11
-11
- 11
-11
- 11
- 12
-11
- 12
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TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
. ,
. .
TABLE 2.7
SOLUTIONS
TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
x (x 103)
(meters) 1/2
3. 456
0. 0004
0.221
5. 768
8. 825
1.168
14. 741
16. 905
0.705
7.321
30. 087
30. 099
31. 034
2. 355
11. 222
22. 444
0. 337
11. 222
2. 629
10. 205
0. 271
3.911
30. 081
30. 081
31. 024
12. 411
4. 646
3. 991
1. 6 19
0. 427
6. 676
0. 496
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Before one could state that there was a significant improvement a
change in the order of magnitude of the error would have to occur.
This did not happen. Also, the number of iterations is almost always
the same. See Table 2.2. It was also found that this same behavior
occurred in all the other Kepler and Lambert methods (i. e in
Chapters 3, 4, and 5) when this alteration was made. Hence this
variation on the iterator will not be discussed further in suceeding
chapters.
A look at the results in Tables 2.2 and 2. 4 show that for the
"zero-convergence" routine, the accuracy in the final iterated time
did improve but that it usually took a few more iterations. The fact
that the number of iterations to achieve zero error did not drastically
increase can be attributed to the fact that zero error is not really
"zero" when using a computer with a finite word length as was ex-
plained earlier in Section 2. 4. Due to the increase in the number of
iterations, the computation time of course increases also. See
Table 23. t An interesting result is that the increased accuracy of
the solution (evidenced by the smaller time error) does not decrease
the errors in the final position and velocity magnitudes. This is
illustrated in Tables 2. 5 and 2. 6 . In fact this parameter of compari-
son did not change as a result of any of the variations on the standard
routine for this method. This same behavior reocurred in the other
Kepler and Lambert methods and it was also found that there was no
change between the various methods for the same type of routine.
We can conclude only that either the errors in the final position and
velocity magnitudes are extremely insensitive or that the scheme we
employed to obtain these errors (the numerical integration) is not
a good one. In any case, as a parameter for comparison the values
obtained in this study are relatively meaningless because they show
no change. Henceforth these parameters will not be used for com-
parisons.
t The smallest time interval the computer can measure is 1/60 of a
second (. 0166... ). All computation times in this study are of the
order of the smallest time interval. Therefore a computation time
listed in any table is not precise.Nevertheless the results are con-
sistent and give a good indication of any trends.
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The results clearly show that the effort of computing an initial
guess is worthwhile because it decreases the number of iterations.
See Table 2. 2. This method is moderately sensitive to the initial
guess.
The results for the Newton iterator are interesting. Comparing
the number of iterations in Table 2. 2 we can see that the Newton
iterator always decreases the number of iterations and the more
iterations the standard routine took, the greater was the improvement
with the Newton iterator. This suggests good convergence even for
very difficult cases or poor initial guesses. One would think that be-
cause of the extra calculation of the first derivative the Newton iterator
would increase computationtime. However, the results show a distinct
trend toward lowered computation time. See Table 2. 3. In addition
to this, the Newton iterator improves the accuracy of the final iterated
time in many cases (Table 2. 4). The above results strongly advocate
use of a Newton iterator instead of the standard linear inverse inter-
polator.t
tIncidently, all Newton iterators in this study employ resetting of
bounds on the independent variable.
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CHAPTER 3
KEPLER z-ITERATION
3. 1 Statement Of The Problem
Stumpff's formulation, Stumpff (1962), of Kepler's problem ist
1 = U1"z;X) + 7U2 (z;X) + U3 (z;X)
r = Fro + Gv
v = Ftr + Gtv 0t-O t-O
F = 1 - U2(z;)
G = t( - U3(z;y))
Ft - Ul(Z; )
Gt =1 - U2 (z;X)
t For derivation of these equations see Appendix B or Stumpff(1962).
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k
I
k
II
where
(3. 1)
(3. 2)
(3. 3)
(3. 4)
(3.5)
(3. 6)
(3. 7)
and
t23
r0
-0.s
reOv
-- -o
r0
rOA 
r 0
The new variables z and X are related to x and rx by
rO
z = x
t
2
r0
(3. 8)
(3. 9)
(3. 10)
(3. 11)
(3. 12)
3. 2 Method Of Solution
The solution to Kepler's problem using Stumpff's formulation
is quite different from that using Battin's formulation. Instead of
finding an x such that a function of x takes on a prescribed value
(the time of flight), here we are looking for a z such that a function
of z is equal to 1. That is, in the previous chapter the equation of
interest was of the form
t = f(x)
and in this formulation the equation is
1 = f(z, 't)
40
t is not an explicit function of z. There is no single t vs. z curve
for a given set of initial conditions; on the contrary, for each new
specified time, a different curve must be plotted to obtain the solution
since the time is included in the definition of the new variables
(Eqs. 3. 11 and 3. 12) and in the parameters 77 and (Eqs. 3. 8 and 3. 9).
In the mathematical sense, since both Battin's and Stumpff's formula-
tion involve inverting a function, they are identical. One might ask
what the advantages and disadvantages of Stumpff's formulation are.
One advantage is that the new variables z and are dimensionless.
Another is 'that the range of the variable is reduced. In Battin's
formulation the time of flight can range anywhere from 0 sec. to 105
sec. and the solution x may be anywhere between 0 and 10 meters
In Stumpff's formulation, however, there is no t and the function of z
is always close to 1. As it turns out, z never gets larger than about
4. A third advantage is the fact that in Eq. 3. 1 there are only two
parameters and 7, while in Eq. 2. 1 there are three parameters,
r0 ,i,/' and e. One disadvantage is that the physics of the
problem have een lost. Equation 3. 1, although called Kepler's
equation, would never yield a time of flight for a given z directly. The
dependent variable time has been submerged in the non-dimensionability
of the variables. Another disadvantage is the fact that for each new
·time of flight, one must iterate on a new curve.
Once the initial conditions and the time of flight are given, t
and are determined. In order to investigate the behavior of the
right hand side of Eq. 3. 1 we define
f U(Z;X) + 7U2 (z;X) + (U3(z;X) (3. 13)
and plot f vs. z for a typical ellipse, hyperbola, and parabola and
observe where f passes through 1. This has been done and the results
are given on Figs. 3. 1, 3. 2, and 3. 3. From Stumpff (1962) we have
df H dfir . Hence, since -d- is always positive f is a monotonically
increasing function of z and there is only one unique solution z for each
41
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z
Figure 3.1
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1.0
f
0.8
0.6
0.4
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n
set of initial conditions, such that f = 1.
Since f is a monotonically increasing function of z, we may
also use the linear inverse interpolator in solving Eq. 3.1. Once
the solution has been found, we calculate F and G from Eqs. 3.4 and
3. 5 and r from Eq. 3. 2. This enables us to calculate A from Eq. 3. 10
and Ft and Gt from Eqs. 3.6 and 3. 7. Finally we find v from Eq. 3. 3.
The maximum and minimum bounds for z can be conveniently
found from the corresponding values for x from Battin's formulation.
For an ellipse, since
2vx
max
and
i.~~~~~ .~~~r
Z = x
t
IZ we hF v
Zm x r 0 21r
For a hyperbola we max
For a hyperbola, we have
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~x ,
~~i max Px
and hence
zmax = 5i max -\ ~ t Y
3. 3 Initial Guess
The initial guess for z can also be found from the initial guess
derived for x. The initial guess for x (Eq. 2. 15) was
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i
2r0 2ro 3 r 2r 0
Multiplying this by we obtain the initial guess for z
2r & v 1-r t
-
Ov O ( Ov t2 O < t2 (3. 14)
2r 0 2r0 6r 0
A trivial but nevertheless interesting case occurs for t = 0. Eq. 3.1
reduces to z = 1; the guess reduces to z = 1; and the plot of f vs. z
from Eq. 3.13 becomes simply the straight line f = z. If we once
again look at the above mentioned nlots of f vs. z given in Figs. 3. 1
o .. - - .--..-................... I .... --- - -.......... D_-- - -- ]
3. 2, and 3. 3, we see that for the elliptic case (Fig. 3. 1), the three
curves all lie close to the limiting case of f = z. The three times
of flight illustrated in Fig. 3. 1 correspond to 1/3, 1/2, and 5/6 of a
period, and hence almost the full range of possible curves for this
test case is represented. For the parabola and hyperbola (Figs. 3. 2
and 3. 3), we see that the two curves for the smallest time of flight
(on each figure) lie very close to the limiting f = z line and as the
time increases, the curves deviate farther and farther from that line.
3. 4 Convergence Criteria
The same types of convergence criteria are used for Stumpff's
formulation as were used for Battin's formulation. The primary
convergence criteria which will be the same for all formulations is a
-10
-test on f. If (l-f) falls below the standard 10 the iteration
_ .-- -- _ ,-_ --_ _ ---.. _ --- _. -_ _ - I --- .......... _ _ ..._
procedure is haltedt. The test on the 6z produced by the iterator
tThis is consistent with requiring the relative error in time to
converge to 10 .
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-9
employs the 10 criterion (used for x in Battin's formulation)
r0
multiplied by . The test on 6f (corresponding to a test on 6t)
employs 10 . Also a maximum of 20 iterations is allowed.
We calculate the U (z;X) for this formulation by first finding
C(y) and S(y) as given by Eqs. 2. 30 and 2. 31 with y = yz instead of
2
cx . Then,
U 2 (z;x) = z2 C(y) (3.15)
3
U3 (z;X)= z S(y) (3. 16)
Also
U = 1- X U2 (3.17)
U 1 =z - U3 (3. 18)
In this way, the same subroutine was used for calculating C(y) and
S(y) in both Battin's and Stumpff's formulations.
3. 5 Results
The same types of alterations were made in the basic z - iteration
routine as were made in the basic x - iteration routine. See Section 2. 6.
The various routines are listed below.
NEWTON ITERATOR ..... Newton iterator
ZERO - CONVERGENCE..... zero-convergence criteria
CONSTANT GUESS ..... constant guess (z = 1)
As shown above, in the constant guess routine, the guess made
was z = 1. The increment in the independent variable in the Newton
iterator is made as follows:
1 - f (Zold)
Znew = Zold +
old
47
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where
df old = UO( old) d) +U(old ) U2(zold)
U 0 = 1 - U2
U1 = z U 3
The results are given in Tables 3. 1 through 3. 4. The results
of the zero-convergence routine show the expected increase in the
accuracy of the final iterated time (Table 3. 4) and the accompanying
increase in the number of iterations (Table 3. 2). It is interesting
to note that the final error in the iterated time went to "zero" almost
every time.
Comparing the standard routine to the routine which used a
constant guess of z = 1 we see that the number of iterations usually
increased by only one or not at all. The reason is that many solutions
are close to z = 1 (Table 3. 1). This formulation seems to perform
well for a constant initial guess but there must be a high sensitivity
of f to z in Eq. 3. 13 since even when the solution is almost exactly
equal to the guess (which occurs very often) a finite number of
iterations is always performed.
The results from the Newton-iterator routine are very encour-
aging. The number of iterations is consistently reduced and the
improvement is greater for cases where the original number of
iterations was large. Tne accuracy n tne Imal time also increased
in a majority of cases and the computation times showed a definite
tendency to decrease from the standard routine to the Newton iterator.
From the above discussion it appears that the zero-convergence
criteria routine is very effective in decreasing the error in the final
iterated time at a slight cost in computation time, and the Newton
iterator has the most improved performance over the standard routine
of all the alterations made.
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TABLE 3. 1
SOLUTIONS
TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
z
1. 022
1. 000
0. 997
0. 916
0. 899
0. 905
0. 925
0. 936
0.991
0. 953
0. 045
2. 866
2.951
1. 234
2. 840
2. 840
0. 990
0. 080
2. 437
3.850
0. 986
0. 108
0. 045
2. 867
2. 952
0. 227
3. 915
0. 110
0. 811
1. 069
3.01
1. 121
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TABLE 3.2
ITERATIONS
STANDARD
3
0
2
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
12
10
9
4
8
7
2
14
7
5
3
8
12
10
9
8
8
7
4
3
11
3
NEWTON
ITERATOR
2
0
1
2
3
4
3
3
2
3
6
7
7
3
6
5
2
7
5
5
2
4
6
7
7
5
5
4
3
2
8
2
ZERO CON-
VERGENC E
4
2
4
4
5
6
5
5
3
6
13
11
11
5
9
9
5
16
9
9
4
9
13
11
11
9
11
9
6
5
13
5
CONSTANT
GUESS
3
1
2
4
3
4
4
5
3
4
12
11
10
5
9
12
3
14
8
7
3
8
12
11
10
8
9
7
5
4
10
4
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TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
_
.
TABLE 3. 3
COMPUTATION TIMES (1/60 SEC)
STANDARD
1
<1
1
2
2
2
3
3
<1
3
3
2
2
1
2
2
1
3
3
4
1
4
2
2
2
5
3
3
1
1
4
1
NEWTON
ITERATOR
4
<1
1
2
2
2
2
1
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
3
2-
1
<1
3
1
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE
3
<1
3
2
4
6
4
4
2
4
6
3
3
1
2
2
1
4
4
5
1
4
3
2
2
4
5
4
2
4
4
2
CONSTANT
GUESS
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
<i
4
3
4
1
4
3
3
2
3
5
3
2
1
4
1
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TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10ClOC
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
-
-
.
TABLE 3.4
IERROR IN FINAL ITERATED TIMEI
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
STANDARD
-11
- 15
- 15
x
-9
-7
-8
-8
-9
-8
- 10
-9
-5
-9
-7
-5
-8
-7
-9
- 10
- 13
-11
- 10
-9
-5
-7
-11
-6
-8
-11
-7
-8
NEWTON
ITE RATOR
- 10
- 15
- 12
-7
- 10
- 12
-7
-8
x
-9
-8
- 11
- 11
- 11
- 11
- 11
x
- 11
- 11
-8
x
-7
-8
x
- 10
x
-9
-8
- 12
- 13
-11
-9
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
-11
x
- 10
x
x
x
x
- 10X
- 10
- 12
- 13
x
- 11
- 13
x = "zero" error
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CHAPTER 4
KEPLER U1 ( )-ITERATION
4.1 Introduction
The most direct and obvious method of obtaining x, given t,
from Kepler's equation is to guess the x and evaluate the three
universal functions U1, U2, and U3 as done previously. Therefore
some method of evaluating infinite series expansions to a desired
accuracy must be implemented. (This is fully discussed in our
_:I.-;_ % A A AIL1 xU-daLLU11 1ncLUU. ny iniiniiLe seVries evaluacdLLU LKeb riLMe anu
may cause computational difficulties. For 'the x-iteration, the
difficulty is compounded since at least 2 series must be evaluated.
Battin (1968-69) has shown how a method of solution of Kepler's
equation may be derived which avoids the evaluation of any infinite
series. That is, the equation is worked into a form in which the single
irl.lo nf c ,v ·rL nri-lJ.l'. ^n h +r1L J'nIA h ^ 1wlP rlfP f 1The 1 rni%.ran1 TT
g xfunctions, in particular U (4). It turns out that all other universal
functions needed for the evaluation of Kepler's equation are readily
x xexpressed in terms of U1(,), except a particular combination of U3 )
and U1(4). This combination is then expressed as the solution of a
well known hypergeometric differential equation. This solution, a
hvnerbnnomtri flnrftinn i thpn PxnrAP.sPd in vrv rnnvenient rnidlv
,, -j E m Vt1_ YI 5 , .. Ad.. a w-_ -_ -r ,- - - v J- ' -'J - - -J
convergent, continued fraction expansion in terms of U1(4). Therefore,
the time of flight equation can be evaluated for a given value of the single
variable U1 (4). We have traded the problems of calculating at least
two infinite series for any difficulties associated with this continued
fraction algorithm, as well as, it turns out, the problems of obtaining
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an initial point for the iteration. As we will show, the evaluation of
the continued fraction can present no problem, while in some cases,
the initial guess can be difficult to make with sufficient accuracy.
4. 2 The Method Of Solution
The equation used is (from Appendix C, Eq. (C. 2))
r .wU X
-~it = r U(X) +- - U2(x)+ 2 U 32() +2U U3(qZ 3 ( 4 ) 1 -1 2 7 1 - U3(2x)0 A iT1
where U 3(-) 8= 
1 (4)
1 5
- ; _;[ F ( ,
U(X 4) = i - 0 U ()
The variable U ( ) can1 4 be expressed as
2
UI( ) = 1 -- 6'
2 2(a x )+ 57 . ^ 
or
sin( 4 )
U(x4) =1 -
V,( L
> O
x
sinh X
= 
< O
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Uo(4X) - 1
U
L
i
II
I'
The first necessity we must face when we want to begin the
iterative procedure is that of determining an initial guess. It turns
out that for this method of solution of Kepler's problem the guess is
critical to the success of the iterative procedure, but is unfortunately
difficult to compute in certain circumstances. Since the discussion
of the guess for this method is very lengthy because of its importance,
it will be presented in a later section.
4. 3 Convergence Criteria And Bounds
The next step in the implementation is to define what convergence
criteria we will use to terminate the iteration.
The primary convergence factor demanded that the iterated
time agree with the desired time to within 1010 of the desired time.
-16This factor is reduced to 10 in another test run to compare the
resulting iterations as well as the accuracy in the final position and
velocity.
16A convergence factor of 1016 was used on the difference between
the last two calculated times so the denominator of the iterator did
not go to zero. This was a standard criteria for all test runs made.
The criteria used to determine when the change in the independent
variable was too small to change the time was in part a result of the
knowledge of the criteria used for the generalized anomaly, x, (see
Chapter 2). The numbers used were obtained by finding the
differential of U1(4) in terms of the corresponding differential in 6x.
There results
[U1 ()] = U0 () 6x (4. 1)
We therefore must define the limits on the variable U0(4) from the
definition of Un(). (See Appendix A. ) It is obvious that for ellipses
the maximum value of U0 (4) is 1. 0. Furthermore, under the
assumption that the maximum hyperbolic anomaly difference H - H0
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is 50, (see Ref. 12) we can determine the maximum value of U0(4)
for hyperbolic paths as follows:
XU UO()MAX 50= cosh( '4 )(H - H%cosh 4 JAH~
MAX,,
U ( XU0 "I)MAX = 3.01
In our case a value of 5.0 was chosen to insure no difficulty.
Returning now to Eq, (4. 1) we have
6 [u 1(X)]
6 U1 4) ]
1 6x
= 6x4
> 0
a < 0
The values used for 6x wer
-9and 10 for moon centered pa'ths.
e 10 8 for earth centered trajectories
Finally to determine the maximum and minimum values of
U1 (x ), we examine the definition of U1 () in terms of trigonmetric
and hyperbolic sines.
Examining first the elliptic case rewritten in the form
sin( E4 4 J
where E is the standard eccentric anomaly for ellipses, it is obvious
that
1
> U(T) > 0 a > 
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()
and these are precisely the bounds used in the elliptic case.
For hyperbolic trajectories we have
U1 (X) =
H-Ho
sinh( )
4VT
< O
Using the maximum value of H - Ho employed above, we can show0
1 -MAX 2.87
However, the maximum we used
difficulty. Therefore we have,
0 > U
substituted 3. 0 for 2. 87 to insure no
!(E) > < 0
Typical numbers for the maxima can be found using the semi-major
axes of the test cases listed in Chapter 2. The units for U1( 4 ) are,1/2
of course, (length)
Finally, after the iterative procedure has resulted in the correct
value of U (4), we can use the identities in Appendix C to determine
all necessary universal functions involved in the vector position and
velocity equations:
r = [1 U2 (x) + t -U3 (x)
VI-
(4. 2)
-Er U1 (X)
rO r + [1- U2(x)-=0 + [ 1 - r 
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(4. 3)
I
I
All quantities in Eqs. (4. 2) and (4. 3) will then be known and r and v
can be determined. The solution will then be complete.
4. 4 Evaluation Of The Hypergeometric Function
We have shown that we can express the universal form of the
time of flight equation in terms of the value of Ul(4), (see Appendix
C). To accomplish this, we have to evaluate the function
Q U-
U3()
in terms of a hypergeometric function; that is
8 1 U0 -1 51Q 8 h F [1, -;a; x i
Since it has been found that the ontinued fraction renresentatinn of
this F converges slowly, (Battin 1968),we are interested in transforming
this solution into one with more rapid convergence properties.
Improved convergence will be necessary if this method of solving
Kepler's equation is to be competitive with series expansion methods.
For this purpose, we note first that hypergeometric functions
can be evaluated by infinite series or by continued fraction expansion.
If we examine the series representation we can show that the series
does indeed converge and then see how to improve this convergence.
In general we have,
F(a, 8;y; q) = 1 + q + ( (+ 1) q +,f. 1"2.12+- 1)
a(WU+ 1) (&+ l) (P I)+ to+ )
1+ 23'7y(y+ 1)(y+ 2) (4 + 4)4. 4)
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we know 'that such a series converges absolutely for IqI <1. Therefore
if we prove that q falls in this region for all possible cases, we can
feel secure in using this method of solution.
For this purpose, we observe first, 'that in our case
U0 () - 1
q
Then using the limits on U0 ( ) discussed above we can easily show 'that
0 > q >- 1 for 1 > U ( 4 ) > 0
and
.503 > q > 0 for 3.01 > U0(4) >1
Returning now to Eq. (4. 4) we can see that this infinite series
representation does indeed converge for all possible values of
U (). We can further see that by increasing v in the denom-
inator of the terms of 'the infinite series, the rate of convergence
can be improved. We would also expect this same factor, , to
improve the convergence of the continued fraction representation.
(The relation between the series and continued fraction reDresen-
tations will not be discussed heret.)
For this purpose, we begin with the following identityt
(y- o- B) F(c, 8; ¥; q) + (1 - q) F(t + 1, ; ,; q)
- (v- R) F(oy, 8- 1; Y; q) = 0 (4. 5)
T For a complete discussion see Battin(1968)
t The identities used here are taken from Battin (1968-69). Reference
'to sources of these identities are made in Battin (1968).
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1with = - Y . B= 1, 1 = 22 and, (as before)
0(4)- 1
q =
U () + 1
0 
we obtain
F(-4, 1; .; q) 1; ; q)
where we have defined
= U0()
Now, to increase a, we use another identity
y(1- q)F( , 8; ; q) - yF(a- 1, 8; y; q)+(y- )q F(lal , y+1, q) = 0 (4.6)
with c=l, 8= 1 5
to obtain
F(1, ½; ; q) = (w -7 7 -72 - w 1) F( 2 , 1; 7; q)
By recursively applying this same identity, Eq. (4. 6),we would have
1 w- 1
F(1, ; ; w + ) w+l2
We could increase y to any desired size. The results of several
successive applications of this formula are discussed below.
Battin(1968) has shown how to evaluate a hypergeometric
function of the form
F(, 1; + N; w- 1) by a continued fraction expansion.
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= 3 + I 2 ) (
4 T -w- T T TZ
i
i
1I
i
I(1- 1 ) w - F 11 
+ 
The final result, which is used here is given by:
1 7 w - 1 2N+5F(1 , 1; + N; Aw-1) = 9N -- (4.7)Vi . , 1 l lo | NT 4. 
where
w- 1
n- + - (4.8)
n1n- 1+ 2N +2 + n (1 -B n )
and w = U() as before.
To evaluate the series of Bn's we proceed as follows. We select
i ,tlr ' ', I +n h t"-A +." 'T';.i.'fi1' vl'] cS"A" 1 t= n TPh"i '; J' '.w..L a .Ql Ic.
to terminating the continued fraction at n levels and dividing out the
succeeding levels, i. e. working backwards. ) We then calculate
Bn - 1' This becomes the new Bn and a Bn 1 is calculated from
this. The process continues until B2 is calculated at which point
the hypergeometric function is evaluated.
It was pointed out before that increasing (or N in Eq. (4. 7))
improves the rate of convergence of the continued fraction expansion.
1 f7 + N w 1TVF we senerate a senuence of algorithms for F(-k. 1: ;, + N:
..... .... -, - w + 1'
as N changes we can conveniently investigate this improvement in
the calculation of the function Q, where
_ 8 1 , 1 5_i ) 4+
= 5 [U 4)]
with
U ( X) - 1q=
UO(-) + 1
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For N = 0, we can use the identities presented above to show
1 5 w - 1 1 w- 1 1 7 w- 1
F(1,- Z; w -W1 W T 1 F (. 1; 2; + T)~' 7 2' ww '+ 2 ' 'E' w+1
where
1 7w-i 5F(-, 1 ; ; W T =
2
From Eq. (4. 8) we can further show
5B5 w+ 1
- B N = 05 - B2 w- 1 
Therefore, we have
B8 1 BQ = w+ 1 4N = 0)
For N = 1 we can show
w += 1 [1 (1 - B1)]
i'Pinnllv fr N = 2
= F1 - ~ + (w 1)2(1 B1 )Q w+l 10 '
(where, of course, Eq. (4. 8) is employed using the corresponding
value of N. )
As N increases we should have to make fewer evaluations
of the recursive relation for 'the Bn's to get the same accuracy.
That is if we specify that we want this representation to give a
result correct to a certain digit after the decimal point, we must
determine how many levels are required to leave this digit unchanged
in successive evaluations of B1. Further levels can only change
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digits 'to the right of our desired place.
Now, we must examine how large the B 's can get if we are
n
to make a judgment as to how accurate we must require them to be.
To get an idea of how large the values of the sequence of B 's can
get, we can proceed as follows. (We set N = 0 here for simplicity. )
B q n 2n-1 n-i+ (1- Bn)
where q is as defined above.
Tf we let Bn = 0, n 2, we have
n-1 n-1
1 + t+2
Therefore Bn _ 1 falls in a smaller range 'than q. Recalling the range
o. Lj Wxr ha.r\ V rLrr O.A lowV eJ IlIr limLit nn 1 'c 'VI y, C; 11CLVC UI Q CWA I VVCll I11ILL u1s 1 G o - VVV
- 1 < B < .503 (4. 9)
n- 1
TT-in- th'i as or ne'pw R we havP nhvim slyui -" ~,-- n1...........n' .......J
1 -B > 0 n 2
n ir nf in a re n ler han that 
ncrnin mir nw R . fallq in a region no larger than that iven bv Ea-b . ... . .n -1 °-- -° - --
(4.9). Carrying this argument all the way back to n = 2, we see that
B1 never exceeds 1. 0 in absolute value. We can now make some
judgment as to the accuracy we should demand in evaluating B1.
Since, in the time to which the iteration converges, we consistently
demand an error no larger than 1010 times the desired time, we
also selected 10 as the accuracy on 'the final calculated B1.
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That is, we chose the largest n so that B1 would not change in the
tenth place after the decimal point. Since B1 is limited to the range
given by Eq. (4. 9) above, requiring no change in the tenth place is a
much stricter demand than the requirement we place on time. Since
small times may sometimes be desired on Kepler's problem (see
Section 2. 7) this tenth place accuracy would then still be consistent.
Furthermore, as we can see from Fig. 4. 1, the number of
levels of the continued fraction which must be evaluated for our
,,I-,,-~.~1 , .....- . . ,-,.,, 1,Ot ,,,.I-t .A ,-F,- o11 --f11,- . TT /X}
UUMLI-VU aCL;u .Lay 11UVCrL Babs cD OCJLUtL t IV, IU. 1. VUes0 i %O\
In experimenting with various values of N in Eq. 4. 8) it was found
that a value of N = 2 (compared to N = 0 used to find Fig. 4. 1)
resulted in a reduction of only one required level in the continued
fraction. A value of N = 1 left the number of levels required unchanged
from N = 0. It was felt that the meager advantage of increasing N
was outweighed by the complexity of the resulting equations, and the
simplest (N = 0) case was used here.
4.5 The Curves Of Time Versus U (4)1 4
Several graphs of time versus U1( ) were plotted for the three
possible trajectories. Several interesting properties became evident,
and our difficulties could be explained, from an examination of these
curves. (See Figs. 4. 2 to 4. 8.)
For ellipses, we can see from the figures in this section that
the time of flight equation produces monotonically increasing curves
which are nearly linear for a large portion of a period, and which
then become steeper near a full period. Iteration on these is usually
rapid and will result in excess of 10 iterations only when we desire a
transfer time extremely close 'to one period. For a regula falsi
(or linear inverse interpolator ) iteration method, the maximum
number of iterations in this near periodic case never exceeded 14,
while for a Newton iteration, 'the maximum was 12.
If we now examine 'the hyperbolic cases we see a variety of
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shapes produced for time versus U1(I). In some cases, we observe
i _________- ,,_:I _ ..- _ -t _ _ _ _ __ _ _:_ 1 __ I - 1 _ ~-s _-_ ___ i....... L _ FX_ [I b _ _ I
curves similar to tnose associatea wim ellipses, except tnat a Knee
exists in a region low down on the curves. (That is, the "knees"
appeared "low" relative to the largest time we plotted. ) The nearly
linear region from the origin remains. The only problem could
result from the "knee" which appears. This feature causes some
difficulty for the linear inverse interpolation, although for our
standard program (to be discussed below) the number of iterations
never exceeded 13. A Newton iteration produced significantly better
results for the curves with knees. (This also will be discussed
further below. ) This result is easy to understand, because in a
region of rapidly changing slope such as a knee, a linear approximation
of the slope would be particularly poor. The advantage of calculating
an exact slope is obvious.
For other hyperbolic cases, curves with an inflection point
are shown. Rather than taking derivatives to determine the conditions
under which this inflection point occurs, plots of the magnitude of the
position vector versus U1(4) were made. From the cases shown
(see Figs. 4. 4 and 4. 5) we can see that the inflection point corresponds
to the minimum of the position magnitude, that is, pericenter. This
proved to be true on all cases tested where this inflection point was
obeserved, which included parabolic as well as hyperbolic cases.
O3LLlU II. D1CU.L.CU WI rJll % L C 0"DUl lC L L .Ll L.LULIL pUJLIL -ULU.LA
result for some parabolic and hyperbolic cases, and not for others,
a few cases which show no inflection point were plotted for negative
values of U1(.). In these cases, the inflection point was observed
at or near the origin; that is, the given initial conditions corresponded
to pericenter.
One final interesting feature of these hyperbolic and parabolic
time curves is seen by comparing 'them to the graph of sinh x vs. x.
That is, for hyperbolas H - H
sinh3 4
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Therefore we see that the graphs of time vs. U ( 4 ) for hyperbolas
take on approximately the same shape as the curve of Ui(4) versus
its argument. Any further relevance of this result is not immediately
evident and it is not pursued here.
The discussion of the effects that these properties of the curves
have on the initial guess and the different types of iterators is pre-
sented in the remainder of this Chapter.
4. 6 Initial Guess
As mentioned above, the method of solution of Kepler's
problem employing a hypergeometric function has the advantage that
no series must be evaluated. Only a short algorithm to evaluate
the Bn's need be evaluated. (This solution will be compared to other
methods of solving Kepler's problem in Chapter 6. )
However several problems were found which were related to
the range of values of the variable U1(x). Also, as discussed in part
above, the form of the curves of time versus U1( ) can cause some
difficulties.
The first problem arose when we attempted to generate an
initial guess for U (
As shown in Appendix C, a series expansion in time for
U (4) can be found as
2 T2 11 2. t] (4. 10)
2 U0()+1 4r0 r
Then, from the discussion of the maximum value of U1(4), we know
-that Ux) is always positive, so 'the square root sign is no problem.
But U0(2 ) is unknown also.
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However if we substitute
U ( )
U1) =
we can show
U ( ) = 1 -t o ( 't ) (4. 11)
4 r r 0
Because Eqs. (4. 10) and (4. 11) will involve square roo'ts, and since
we can not trust a two 'term 'time series to approximate the desired
quantity well except for small time, we must be careful in how we
make our guess.
Another difficulty is that, U0(Z) can be either positive or negative
for ellipses as can be seen from the definition of the U-functions
(Appendix A). So we must make the decision on which sign to choose
for the square root in Eq. (4. 11). This can be done as follows.
We know that
1 > U0 (X) > 0 for (E - E) < 
and
0 > U(2) >- 1 for (E- E) > 
If we calculate the time for which UO(X) = , 'then by comparing
our desired time to 'this time, which we define as t, we can determine
which sign 'to choose.
For AE = rwe have, for the necessary universal functions,
Uo X) = 1
U 1(x) = 0
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Then using the identity
n
Un + 2 n
we find
U 2 2 = 3
finally, we have
(n2 we 0 + = e 1t +
r a M 1 3 I
(only where ro0 VO = does t = (PERIOD))
We can determine the sign for Eq. (4. 11) as follows
If t < t, U0 () > 0
t > t, U0 ( ) < 0
In evaluating the guess from Eqs. (4. 10) and (4. 11), test statements
had to be included to insure that no square root arguments were
negative. A square root argument could be negative only if the time
series gave a meaningless result, and therefore a new form of guess
had to be made.
Following the method employed by the conic routines programmed
for the guidance computer onboard the Apollo spacecraft (see Ref. 12),
when the time series guess contradicted any of several basic require-
ments (such as being within separately calculated bounds) 'the guess
reverted to a standard guess of half the entire range of the independent
variable, in our case, U(4).
Biut further trouDle uevulopu WIl:L1 LA 1LJO OL-LUA LLAAL 6 iu --J
was made. In the near parabolic case, U1( )MAX is an extremely large
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number. However, at the same time the period (or hyperbolic
psuedo period) is also extremely large. It was found that the time
for near parabolic cases could be large enough to cause the time
series to diverge and yet be an extremely small fraction of the
period to traverse the near parabolic path. Therefore, while the
time series indicated that a large value of U1() was necessary, a
value equal to half of the maximum was much too great. From plots
of time versus U1(~) for several parabolic paths, it became evident
that a further problem existed. (See Figs. 4. 3 and 4. 6. ) A sharp
knee appeared in the curves. Over small times the curve was nearly
linear. But then a sharp increase was observed, and near the
completion of a full near parabolic period, both U1 ) and t are so1.-.., ,.! + .,,,1, , , 1 ~ -- '1_C.L .- s oI r;n-- '- _ ' .... . 1-lar-g a U i.1 iaU all raubnaUIlU lmUb loUbe Lgnzilcance on e same
graph.
The problem, then, is this: in near parabolic cases, the guess
made can be very much greater than the correct value for the
particular problem. Thus a point very high up on a steep curve is
used to start the iteration. From an examination of the operation of a
linear inverse interpolation iteration, we can see that the calculated
dependent variable in this case will simply "bounce" back and forth
from extremely large to extremely small values. The process will
eventually converge, but only after an excessive number of iterations,
and thus the computation time suffers.
Originally, 'to handle this difficulty, an examination of which
of our test cases caused trouble was made. It was found that even
for times of the order of 105seconds the maximum required U1(4)
4 1/2was less than 10 meters , for any case. Thus a test was made
to check if the guess exceeded 104. If it did, and if the desired time
did not exceed one tenth of a period (or hyperbolic psuedo period), a
standard guess of 3. 16 x 103 was made. Both the one tenth figure
and the value of the standard maximum guess were obtained from
observing when the required value of U1( ) actually became of the
same order of magnitude of the maximum of U 1(4). The one tenth
-2figure could actually be much smaller, of the order of 10 or even
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-310 , depending upon the parabolic case. However since a very small
guess will not cause the same difficulties, (since the knee is very
lowt on the curve and the iterators used will immediately generate a
correction to .9 of U1( )MAX), it was thought a "safer" value was
appropriate.
We now examine a series of guesses which could be employed.
The final method which we will discuss, in conjunction with a Newton
iteration, appeared to be the most generally successful. But to keep
this hypergeometric solution on an even basis of comparison with the
other Kepler solutions, the method of guessing which we just finished
discussing is referred to as "standard". Of course, while our test
cases represented a great variety of possible initial conditions,
trajectories and desired times, we have no guarantee that they are
all inclusive. That is, possibly some 'trajectory could be conjured
up which would cause this method extreme difficulty, but only in this
near parabolic case. For all other trajectories which can be classed
as elliptic or hyperbolic with respect to the earth or moon, this method
will generate a correct solution. Further, in the near parabolic case,
no trouble could result except when the initial guess is very poor.
That is, the method of solution itself is unaffected by the type of
trajectory or the range of any variables. Feeling that if the
method of guessing could be improved in the parabolic case, this
solution would then be "airtight". a search was begun to find a new
guess for the case of difficulty.
If we examine the series expansion for the Un functions in the
parabolic case, t = 0,
2 ( 2+ x x + 2) -.
n = n + 2) (n + 4)!
t The term "low" in 'this sense means that this knee appeared at
coordinates on a graph very much smaller than the coordinates gen-
erated by the very high initial guess, for either of the forms of
parabolic curves of Figures 4. 3 or 4. 6.
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we have
U 1 = x
2
U2 =
U3 _ x 3
3 _ 
Therefore Kepler's equation becomes
r 1 V0 x2 3
i, t = rx + 0'0 x x
Therefore, we have a cubic for x as a function of t. Mr. William
Robertson of MIT/ IL has put the solution of this equation in convenient
form as follows:
If we define
T =t
r0
A -
/ r
P (3T + 3A - A3)
It can be showntthat
1/3 
x p + P + (2 - A2 +
/34
L (4. 12) '
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tSee Reference 7.
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x XFinally U1(T) = X for the parabolic case.
We can also use the x guess which is derived in the section on
the x iteration. This, of course, requires us to worry about the
conditions under which the time series will diverge and what alternate
procedure will be employed if it does diverge. We therefore would
be forced to return to a consideration of the maximum values of the
variables and we have gained nothing. Furthermore, we now have
a new problem, that of deciding what constitutes a near parabolic
case. Should we test the semi major axis, or is the eccentricity a
better indication of how parabolic the trajectory is ?
For the sake of comparing the results of the new parabolic
guess, Eq. (4.12) above, to the original guess we had, we arbitrarily
classed all trajectories with eccentricity in the range from . 9 to 1. 1
as parabolic. This included all the parabolic test cases we had used.
For these cases, the maximum of U1 () was very much greater than
the correct value for the desired times. This guess was coded and
run for our standard test cases. It did result in reduced numbers of
iterations in the majority of cases and gave at least no worse results
in the remainder of the cases. The results obtained from several
tests are given below to show how the two guesses compare. The
number of iterations required are seen to be much more consistent
for this new guess. This is to be expected since the new guess will
work well for any near parabolic case, while the old guess merely
assumed some standard value when the normal channels of the guess
broke down.
ITERATIONS
Case Old Guess New Guess
11 :4 4
14 3 3
15 7 3
20 12 2
21 10 6
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(There resulted no significant improvement in the accuracy with
(There resulted no significant improvement in the accuracy with
which the final time was determined. Also, the additional coding
required to make this parabolic guess did not significantly alter
computation times in the cases for which the iterations were nearly
the same for the two guesses. Of course, the computation time was
reduced when the iterations differed by as much as in case 20, above. )
Thus far we have essentially failed to solve the guess problem.
In the first guess, we avoid using an extremely large number by
replacing it with an arbitrarily selected number. The problem with
this of course is that we can't be at all sure if this method will be
satisfactory for some other test case. (However, if the knee in the
curve for some other case is less severe than those we encountered,
then the fact that we introduce a too small guess will present no
greater problem. A more severe knee still would not make the
solution unworkable if we generate a low guess. )
In the second guess (that is, employing a special guess for the
parabolic cases either by solution of a cubic or by a time series
approximation) we must decide what constitutes a parabolic case.
This leaves a large fuzzy area which can be defined only in very
specific cases. A considerable amount of time could conceivably be
spent studying all possible cases. This at least partially destroys
the universal character of our solution.
It obviously would be desirable to find a method of guessing
which could be applied without change to all trajectories. (Of course,
if we are to have a truly general solution we must demand this
condition. ) To establish this newest guess we argue as follows.
For the near parabolic case we have seen 'that U1(x) is only
one quarter of the generalized anomaly x. The ratio of U1 () to x
for normal ellipses and hyperbolas is not immediately evident.
However, this ratio was determined for all of our test cases and the
result presented in Table 4. 1. As we might expect, elliptic cases
resulted in a ratio of U (4)/x of less than . 25, while for hyperbolas
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TABLE 4.1
SOLUTIONS
x(x 102)
meters1/2yneters
34. 5
0. 044
2.21
57.7
88.2
116.7
147.4
169.1
7.05
73. 2
300. 8
300. 9
310. 3
23. 5
112. 2
224. 4
3. 37
112.2
26. 3
102. 0
2.70
39. 1
300. 8
300. 8
310. 2
124. 1
46. 4
39.9
16.9
4.27
66.76
4.96
Ul(Xlo2)
1/2meters
8.49
0.0011
0. 553
13. 7
19. 6
23. 79
26. 3
26. 9
1. 75
13.4
75.2
75.2
77. 5
5.88
28.1
56. 1
0. 843
28.0
6.87
40.9
0. 677
11.4
75.2
75.2
77.5
30.2
13. 3
11.6
4.03
1.06
16.7
1.24
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TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
x
0. 246
0.250
0.250
0.237
0.222
0.204
0. 178
0. 159
0. 248
0. 183
0. 250
0.250
0. 250
0. 250
0. 250
0. 250
0. 250
0. 250
0. 261
0. 40
o. 250
0. 292
0. 250
0. 250
0. 250
0. 244
0. 287
0. 291
0. 239
0. 249
0. 250
0. 250
. =
.
the ratio turned out greater than . 25. The maximum value of the
ratio was .4.
If we now recall the development of the x-iteration given above,
we can see how to reduce the difficulty of obtaining our initial guess
xfor U(4). In that x-iteration, a time series was used to generate an
initial guess for x, as was done here for U1(T). As we might expect
both 'these series diverge for essentially all the same test cases.
Also since it was seen in that section 'that
2MAX r
XMAX = r-
7. 07 y < 
we can see that this variable can have an even greater maximum than
The difference, however, is that from long experience , the
absolute maximum value of x for earth or moon centered trajectories
was established at 217, or about 1. 315 x105 t
If we now examine the series for U1SA)
2
U.(x) = [ 1 4l - .. 1
tRef. 12 discusses the maximum value of x.
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Therefore we have
= 1 _ a(x/4) 2
4 __7._ +
2
[ (x4) 2 ]
5!
- ·. ]
Then if we compare Eq. (4.13) to the series for U0( )
)2 22
UO(X) = [_(x]4 2 [a(x/]4)] ]0 4 . 2 2 , 4.' 
and recall the maximum
we can establish that the
ranges:
0 <
.25 <
or
0 <
values of U(x) for ellipses and hyperbolas,
ratio (4. 13) can not lie outside the following
U1 (X)
< .25 for r > 0
x
U(~) 3 01< 3 < 0x 
U1 ( 4)
_: < . 754 for all ranges of a
x
The purpose of this diversion is to show that an extension of the
original guess of U1(4) we used can be applied successfully if an
absolute maximum of the independent variable U1(x) can be established.
This is essentially what we did when we would not allow the guess for
U1(4) to exceed 10 meters1/2 above. However, at that time, the
numbers we selected were deduced from an examination of our
standard test cases. Possibly some case could be found which
would need an initial guess in excess of 10 . Since a guess of
3. 16 x103 meters 1/ 2 would be substituted, we might have had some
difficulty. Now using the knowledge of the maximum value of x, we
can establish an absolute maximum of Ul(4).
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U1 ()
x (4. 13)
Of -
L'
rThat is
U ()MAX = .754(1.312 x 105)
= .99 x 105 = 9.9 x 10 meters 1/2
Then as done for the initial guess for the x iteration, we can
calculate the maximum for the particular case we wish to solve, and
use the smaller of the two, the absolute maximum or the case
maximum. If the time series diverges we can make as our guess5 half of the maximum range and feel confident that an extremely wrong
-number would not result. We would not have to shy away from the
parabolic cases. However, when the regular time series guess was
used with this absolute maximum, 'three near parabolic cases exceeded
the standard limit of 20 iterations. Two of the three(cases 10A and
20) required use of half of the absolute maximum to generate an
initial guess, i. e. about 5 x 104. The third case (15) successfully
applied the time series, but the guess generated was also near 5 x 104
The guesses for the first 2 cases discussed here were about 7 times
greater than the correct values, and for case #15, the guess obtained
was 12 times too great. If we examine Fig. 4. 9, comparing the
curves of t vs. x, and t vs. U(4) for test case 10A, we can see the
difficulty. While the x guess generated was large compared to 'the
'.Arrs.n vIr. lll h a rtiA of ahnut% rtI + to nI ai i w no narlv as
large, relatively, as the guess for U (x). Furthermore we can see
how much steeper the time versus U 1 curve is than the one
corresponding to x. Therefore a large guess for U1(x) creates
much more difficulty than does a large guess of x.
Of course, the basis of the problem is that. to be general. we
must take half of the absolute maximum of U1(x) in all cases for
which the case maximum exceeds this absolute maximum. However,
'this upper limit corresponds to hyperbolas, not parabolas. (Since
'the curves are not so steep, this consideration does not cause
trouble for the x iteration. ) For parabolas, the upper limit of U(X4)
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rshould be 1/4 of the maximum for x. or about 3. 3 x 104 meters /2-
Our guess would then be about 1. 65 x 10 meters and this would
then be only about double the correct value. In this case no difficulty
would arise. But to do this we would have 'to determine what
constitutes a near parabolic case, and we again sacrifice our
generality.
Knowing that a Newton iteration procedure handled sharp
"kneed" curves more efficiently than a regula falsi iteration, this
same standard time series was used with the absolute maximum
of U1(4) in a Newton iteration program. -In the three cases which
caused the linear inverse interpolator trouble, the Newton itbrator
required only 9, 10, and 9 iterations for cases 10A, 15,. and 20,
respectively. Also, the computation times required for these cases
were about the same as the times which resulted from the regula
falsi iteration scheme with the arbitrarity selected maximum of
x 1/2U1(4) meters . This then is the most general form of solution
we have been able to produce, although it requires use of the Newton
iteration procedure. Finally, since we know that only very unusual
(fast) hyperbolas will approach the upper limit of U(4) of 10 meters1/2
we could assume, without real loss in generality, that the upper limit
will be more commonly about .3 of XMAX, or about 3. 95 x 104
1/2 4
meters . We would therefore generate a guess of about 2 x 10
meters /2 which would be about 2. 5 times the correct value. This
will result in no difficulty in cases for which U1(4) is greater than
this arbitrary maximum because this is used only to make the guess
and will not restrict the range of U1(x). Furthermore we have seen
that a low guess is much less difficult to handle than a very high guess.
The program taken as "standard" for the hypergeometric solution
used the regula falsi iterator, standard convergence criteria and used
X 'the guess (discussed above) which substituted the value U1() = 3. 16 x
10 meters , when any original guess exceeded 10 meters 1/2
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4. 7 Results
A substantial portion of the discussion of the results of this
solution were presented in the previous section tracing the development
of the initial guess. All that remains to discuss is a comparison of
the regula falsi and Newton iteration programs, and their success as
measured against a zero convergence criteria program. As usual
the basis for the comparison will be the number of iterations, the
computation time and the error in the final iterated time.
As stated above, the major argument against a Newton iteration
scheme is that the effort to calculate the derivative may overshadow
the other improvements this method produces. However in the case
of the independent variable used here, this derivative is simply
found and is readily calculated once we have a value of U1(4).
We obtain the derivative as follows
d [U(x)] 1 d [U(x)] dx
1 U0(4 ) dx
where
dx = 
TT:F r
So we have
-[U 1 () 1 u 0(4) 
-T 4r
and finally
dt 4r
_ 4=
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r, the magnitude of the position vector is given by
r = rUO(X) + 1 (x) + U (x)
The functions U0 (x), Ul(x), and U2 (x) are easily found using the
identities given in Appendix C (Eq. (C. 2) through (C. 9)). The new
independent variable is generated by:
U1 (4)NEW - U )OLD + 
dU1 ( ) x
U1 (OLD
where tD is the desired time of flight.
This Newton iterator did reduce the number of required iterations.
As is shown in Table 4.2 only two cases required more than 10
iterations. A further result, indicated in Table 4. 4, is that the
Newton iterator substantially reduced the errors which result in the
final iterated time. In most cases, this reduction was several orders
of magnitude. Therefore if we can show that the Newton iterator did
not substantially increase computation time, we would have another
strong argument for using this method. From the results presented
in Table 4. 3, we can see that the Newton iterator actually reduced
4ho -r1mr-1- lt~lton timoc in mnnv rnLc r fr w lr wr rnlirsnrl For -- +4
U11r:; %LLJuL.LLJUl1 LJ.J11 . LlL LII llly C I;3C,; 1lI U11 WlliC w1. I .UL. .CU 1UJI LI
regula falsi method. While we obviously could not determine the
amount of time required to compute the derivative for the Newton
iterator, the method excelled in spite of this added effort. Therefore
we see that the Newton iterator results in a better answer at a smaller
cost in computational effort.
As done before, to determine how well our programs were
performing under the standard convergence criteria, we reduced all
criteria to the smallest possible values and set up a separate zero
convergence routine. We were interested to see how this would
increase the required number of iterations and the computation time.
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TABLE 4.2
ITERATIONS
STANDARD
4
0
2
4
6
7
8
13
3
7
12
10
10
4
9
8
3
7
8
12
3
10
12
10
10
7
9
10
5
3
8
4
NEWTON
ITE RATOR
3
0
2
3
4
5
6
11
2
5
7
7
7
3
6
11
2
5
5
5
2
6
7
7
7
4
6
6
3
2
5
3
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE
8
3
4
7
9
8
9
15
4
9
14
14
14
5
11
10
4
8
14
18
7
12
14
13
13
10
16
14
7
6
9
7
90
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
.
TABLE 4.3
COMPUTATION TIMES (1/60 SEC)
STANDARD
<1
1
<1
1
1
2
2
4
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
3
1
3
3
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
NEWTON
ITERATOR
1
<1
1
1
1
2
2
4
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
3
<1
1
1
1
<1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
<1
1
1
<1
ZERO CON-
VERG ENC E
2
3
1
2
2
2
3
7
1
3
3
3
3
1
2
2
<1
1
3
5
1
3
3
3
3
2
4
3
1
1
1
1
91
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
iL 
TABLE 4.4
LOG 10 I ERROR OF FINAL ITERATED TIME 
STANDARD
-9
-10
-10
-11
-12
-12
-10
-6
-10
-7
-10
-7
-8
-6
-11
-10
-10
-10
-10
-6
-10
-8
-10
-7
-8
-8
-8
-9
-12
-9
-8
-12
NEWTON
ITERATOR
-11
-10
-15
-14
-11
-8
-13
-5
-10
-11
-11
-8
x
-10
-11
-11
-11
-10
-7
-9
-10
-11
-11
-8
-10
-7
-7
-12
-8
-10
-8
-13
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE
-13
-17
-15
-14
-13
x
x
-10
-13
-13
-11
x
-11
x
x
-11
x
x
-11
-9
-15
x
-11
x
x
-12
-11
-12
-13
x
-15
-13
x = "zero" error
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CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
.
I
I
i
i
I
i
From Table 4. 2, we can compare the number of iterations for
this zero convergence program to those required for the two regular
convergence programs. We can see that the number of iterations
did increase, but the change was usually only two or three. Conver-
gence near the final time appears to be very rapid. Also, as is to
be expected, the computation times show a tendency to increase.
Finally, from Table 4. 4, we can see that the final time error
was considerably reduced in most cases. There appears to be no
pattern to this reduction, however.
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CHAPTER 5
KEPLER q-ITERATION
5. 1 Method Of Solution
As a result of 'the method of solution of Lambert's problem
as derived in Battin (1968), a method of solving Kepler's problem may
be found. An outline of that solution is now presented as well as a
r cri+tirism nf n Flaw whirh PPms - rndpr hiq snlltinn inu.qahle_
In the reference Battin derives a generalized time of flight
equation. The equation is repeated here for convenience, as well as
'the definition of the three quantities involved directly in this equation.
All other quantities are defined in the section on Lambert's problem,
Chapter 7.
g f t = f(x) - 3f(y) (5 1)
2 s
x = 1 - (5.2)
X =V r 5 (53
coS (5 3)
Y2 1=1- ( -x) (5.4)
a . . . semi major axis of conic
For the initial value situation we know nothing of the terminal
geometry conditions, but we do know the semi-major axis and all
other orbital parameters. However if we examine the equation given
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r1
in Battin (1968) for the ratio r-
2
r r 21 2 _ 21+ 2( 1) sin r v s r p 1 1sin -cos 2 -
we see that if could be guessed, we could calculate a value for r2.
We would then have r 2 and and knowing these we could calculate
s, c, X, y and x. We could then evaluate the time of flight equation
and start an iterative procedure to determine the correct value of
0 for the desired time.
Initially the quantity to be guessed is defined as follows:
q =/ - sin (5. 5)
where
p... semi-latus rectum
If D is then defined as
r1 v
e D q(l - 1 2osa Iwith cos determined from
2
cos E = ± r5. q6)
2 r1
We can then write
r1
1 + 2qD
r2
See Battin 1968 for definitions of all quantities. See Chapter 7 for a
definition of geometric quantities.
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Now
rl +r2 +c
S = 2
or
S
r 2
kr2
rl/r2 + c/r 2
2
r
+ 1 - 2 cos 
r2
Then substituting
rfor 
r2
and setting
cos = 2 cos2 1
we find
C
r2
1/2
= 2q[D2 + P P 1]
r 1 r2
Then defining
1/2
E = [D2+ 1 
r 1 r2
we have
c
r2
s
S2
r2
= 2qE
1 + q(D + E)
we can now calculate all quantities needed to evaluate the time of
flight equation as follows:
s/r2
Ccos (5. 7)
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r2
and
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2X = -
s/r 2
2(a/r )(r1/r 2)1 1 2 (5.8)
The problem of determining the choice of sign for the square root in
Eq. (5. 8) is solved in the aforementioned report by defining
- x sgn(ir- s (5. 9)
For Eq. (5. 9) to hold, we must have:
when
C < and
> E and
'IZ
>
R)<ff
then
x>O 
x<O
and <
and > 
where is definedt as
cot2 = S - 1 _ s
cot _ ( c
c
The sign of x can be determined from the equation (which follows
directly from the series of inequalities shown above):
SIGN(x) = SIGN [X(tan - 1)] (5. 10)
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cot C = - x =
-c
and
r < TT
I T>C i
7Z
tBattin(1968)..
I
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So it seems as though we should be able to guess a q and begin an
iteration process to determine the correct q. However, the method
as it now stands lacks one very important bit of information. That is,
we have no clue as to whether is greater or less than 180°.
5. 2 Difficulties With The Methcd
The problem can be seen from the following:
The independent variable, defined as
q l sin  p 2
can assume the same value for two different values of the transfer
angle P. These two angles correspond to 'two different times of travel
along the conic path, one for which 9 < 180°, the other for > 180 °.
If we are to use this method, some way must be found to distinguish
between these 'two different angles. This distinction boils down to
making 'the correct choice of sign in Eq. 5. 6) of this section. The
value of the cos carries with it the necessary information needed
about . But 'the standard inputs to a Kepler subroutine are the initial
position and velocity, the desired transfer time, and the gravitational
constant, none of which gives any information as to whether is greater
or less than 180°.
A curve of times versus q for a typical elliptic case is plotted
in Fig. 5. 1. The double valued nature of the relationship is obvious.
In an attempt to implement this method of solution as it now
stands, we notice first that if we can determine whether our desired
time is greater or less than the time to traverse P = 180° we can make
the proper choice of the sign of cos .
The difficulty encountered is that the time to traverse = 180°
can not be found (at least not in the formulation of the solution as
stated here). This statement is true because the correct sign of x
can not be determined through the normal channels described above.
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That is, for = 1800, we have
COS =
and
'tan = (csc ± + cot C)
4c a)
But at 9 = 180 ©, s = c, and therefore
tan = 1
The sign of x can not be determined from Eq. /5. 10).
Examining the inequalities describing the method to determine
-the sign of x, when is just slightly greater or less than 180°, (can
still range over the entire interval (0, 7r). Therefore the sign of x
is indeterminant from this argument also.
5. 3 A Variation Of The Method
Since we can not use the above formulation to solve any general
problem over the whole range of from 0 to 27r, if we are to use it at
all, we must solve the problem in steps forwhich we will not let vary
into an ambiguous range. An explanation of the new method of attack
is appropriate.
Beginning with the usual initial conditions we can input some value
of qless than 1800 and solve for the time to traverse this angle along
the given conic. In our case we chose the convenient value of = 900.
An evaluation of 'the time of flight equation for this chosen angle will
indicate whether our desired time results in a transfer angle of greater
or less than 900. If less, we can begin our normal iteration procedure.
If greater, we subtract this calculated time from our desired time,
establish our new position and velocity conditions and repeat the entire
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process. This continues until we locate the 90© region for within
which we must iterate. A difficulty which results is determining when
an additional 900 increment in is meaningless, as can happen for
hyperbolas, parabolas, or for rectilinear motion. It turns out that the
ratio becomes negative for cases for which a 'transfer angle of
= 90° is impossible. A test on this ratio is made, and a negative
value indicates that the iteration procedure can be initiated at 'the last
computed position.
5.4 Results Of The 900 Variation.
(Tables 5. 1 to 5. 3 give a summary of the results for this
method of solution for the cases which were successful. )
The method described in the last section was coded and run
for. all the standard test cases, with both regula falsi and Newton
iteration schemes. The results indicate several difficulties.
The procedure to advance 9 by 90° until 'the resultant transfer
angle was known to be less than 900 resulted in a successful solution
for about two thirds of our test cases when a regula falsi iteration
was used. In particular for most elliptic cases, 'the solution converged
to a good answer with approximately the same number of iterations
required by the hypergeome tric solution of Kepler's problem. For
'these cases, the error in the final iterated time was also essentially
the same as for our other Kepler solutions.
The fact 'that the iterations required for the cases solved were
comparable to our other solutions is misleading in several cases.
For situations with transfer angle greater than 900, the effect of each
900 advance is essentially to add one more iteration to the procedure.
Furthermore, the calculation of position and velocity at each stage
as well as the additional logic to reduce the range of e increased the
'time required to solve several of the cases. This became obvious for
problems for which the original was to be greater than i7 or 37/2.
Therefore computation times for this me'thod were substantially greater
than for our other solutions for most cases.
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TABLE 5. 1
ITERATIONS (SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS)
STANDARD
15
4
7
9
3
6
8
11
9
7
20
16
8
20
12
10
20
11
20
16
8
20
20
17
4
5
5
5
6
4
5
4
5
5
12
4
5
6
4
6
8
6
12
4
5
7
7
8
TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
14
16
18
20
21
22
23
26
27
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F,
FTABLE 5.2
COMPUTATION TIMES (1/60) (SUCCESSFUL CASES)
STANDARD
7
3
4
5
3
4
6
6
5
6
10
6
4
8
5
4
15
5
10
6
4
10
9
8
NEWTON
2
3
3
3
4
3
4
4
2
4
6
2
3
3
2
3
6
4
6
2
3
4
4
4
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TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
14
16
18
20
21
22
23
26
27
.
_
TABLE 5. 3
LOG10 I ERROR IN FINAL ITERATED TIMEI
STANDARD
TEST
CASE
-9
-9
-9
x
-13
-10
-13
-7
-12
-13
-9
-11
-13
-8
-13
-12
-11
-8
-8
-11
-12
-11
-8
-13
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
o10C
11
12
14
16
18
20
21
22
23
26
27
-8
-12
-10
-8
-12
-10
-8
-7
-8
-9
+5
-7
-8
-2
-8
-9
+2
-9
- 5
-7
-8
+4
-4
-9
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From an examination of the results of both the Newton and
regula falsi iteration programs for the cases which failed, we can
make several statements.
First, the Newton iterator was able 'to solve a few cases for
which 'the regula falsi iterator failed to converge in 20 iterations.
This leads us to believe that in these few cases, the guess was poor
and the method could eventually result in a correct answer if given
enough iterations.
Using a Newton iteration procedure for these same cases
resulted in a consistent decrease in the error in the final iterated time.
There were other reasons for failure of both methods 'to converge
in other cases. In several cases, the iteration procedure was halted
because the increment in 'the independent variable was found to be
extremely small (less than 10 )12 and would not result in a significant
change in the calculated time. This was a problem also discovered
when we used cos ~ as the independent variable (as described in the
next section). That is, the time was insensitive to small changes in
'the independent variable. One further difficulty became apparant.
Once we have established the fact that another 90° increment in 
is meaningless, we are still faced with the problem of determining an
appropriate initial guess for q, corresponding to a transfer angle from
the last computed position. However, unless 'this guessed transfer angle
is very small, it might also give us a meaningless result. But if it is
extremely small, the increment produced by 'the iterators will be
relatively large and we will again calculate the time for an impossible
transfer angle. Therefore further logic must be developed to insure
that this guess is also within appropriate limits. This point was not
pursued further.
5. 5 Variation to Cos As Independent Variable
Realizing that "q" does not contain all 'the information 'that should
be guessed, and observing that cos does indicate whether E
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is greater or less than T, a slight variation of the above method was
attempted. That is, cos was guessed and then all the equations used
in the original method were employed. This eliminates any ambiguity
associated with . Since we know that time is a monotonically increasing
function of theta, we could iterate on a curve of time versus cos for
the whole range of theta from 0 to 2.
This method was coded and run for all the standard test cases.
In the majority of cases the method converged to the correct answer
(within our convergence criteria), but did so using about double the
number of iterations required by our other methods. Furthermore,
in all cases for which incorrect answers resulted, the only reason for
exiting from the iteration loop was that the change in the independent
variable produced by the iterators was too small to cause a significant
-1- ..... '~ .L-- _ . . ...--- _ _-_ e -- - - - .1 _ _ I . ' . . . . . . _ _ _ ' _
cnange inm me aepenaent varialie, Ire time. ecreasing criteria on
the increment produced in cos 9 only increased the number of iterations
used.
Possibly, the independent variable should be scaled by some
factor such as as was done in the original method. This however
would increase the difficulty in obatining an initial guess, as described
above. A greater difficulty with using cos as our independent
variable would occur near the rectilinear case where both p and are
npnr 7zrn (Oir id npndpnt variale wild tfni to infiinit-v rnd this
method would become incapable of generating a solution at all. Of
course, some other scaling factor may give satisfactory results, but
-this was not investigated further.
5.6 Conclusion
A final comment on this method is appropriate. The advantage
'it lU f.' r '.A rLri nin1. tJ.'L m'In" 'r na + th.L. k nr r71.i0i nr.. m in +Lit .
p and near zero, q would still be well defined and a solution could be
obtained. However, none of our other methods of solution of Kepler's
problem encountered any difficulty for rectilinear cases because no
parameters became singular for these situations. Difficulty was
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encountered, however, when q was taken to be cos 
Furthermore, we have seen the series of difficulties which
developed when the 90° changes in were used. The most difficult
problem would be to make a guess which is insured to result in a
meaningful iteration procedure for some hyperbolic and parabolic cases.
The increase in computation time which results from the complicated
shifting procedure makes this method less attractive than the other
solutions investigated.
The chief advantage of this method would have been the overlap
in coding which would result if this method were used in conjunction
with the corresponding Lambert solution (Chapter 8). The difficulties
which arose here, however, tend to overshadow this advantage.
I
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ICHAPTER 6
COMPARISON OF THE KEPLER SOLUTIONS
In the previous sections of this report studying Kepler's
problem, we have presented the methods of solution which we investi-
gated. In every case, all facets of the solutions were discussed. We
began with an outline of the method and discussed all the practical
problems associated with an iterative solution. The initial guess,
maxima and minima, the iteration curves, convergence criteria,
and the methods of iteration were thoroughly discussed for each method.
We can readily identify the strengths and weaknesses of each method.
By the comparisons we made we (hopefully) have reduced each method
to its most efficient form.
The next logical step is 'to compare each of the' different solutions
to 'the others. If one gave consistently better results (in terms of
accuracy measured in some manner) with a minimum of computational
effort (in terms of number of iterations and/or computation time) we
could easily declare this to be the best solution of the ones we examined.
Before we make these comparisons we must make some state-
ment about the type of "yardsticks" by which we measure accuracy or
time. We already know that the computation time we measured is at
best a crude approximation of the exact time. But it is included
because, when interpreted in conjunction with the required iterations,
i't c'ivep. n ipa nf thp rwnmntinnl Pffort npdpdl in prneh qA11ftirn
The best indication of how well a solution succeeded is the
smallness of the error in the time to which the iteration converged.
That is, if this time error is small we can assume that the independent
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variable which resulted in this small error is also very close to its
correct value (assuming, of course, that all intermediate steps, such
as series evaluations, are of a sufficient accuracy). This point is
raised here to have a definite point of comparison for the different
solutions we compare. The results for all the methods are given in
Tables 6. 1 to 6. 9.
If we compare the results for 'the three standard solutions
(with regula falsi iterator and standard convergence criteria) we can
observe the following.
Both the x and z solutions required exactly the same number of
iterations for all the 32 test cases examined-here. This is no coincidence.
The z solution is essentially a normalized x solution. That is, since
'the left hand side of the equation is reduced fromjg t to unity, the
rop~rarnifnfn f +ryn- n hp riirh+ hnnrd cit r1l+Q in rimrnin1lr r 
independent variable. While the range of x is from zeroto 104 meter / 2
that of z is from 0 to 4. This reduced range is much more attractive
computationally, especially when the computer used is capable of
handling only a limited size of numbers. Scaling of the variables
would be greatly reduced. Also observe that for the zero convergence
rar 0- + rso1 cshoolorl The crolrw finl IUr- _rrT1be V-1rsC IhlarpLUg.a.lll, L1j III IUU u11UWeI LV melller.1 I ,1al1 LLtU IUi pULLyUI
increased sensitivity results in this normalization).
However, this method will offer no advantage over the x method
of solution if we consider overall computational effort. The series
which must be evaluated are of the same form for both solutions,
only the variables in the series are changed. We could anticipate
that the number of terms required for a specified accuracy would
remain nearly unchanged from one method to another. Any errors
introduced by any computational procedure should be nearly equal
(in a relative sense) for the two methods. Therefore the fact that
the number of iterations required is the same for both methods
confirm our expectations (see Table 6. 1).
Along the same vein, we would expect the computation times for
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both to be approximately equal and this was confirmed, at least
generally, in the results we obtained(see Table 6. 2).
If we now examine the results obtained for the hypergeometric
solution, we can see that it required a greater number of iterations in
all but 2 cases when the standard iterator and convergence criteria
were used. However, in the large majority of cases in which more
iterations were needed, the difference was only 2 or 3 iterations. In
the near parabolic cases, for which U1(4) = 4' the hypergeometric
solution usually needed only one more cycle than either of the other
solutions. These differences are due to the characteristics of 'the
curves describing the relationship between the iteration variable and
the dependent variable. The curves of time versus U1(4) are similar
to those of time versus x but important differences appear. For
hyperbolas, U(4) results in sharper knees and steeper curves than
does x, while, for ellipses, the resultant time curves are not as
nearly linear as we have seen for the t versus x curves. (See Fig. 4. 9. )
These characteristics appear to cause the iterators some difficulty in
producing a rapidly convergent, accurate solution.
However if we then examine the computation time results in
Table 6. 2, we can see the distinct advantage of the hypergeometric
method of solution. For while this method usually required more
iterations than the other methods, it resulted in computation times at
least no worse than the other solutions. In many cases, it resulted
in a lower computation time than at least one other method. The
advantage of having to evaluate no infinite series is therefore obvious.
But to say more about the computation times we generated is really
meaningless because of the relative crudeness of the measurement.
If we examine the results obtained for the error remaining in
the final iterated time in Table 6. 7, again with standard iterator and
convergence criteria, we should not be surprised to notice that the
results are almost identical for the x and z solutions. To our desired
accuracy, the sensitivity of the dependent variable to 'the iteration
variable is nearly the same for the two methods.
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IWe notice that the final increment in either x or z, produced
by the iterator, results in a similar error in the dependent variable,
either f or t. The hypergeometric solution gave results for the
final time error which were worse than the other solutions for about
half of the cases, and better for about half of the cases. Usually, the
error resulting from the hypergeometric solution differed from the
other two by about 2 or 3 orders of magnitude in either direction.
No pattern for these differences could be found.
Since the Newton method is a "better" iteration method, we
expect to find that the number of cycles required to converge will turn
out to be consistently fewer than for the regula falsi iteration program.
From Tables 6. 1 and 6. 3, we can see that this is true in every case we
tested.
Again, the number of iterations required for the x and z solutions
are identical for the Newton method. The hypergeometric function
resulted in more iterations than the other two methods, but again this
difference was usually only 2 or 3 cycles. The decrease in the number
of iterations for each method was almost always the same for a given
test case.
If we now examine the computation times we observe that the x
and z solutions required essentially the same times while the
hypergeometric solution resulted in times which were worse than the
other methods in only 3 cases. Otherwise it resulted in less time
than at least one other method in a large majority of cases. However,
the important point here is that if we compare the computation times
resulting from these Newton iteration methods 'to those from the
standard iteration, we can see that the Newton method results in
lower computation times for many cases. Therefore, as we have said
before, the calculation of an exact derivative not only doesn't increase
the computation time but actually reduces it in many cases. This is
true regardless of the method of solution considered.
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Turning to the error in the final iterated time (Table 6. 8) we
can see that for 'the large majority of cases, the Newton iterator did
reduce the difference between the exact and converged time, although
cases for which the error is larger seem to be scattered randomly
throughout the table. We therefore have a strong series of arguments
for using 'the Newton iterator for whichever solution we choose. For
each method of solution, the Newton iterator reduced the number of
iteration cycles required, resulted in less computation time for many
cases, and demanded no more time in the remainder, and as a final
result, it converged to more exact final times in many of our test
cases. We therefore obtain greater accuracy with less effort. If
no'thing else, this report strongly supports the choice of a Newton
iteration method where it is applicable.
We have seen that the x and z iterations are virtually indistinguish-
able in the results we have obtained. The z iteration holds a distinct
advantage by having a small range of values for all variables. This
would be more obvious if implemented on a limited size computer.
It appears the most sensitive of the three to stricter convergence
demands, although all 'three give excellent results in final iterated
times. The advantage of having a solution of higher sensitivity 'than
either the x or U(4) solutions is not immediately evident and possibly
this characteristic could not be exploited.
A distinct disadvantage of 'the x and z methods, of course, is
the series evaluations which must be carried out. The advantage of the
hypergeometric solution is that only a short algorithm to determine
B1 must be employed. Furthermore, 'to increase the accuracy of a
series by a substantial amount, commonly many terms must be added,
while in a continued fraction expansion only a few additional levels
must be calculated to greatly improve the accuracy of the representation.
However, if we remember the difficulties which arise in the
hvyergeometric solution. we can cite several disadvantages of this
method. The curves of time versus U1(4) turn out 'to be much steeper
113
than those of time versus x. We saw that this caused great difficulty
in establishing an initial guess of acceptable generality. The steepness
of the curves also seems to reduce the ability of the method to generate
answers as consistently accurate as the other two methods. The
sensitivity of the solution appears to depend strongly on the position of
the answer on the curve. (Of course, to get into the region of steepness,
we must be talking of times in excess of 105 seconds, or about 27 hours.
High sensitivity for time of this size would appear a bit unnecessary.)
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TABLE 6.1
STANDARD ROUTINES
ITERATIONS
OT , TTTON
Z
3
0
2
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
12
10
9
4
8
7
2
14
7
5
3
8
12
10
9
8
8
7
4
3
11
3
U1(. ) '.)
4
0
2
4
6
7
8
13
3
7
12
10
10
4
9
8
3
7
8
12
3
10
12
10
10
7
9
10
5
3
8
4
115
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
X
3
0
2
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
9
4
8
7
2
14
7
5
3
8
12
10
9
8
8
7
4
3
11
3
TABLE 6.2
STANDARD ROUTINES
COMPUTATION TIME (1/60 SEC)
SOT LITTON
1
<1
1
2
2
2
3
3
<1
3
3
3
2
1
2
2
<1
3
3
4
1
4
2
2
2
5
3
3
1
1
4
1
<1
1
<1
1
1
2
2
4
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
3
1
3
3
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10 A
10B
o10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
x
1
<1
1
2
2
3
2
3
1
2
3
3
3
1
2
2
1
3
3
3
2
4
3
7
2
4
4
4
2
1
3
1
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TABLE 6. 3
NEWTON ITERATOR ROUTINES
ITERATIONS
SOLUTION
z
z
0
1
2
3
4
3
3
2
3
6
7
7
3
6
5
2
7
5
5
2
4
6
7
7
5
5
4
3
2
8
2
3
0
2
3
4
5
6
11
2
5
7
7
7
3
6
11
2
4
5
5
2
6
7
7
7
6
4
4
3
2
5
3
CASE
I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
X
.- ~~
2
0
1
2
3
4
3
3
2
3
6
7
7
3
6
5
2
7
5
5
2
4
6
7
7
5
5
4
3
2
8
2
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TABLE 6.4
NEWTON ITERATOR ROUTINES
COMPUTATION TIMES (1/60 SEC)
L)T .TTTTON
z
<4
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
1
2
1
2
2
2
3
2
1
<1
3
1
l 4)1 4
1
<1
1
1
1
2
2
4
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
3
<1
1
1
1
<1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
<1
1
1
<1
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CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
o10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
X
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
<1
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
3
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
3
1
<1
3
1
.. .' .
.
_-
.-
..
.
TABLE 6. 5
ZERO CONVERGENCE ROUTINES
ITERATIONS
.CNT .TT'TTlT
Z
4
2
4
4
5
6
5
5
3
6
13
11
11
5
9
9
5
16
9
9
4
9
13
11
11
9
11
9
6
5
13
5
8
3
4
7
9
8
9
15
4
9
14
14
14
5
11
10
4
8
14
18
6
12
14
13
13
10
16
13
7
6
9
7
119
L
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
o10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
X
4
2
3
5
6
6
7
5
3
5
14
11
11
8
10
12
3
16
11
12
5
12
17
17
12
10
9
9
7
5
13
6
_ 
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TABLE 6.6
ZERO CONVERGENCE ROUTINES
COMPUTATION TIMES (1/60 SEC)
SOLUTION
x
2
1
1
5
6
5
6
5
2
6
7
3
3
2
2
3
1
4
4
7
1
6
4
4
3
4
4
5
2
1
4
1
Z
3
<1
3
2
4
6
4
4
2
4
6
3
3
1
2
2
1
4
4
5
1
4
3
2
2
4
5
4
2
2
4
2
120
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
2
3
1
2
2
2
3
7
1
3
3
3
3
1
2
2
<1
1
3
5
1
3
3
3
5
2
4
3
1
1
1
1
U (?,)4
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TABLE 6.7
STANDARD ROUTINES
LOG1 0 IERROR IN FINAL ITERATED TIMEI
SOLUTION
z
-11
-11
-15
x
-9
-7
-8
-8
-9
-8
-10
-9
-5
-9
-7
-5
-8
-7
-9
-10
-14
-10
-10
-9
-5
-7
-11
-6
-8
-11
-7
-8
X -
Ui(- )
-9
-10
-10
-10
-12
-12
-10
-6
-9
-7
-10
-6
-8
-6
-11
-10
-10
-11
-10
-5
-10
-8
-10
-6
-8
-8
-7
-9
-12
-9
-9
-12
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CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
x
-11
-15
-15
-13
-9
-7
-8
-8
-9
-8
-10
-9
-5
-9
-7
-5
-8
-7
-9
-9
-13
-10
-10
-9
-5
-7
-10
-6
-8
-11
-7
-8
A
TABLE 6. 8
NEWTON
LOG IERROR10
ITERATOR ROUTINES
IN FINAL ITERATED TIMEI
ROT,TITTON
z
-10
-15
-12
-7
-10
-12
-7
-8
x
-9
-8
-11
-11
-11
-11
-11
x
-11
-11
-8
x
-7
-8
x
-17
x
-9
-8
-12
-13
-11
-9
x = "zero" error
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CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
x
-10
-15
-12
-7
-10
-12
-7
-8
-13
-9
-8
-11
-11
-11
-11
-11
x
x
-12
-8
-15
-7
-8
-11
-11
-12
-9
-8
-12
-13
-11
-9
-10
-10
-15
-13
-11
-7
-12
-5
-9
-11
-10
-8
x
-9
-11
-11
-10
-10
-7
-9
-10
-11
-10
-8
-10
-7
-7
-11
-8
-10
-8
-13
L
U (41 4-
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TABLE 6.9
ZERO CONVERGENCE ROUTINES
LOG10 I ERROR IN FINAL ITERATED TIME I
x = "zero'" error
OLUTTON
Z
.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
x
x
x
x
x
-11
X
-11
x
x
x
x
x
-12
-13
x
-13
U (a4 )
-13
X
-15
-13
-13
x
x
-9
x
-12
-11
x
-11
x
x
-11
x
x
-11
-9
-15
x
-11
x
x
-12
-11
-12
-13
-15
x
-13
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CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
x
x
x
x
-13
-13
x
-13
x
x
x
-11
x
x
-12
x
-10
x
-11
-11
-9
-15
-13
-11
-11
-11
-12
-10
-12
-13
-14
-11
-13
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CHAPTER 7
LAMBERT w-ITERATION
7. 1 Statement Of The Problem
Lambert's problem may be stated as follows: given the initial
and terminal position vectors, r1 and r2, and a specified transfer
time t, determine the velocity vector v1 required of the initial position
in order to transfer along a conic trajectory (or equivalently in an
inverse square force field) from r to r2 in precisely the time interval
t. This is illustrated in the figure below:
t
r2
v 1
-1
where
rl ...........
r2....
V1 . . . . . . . . . .
c =r2 r..........
. . . center of attraction
. . initial position vector to point P
. . . terminal position vector to point Q
. . initial velocity vector
· . . transfer angle
. . linear distance between the initial
and terminal points
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Two other quantities which will occur frequently in the equations are
s = (r1 + r + C)
the semi-perimeter of the triangle FPQ and
Lambert's problem is a boundary value problem. Since there
are two possible paths from rl to r2 , one with < , and one with
9>1r, a required input to any routine is a flag designating 0 r. Battin
f1968-69) has formulated the solution to this problem as followst The
time of flight equation is
·it = 3 Q +2kX (7.1)
s
where
1Q -=I 1w( + (1 -I-) (7.2)
w
The expression for the initial velocity vector is
r2 °2 (12 +- 2w2i 1+ )1 2 (+X w12w +
(7. 3)
where
2
= (1+X) 2Xw2 (7.4)
D1 s(s-r s(s rl)
n s in = - r c c
-Z-71 r 1 c r V ' V
tSee Appendix D for a derivation of these equations.
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l
and also
w = U0 (4 )
B1 is a continued fraction expansion to be evaluated by
Bn-i
w-1
w+l
1n+2 (1- Bn) (7. 5)
is found from B2, and B2 from B3,
= for some n = N.
etc. The starting point is
The unit vectors i J i1 are defined as follows:
-s 1' 1.1
(7. 6)i = sgn(1 - )Unit (ic + i )
j-1 = Unit (i -i )1c (7. 7)
where
sgn(x)
x > 0
x = 0
x <
i
-c
r - r
-2 -1
c
(7. 8)
0
(7. 9)
Typical cases for i 1 and 1 are shown below.
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r2
-2 'C
,i
-1
-i
< , -X U I
The motivation behind using these particular unit vectors is that they
permit calculations of v1 for singular transfers of 00, 180° and 360°.
7.2 Method Of Solution
The independent variable w is U0( ). Specifying the boundary
conditions, r and r2 , determines s and X through geometry. Given t
we must find w from Ea. (7. 1) and then v from Ea. (7_ 3)S If we
straightforwardly plotted t vs. w we would get a different curve for
each set of boundary conditions. However, this is not necessary. If
we notice that the left hand number of Eq. (7. 1) is dimensionless, we
see that it is possible to plot T( = -. t) vs. w with X as a parameter.
S
and obtain one set of curves which illustrate the whole family of possible
solutions. From the expressions for X and s it is evident that as 
varies from 0° - 180 -> 360 , X varies from 1-- 0-->-1. Hence we
need plot T vs. w only for -1 < X < 1 to obtain all possible solutions.
This has been done and the results are given on Fig. 7. 1. T is a
monotonically decreasing function of w so that the aforementioned
regula falsi method of iteration will always yield a unique solution.
To start the iteration, two points on the curve are needed and we
cannot use (0, 0) as we did in Kepler's problem because of the relation-
ship between t and w (Fig. 7. 1). We still have one point from the
initial guess and its corresponding time (w0 , t0 ). The second
point is generated in the iterator by incrementing the independent
128
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w
Figure 7.1
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3.2
2.8
2.4
2.0
S.
1.6
1.2
0.8
0.4
A
k..
Ivariable by a fraction of its total ranget. A short study was done to
investigate the effect of this first increment on 'the solution of the
problem (that is, number of iterations). The optimum increment was
found to be about 1/1000 of 'the total range of the independent variable.
The appearance of the curves on Fig. 7. 1 is not encouraging.
Although t is a monotonically decreasing function of w, the slope
(dt), for X > 0, is not. Also the curves are often vertical or knee-
shaped and some of them tend to horizontal lines as w becomes large.
These properties cause difficulties for a regula falsi iterator.
Inspecting w, we have
OS o > O0
x
w = U(4) (7. 10)
osh x CY < 0
4For ellipses, x = A_, so that , we have 1 0 and w is single-valuedw = cos 4
Hence, for 0 < E S< 27r, we have 1 < w < 0 and w is single-valued
over the range of all possible transfer angles. For hyperbolas,
x = AH, so 'that
w = cosh
The hyperbolic cosine behaves as
x -x
cosh x = 
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tSee Reference 4.
Therefore w is single-valued and theoretically ranges from 1 to ..
From the above analysis we may write
0 w < 1 ellipses
w = 1 parabolas
1 < w < - hyperbolas
Actually as was shown previously in Chapter 2, AH is always less
I- ..... 1 .. .. _ e" .__ i tnan aDoul;-Ou. nereIore
w = cosh - = 3. 01
w max 4
To be conservative we could set w = 4. If we could determine what
max
tvnp nf coni w hve hefnr thP itprnilon nrnrdlir i initiati wp
could set the range for ellipses as 0-- 1 and the range for hyperbolas
as 1--) 4. This is not difficult because we can always compare the
desired transfer time to the parabolic transfer time which depends
only on the geometry of the problem as given by rl and r2 . If the
desired time is greater than the parabolic time the solution must be
an ellipse since the parabolic time is the upper limit of the elliptic
times as the semi-major axis becomes infinitely large. For the
same reason a desired time less than the parabolic 'time must result
in a hyperbola. Therefore it is possible to set these bounds but it is
not advantageous. For near parabolic transfer times the solution
will be very close to w = 1. Hence, the bound of 1 would be very
close to the solution and the iterator would have difficulty finding the
solution. Therefore this approach to setting the upper and lower
bounds was replaced with a simpler and more general approach as
follows. It is clearly evident from Fig. 7. 1 that for X > 0, w has an
absolute maximum, (regardless of type of conic or anything else)
above which Tis undefined. This value is easily found. Let us rewrite
tSRpe TRattin (1964) n 75
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Eq. (7.4)
2(1 X) 2Xw2
Here, we see the mathematical limit on w which appeared physically
on Fig. 7. 1. We cannot allow a negative square root. Hence
( + )2 2(12 - 2Xw2 > 0 (7.11)
But if < 0, this quantity is always greater than zero which agrees
with the results on Fig. 7. 1, and w may go to x. For X > 0, however
Eq. (7. 11) yields
w + (7.12)
21Y
Therefore instead of evaluating a parabolic time of flight and comparing
it to the desired time, we simply check the value of A (which has to be
calculated anyway) and say
w min = 0 (7. 13)
4.0 Xk<0
w = (7. 14)
max + >
> 0
2 f7
7. 3 Initial Guess
It is evident from an inspection of Fig. 7. 1 that a curve fitting
technique could not be used to generate an initial guess. It would be
possible to fit a hyperbola to those curves for which X < 0 but the
curves for X > 0 do not lend themselves well to any type of curve fit.
In addition we would like to have one general method of calculating an
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initial guess regardless of the sign of X. Another obvious method and
-the one used here is to use a Taylor series approximation to the curve
in the vicinity of a point. The guess (to second order) would then be
calculated from
d2w (t- t) 2w =wt tO) +dt-to) 2 2 (7.15)
w w0 dt
where t is the time of flight for w = w0 and t is the desired transfer
time. The value for w0 was taken to be 1. 0 for two reasons. First,
w = 1 is the parabolic solution and thus lies between all the elliptic
solutions (O to 1) on one side and all the hyperbolic solutions (1 to 4)
on the other. Secondly, and more important, to calculate t0oo -wf
d-d~~~~~~~~~~~~~w v
and 2 for the guess we will have to evaluate a number of continued
0dt
fraction expansions for w = wo, but when w0 = 1, all the continued
fractions are identically equal to zero as evidenced by Eq. (7. 5).
This saves a significant amount of computation time. For wo = 1,
·11 -r raal i 'n /' /17 ..1 A-1\. 4 ..l -.(. 1 1 li Ul C palallLC --1 11 nIL
.
L I. Il / WLI.. UpCJllU U ll.y ULI A.
First we calculate t 0. For wo = 1, we have
B = 01
-X
4
' 3
and after some algebraic manipulation we obtain from Eq. (7.1)
-S-t0 = (1 - ) (7. 16)
5
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T t
and noting that
dw 1/ dt
atr = / aw
and
d2w
dtdt
2 id t dt 3
-7 I - Iwdw 
Eq. (7. 15) becomes
w = 1+ T - T 1 - d
2 T/dw2
dTw (dT/ dw)z (7. 18)
with
T O = (1 - X(7. 19)
T = desired transfer time
Our task is reduced to one of evaluating the first two derivations of T
with respect to w at w = 1.
The time of flight equation is
3
T = Q + 2Xr1
Taking two derivatives of the above equation with respect to w we obtain
dT 3 dQ + (372Q + 2) (7. 20)
J-~ =l -aw-
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Defining
(7. 17)
l
2 
d2T 3 d2Q +
dw dw
dQ + ) dr
'7~W-- W- U
2 d2
+ (312Q + 2) -d 
dw
7-_ 2X wdw w
d2 2 + 2w 2
dw- - 2 2
dw In
d+ - 2 2 dT = -2 '2- 
d = - 2 (1 + )2
dw (1 - )
dQ and Q at w =1.Now all we need to know are the values of and 2 at w = 1.
The differential equation for Q from Appen dw
The differential equation for Q from Appendix D, Eq. 'D. 21) is
q(1 - q)dQ + ( -3q)Q = 2
q( 1 - qw2-
q = Ul(X) = 1 - w
(7. 26)
(7. 27)
Eliminating q in favor of w from Eq. (7. 26), we obtain
dQ= 1 [ 4 - 3(2w2- 1)Q]
w(w - (7. 28)
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where
(7. 21)
and
(7. 22)
Atw = 1
(7. 23)
(7. 24)
(7. 25)
where
I
I
I
I
il
Taking a derivative with respect to w of the above equation we find
2 2 I [(42w4 - 39w2 + 12)Q - 4(9w2 _ 4)] (7.29)
dw w (w - 1)
dQ d2 QWe have a problem here since at w = 1 both - and are indeterminate.
dw
lilt: IJIJ.L±' LJ- J:.VEU, --UW-ve, y 1 U-U-5LuL4-Lg L- approprLa
. L.At~ I [LJA';l CI U; UIVUj IUVVC::VC I UY DUULiLLL,11{ 11 Cl,[.}.-tU.,LdL,'
forms for Q such that the numerator has a factor of (w - 1) in Q and
2 2(w - 1) in Q. From Appendix D, Eq. (D. 38) we have
dw
1 - E)2 1 w- 1Q :i21 [+ W(w) ' ' ; w + -) (7.30)
w
This form for Q was an intermediate step in the derivation of Eq. (7. 2).
We wish to reexpress the above F in terms of others which have co-
efficients of (w - 1) and (w - 1) to use in Eqs. (7. 28) and (7. 29) The
identity we want is
w-= w+1 1 w-1 1 w-1F(Z 1; ; + = (1 - i) 2 F 2 ,1Y+ 1; ) (7. 31)
But first we use
F(-. 1: 5 w - ) = 3 + .. F( , 1; ; _ - - (7. 32)F(- _ ..Tr. -1)= - flj __,1; ___I 321
·Z'' I ' / IZ-' W 1 w 1 - - -
to transform Eq. (7. 30) into
1 ( 2 1 3 1 F(1 5 w 1y 7 3QT = -i + w(w + 14 2 (w + 1) 2 1;; w (733)
Now what we must do is clear. In order to eliminate the first
dQ 5
order indeterminacy in dQ we write Eq. (7. 31) with y and use
the result in Eq. (7. 33). This gives us a form for Q with a coefficient
of F of (w - 1). We put this form for Q into Eq. (7. 28) and proceed to
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dQfactor a w - 1) out of the numerator of -.
d2 Q
For - we use Eq. 7. 31)
dw
once again with y = 7 to obtain a (w - 1) coefficient of F in Q which we
then substitute into Eq. (7.2 9). Here we must factor out a (w - 1)z.
After considerable algebraic manipulation we have the final forms for
2
dQ and Q free of any indeterminancy
w dw
dQ _ 1
U-w- 5w4(w + T[2 (2w21)
1 7 w- 3 2+5w+2)]
-1)F, 1;2;W-)- 5(w + 1)(2w +4w2 +5w + 2 )
(7. 34)
r , 1 /nQA-4 - I ,21 A3 2 A..,-AA
+ 6(14w4- 13w2 +4)F(T, 1;9w-1]1; ;W' + 1)
Now we are finished since for w = 1, F(Y, , y, q) - 1 for any ot, f,
v, or q. Hence we find that
dQ
dw
and
d2Q
dw
16
5
80
-7-
for w = 1. Using the above results in Eqs. (7.20) and (7.21) we obtain
dT
cw
d2T
dw
80 3
7-
16 3
= - 5-. + 2(2 2 + ) dn
1 d,
+ 24n(3 dw
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d2Q
dw
1
35w 5 (w +
(7. 35)
(7. 36)
(7. 37)
2
dw
-
. w * . . - - w * . w " . . .w - . . . . ..
;T4L\"' ' '" ' · ' V" z r
1)
) d + (2 77 
_CTW_
with
1 -
-42
d2 = - 2 (' +X)2
dw " (1 -
Finally we use the results of Eqs. (7. 36) and (7. 37) in Eq. (7. 18) to
compute the guess. Notice that the guess depends only on X and
(T- T).
To protect against a divergent series some precautions were
taken with the guess. If the desired time is less than the parabolic
time (hyperbola) and the guess falls in the elliptic range 0 <w < 1, the
guess is reset to half way between 1 and the maximum bound on w.
That is, if (T - T) <0 we let
1+w
maxw= 
On the other hand, if the desired time is greater than the parabolic
time (ellipse) and the guess falls in the hyperbolic range 1 <w <w___.,
we let
1W =+T
The above equation simply represents a hyperbola passing through
w = 1, T = 0 and asymptotic to the T axis as w approaches zero. The
above equation is representative of a knee-shaped curve as are all the
curves in Fig. 7. 1 for 0 <w <1.
7. 4 Convergence Criteria
Four convergence criteria were used. The primary one on the
convergence of the iterated time to the desired time used the standard
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1010 The test on the Sw produced by the iterator used 10- 20; the
'test on t(the difference between the two previous values of t) used
10- 2 0; and a maximum of 20 iterations was allowed.
In evaluating the time of flight with Eq. (7. 1), no U-functions
have 'to be calculated since we are iterating on a U-function. The
only time consuming operation is the evaluation of the continued fraction
expansion to get B1. In general the more terms one uses, the greater
the accuracy. However, we do not want to use more than are necessary.
The number of terms needed to get a certain accuracy depends on the
value of w. If w is close to 1 the numerator in Eq. (7. 5) is small and
the expansion converges rapidly. For w close to 0 or very large, the
numerator approaches -1 and 1 respectively and the convergence is
slow. A study was done on Eq. (7. 5) as outlined in Section 4. 4. The
number of terms needed such that B1 differed only in the tenth place
from the previous calculation was plotted as a function of w. Then a
conservative straight line approximation to 'this curve was found. Each
time a B1 must be calculated, the number of terms needed to give at
least the above accuracy is found and the calculation is started with
a certain B, = 0. Hence if 9 terms are needed, B,, = 0. The most
terms ever needed is about 20.
7. 5 Calculation Of The Initial Velocity Vector
Once the solution w is found, v is calculated from Eq. (7. 3).
A number of difficulties arose here. For exactly rectilinear trajectories
s is equal to either r or r2 depending on whether the direction of motion
is inbound or outbound. Therefore either 'the factor (s - r) or (s - r2)
in the expressions for sin and sin is zero. For near rectilinear
trajectories the square root of a number very close to zero is required.
As it turns out, due to the finite word length of the computer (s - r 1)
or (s - r) may be calculated as a negative quantity even though it
should be positive and the run will abort when the square root is
attempted. It is physically impossible for either of these quantities
to be negative but on the computer it is numerically possible. To take
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account of this difficulty a test is made on both s - r 1 and s - r2. If
either is less than zero, it is set equal to zero. The justification for
this procedure is that if either one of the quantities is negative, then
even if it was calculated correctly its value would be very small
anyway and since the other term will be much larger the added value
of the incorrect term(set equal to zero) would make no difference in
the answer if it were calculated correctly.
Another difficulty arose in evaluating i and l for near rectilinear
trajectories ( - 0 ) and transfers of 1800 or 3600. We write the definitions
of i and 1 again
i = sgn(r- ) unit (i +i ) (7.38)
--c -r 1
Jl = unit(i -i (7. 39)As an example consider anearly r ctilinear trajectory (
As a n example consider a nearly rectilinear itrajectory (8w ) for
which r 2 > r 1. An exagerated illustration is given below
r_2 ___c 
r I
In this case, i 1 and Jl are perfectly well defined, i 1 must bisect the
angle between r and r2 and l must be perpendicular to it. It is
evident that i = i = i . To calculate i and is a numerical
2 - -
problem however. In this particular case (r2 > r1 )i 1 is easily
calculated since it involves the sum of two almost equal vectors. On
the other hand, 1 is numerically very hard to find since it involves
subtracting two almost equal vectors and unitizing its result. Another
method for calculating i . must be found. One way would be to cross
- -.
i with a unit vector in the angular momentum direction. To get
such a vector we could cross r 1 with r2 and unitize the result, but
this involves the same computational difficulties as calculating L1
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directly since the cross product of two almost parallel vectors is
nearly zero. At exactly 9 = 0° , the plane of the trajectory is undefined
and l1 may point in any direction as long as it is perpendicular to
ii' r, r2 , and c (which all are parallel). The final conclusion is
that a unit angular momentum vector defining the plane of the 'trajectory
must be inputed into the routine to be used for these special cases.
A summary of all possible cases and the method to be used in calcula-
ting i 1 and J1 is given below.
I. e - 00 (nearly rectilinear trajectories) and e ' 3600 (nearly
periodic transfers)
r2 > r r2 < rl
i 1 sgn(T - )unit(i +i = unit (i 
-c -r 1 -c -r
z 
= h x i
II. 1800
r2 > r
r2 < r
iI = 1 x h
input h . . .. unit vector in
angular momentum direction
defining the plane of the
trajectory.
1
= unit(i - )
-1 -- r
kL = hJ X h
These alternate procedures for calculating il and J1 were used if the
transfer angle was within 2° of 0°, 180°, or 360°.
7. 6 Variations Of The Standard Routine
The four basic variations on the standard routine were made for
'this method: a ZERO CONVERGENCE routine using zero convergence
criteria, a CONSTANT GUESS routine using a constant guess of w = 1,
and finally a NEWTON ITERATOR routine.
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aThe new independent variable in the Newton iterator is calculated
tD- t(Wold)
new old
old
r
(7. 40)
dt s 3 dQ
w f A[II3 d w
from Eq. (7. 20), using Eq.
in Eq. (7.34):
(7. 22).
2 Xw 37 2 Q + 2X)] (7. 4
dQWe have an expression ford
dQ _ 1
dw 5w4(w5w (w +
Fg,,,,2 _ I m- 1
1)
1; ; w + )- 5(w + 1) x
(2w 3 +4w 2 +5w +2)]
From Appendix D, we have
11 7 w- 1F( , 1; w +1)Z '2' TT 55 -B 2
Hence
dQ 1[ 2(2w2 -1) w
w 4(w + 1)35- + 1)(2w3 + 4w2 +5w+2)]
As the solution to the problem is executed and just before entering the
Newton iterator, the quantities which have already been calculated are
t(wold), , Q, B2 , and of course X. Therefore the only calculations
to be made in order to use a Newton iterator are dQ from Eq. (7. 42)
dt dw
and from Eq. (7.41). No extra continued fraction expansion need
be computed since both Q and dQbe computed since both Q and -a are expressed in terms of the same
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where
1)
(7. 42)
w
f
i
ii
i~~17- 1F(2A 1; l,  ) and hence B1 and B2 come from the same continued
fraction expansion . Therefore we do not expect a great increase in
the computation time over a regula falsi iterator.
7. 7 Results
All'the routines were run with 32 standard Lambert test cases.j| The Lambert test cases are identical to the Kepler test cases discribed
in Chapter 2; the only difference is in the inputs. Each Lambert test
case consists of an rl, r 2 , U, t, SG, and h. SG is the control which
specifies whether the transfer angle is greater or less than 180 by
>II
h is a unit vector in the angular momentum directiontt
The results of the runs are given in Tables 7. 1 to 7. 4. From
Table 7. 1 we notice that many of the solutions are very close to w = 1.0.
This will be true for all near parabolic trajectories of course since the
solution for an "exactly" parabolic case would be "exactly" 1.0. This
occurs for test cases 10A - 15 and 20 - 22. The solution will also be
close to 1.0 if the transfer angle e is not large since w involves the
cosine of AE or AH divided by 4. This happens in test cases 2(8= .15°),
3(0= 5), 16(8= 200), and 18(8= 20°). The same reasoning applies to
nearly rectilinear trajectories (test cases 26 - 29) or which 8 is also
close to zero. The fact that, for this formulation, many solutions are
close to 1. 0 was taken advantage of in expanding the Taylor series guess
about the point w = 1. Therefore we would expect the guess to be very
close 'to 'the solution for near parabolic trajectories. From Table 7. 2 we
see (for the standard routine) that in a number of cases there are zero
flee Appendix D, Eqs. (D.38) to (D 45).
ttIf 19 is not near 00, 1800, or 360 , h is calculated from r x r and
the input is a dummy zero vector; otherwise the input is the true h.
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2TABLE 7. 1
SOLUTIONS
W
0. 949
0.999
0. 999
0. 860
0.682
0.511
0. 211
0. 004
0.992
0. 248
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
1. 000
1. 000
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
1. 136
3. 005
1. 001
1.515
1. 000
1. 000
1. 000
0. 924
1. 446
1. 500
0.991
0. 999
1. 006
1. 000
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CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
r
L
.
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I
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TABLE 7.2
ITERATIONS
STANDARD
4
6
4
5
9
8
6
19
4
5
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
6
8
4
6
0
0
0
4
6
6
4
5
3
4
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE
5
12
8
9
13
12
7
20
7
5
4
5
6
7
3
4
5
2
9
15
7
8
3
3
3
7
8
8
7
7
5
6
CONSTANT
GUESS
5
12
7
7
12
20
15
20
6
16
4
4
4
3
3
2
4
3
7
10
6
8
2
2
3
6
8
8
7
6
4
5
NEWTON
ITERATOR
3
5
3
4
6
5
4
10
3
3
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
4
5
3
4
0
0
0
3
4
4
3
3
2
2
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CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
-21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
..
l
i
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TABLE 7. 3
COMPUTATION TIMES (1/60 SEC)
STANDARD
1
2
1
2
2
3
2
8
2
2
<1
1
1
<1
<1
1
<1
<1
2
3
1
2
<1
1
< 1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE
2
5
3
3
4
6
3
11
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
1
1
3
7
3
6
2
1
1
2
3
4
2
2
2
2
CONSTANT
GUESS
2
3
1
1
3
5
4
6
2
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
2
1
1
NEWTON
ITE RATOR
I
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
<1
1
1
<1
<1
1
1
1
1
1
1
<1
1
<1
1
1
1
<1
1
1
<1
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TEST
CASE ,-
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
I
I
i
I
.
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I
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TTABLE 7. 4
LOG 1 IERROR IN FINAL ITERATED TIME I
STANDARD
-9
-8
-11
-10
-8
-7
-9
x
-7
-7
-7
-10
-10
-9
-13
-10
-7
-8
-8
-8
-11
-10
-10
-1()
-8
-8
-8
-11
-7
-10
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE
X
-9
-13
-13
-13
-12
X
X
-13
X
X
-11
-11
-10
-11
X
-13
X
-11
-11
-11
-11
-10
-10
-10
-12
-12
-12
-12
-12
-10
-10
ICONSTANT
GUESS
-8
-9
-12
-8
-9
-1
-10
-10
-10
-8
-8
-5
-7
-6
-6
-9
-7
-12
-6
-5
-5
-7
-6
-7
-6
-12
-11
-7
-7
NEWTON
ITERATOR
-13
-9
-13
-13
-12
-9
-9
-7
-11
-10
-11
-11
-11
-10
-10
-9
-8
-10
-7
-7
-11
-11
-11
-10
-10
-12
-11
-11
-8
-11
-10
-10
x = "zero" error
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CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
1 0B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
-- --4
, .
I
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I
I
I
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i
i
I
i
I
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iterations. These are the cases for which the solution is close to w = 1.
The reason that it took a finite number of iterations in some of the cases
for which the solution is close 'tow = 1 (test cases 2, 3, and 26 - 29) is
that in these situations the maximum bound for w, calculated from
Eq. (7. 14) for X>0, is very close to w = 1 also. In these instances the
iteration procedure is being "cramped", so to say. Overall, however,
this clustering of solutions about the point w = 1 is advantageous. Notice
test case number 8 for which the regula falsi standard iterator took 19
iterations. For this test case, the transfer angle is almost 3600 and
hence w is very close to zero. The Taylor series guess broke down
and the auxiliary guess of
1W =1+T
had to be involved. It did not supply a very good guess and the solution
was very close to the minimum in any case so that a large number of
iterations resulted.
Comparing the constant guess routine to the standard routine, we
see that there is a significant increase in the number of iterations when
a guess of w = 1 is always made. In two cases 'the maximum of twenty
iterations was reached and the convergence of the iterated time was poor
(Table 7. 4). The only cases where this guess resulted in few iterations
were those for which the solution was close to w = 1. Overall 'this
simple method for the guess is not to be advised. We see that the Taylor
series guess is better than a constant guess of w = 1 but nevertheless
the Taylor series guess seems to need improvement if we are to avoid
a large number of iterations for certain cases (such as transfers of 3600).
From Table 7. 4, we see that the error in the final iterated time for
the zero convergence routine is significantly reduced. However most of
the iteration procedures were halted because the difference in the last
two iterated times went to zero and not because the error in the iterated
time was zero. Because of the relationship between t and w, zero error
in the time is rarely achieved . Nevertheless the improvements are
significant. The significant cost in extra iterations is obvious from
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Table 7. 2. The computation times show a definite trend toward increasing.
The cost in extra iterations and increased computation time, coupled
with the fact that "zero" error is rarely achieved, advise against this
routine. By integrating the initial velocity vector solution, vl,
forward along with the given rl by means of the numerical integration
scheme described in Sec. 2.8 it was possible 'to generate r2 and compare
it to the given r2 in the input. The results were not significant. Even
though a more accurate solution would be obtained by means of this zero
convergence routine, no improvement in the agreement of the two final
position vectors occured. Thus we may once again discard this as a
parameter of comparison. The same results occured for the other
Lambert methods.
Turning finally to the Newton iterator routine, we observe the same
improvements as were found in the Kepler methods of the previous
chapters. From Table 7.2 we see that using a Newton iterator has
resulted in fewer iterations compared to the standard routine in every
case (except, of course, where there are zero iterations. ) Usually
'there are one or two less iterations but in a few cases the improvement
is even greater. The maximum number of iterations needed to solve
any test case is 5 and this occurs in only two cases. We also notice that
the computation times tend to decrease. The saving in iterations over-
comes the extra time needed to calculate the first derivative for the
Newton iterator. In addition, we see from Table 7. 4 'that the convergence
of the iterated time is generally better for the Newton iterator. This
alteration in the standard routine is by far the most useful. The results
strongly recommend a Newton iterator.
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CHAPTER 8
LAMBERT x-ITERATION
8. 1 The Method Of Solution t
Battin(1968) derives a universal form of the time of flight equation
for the solution of the Lambert, or boundary value problem. An
appealing feature of this solution is that it requires only a single
iteration on the chosen independent variable. This independent variable
is related to the semi major axis of the conic, and the time of flight is
formulated as the sum of two hypergeometric functions of this variable.
Other attractive features of this solution will become apparant
throughout the discussion of the implementation of the method. Further,
a newer formulation of the solution is presented which will avoid the
necessity for evaluating different time of flight equations depending on
the range of the independent variable.
The generalized time of flight equation:
+- t = f(x) - X3 f(y) (8. 1)
tSee Chapter 7 for definition of all quantities not defined here.
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2
x = 1 -
=a
2 - cy = 1- = 1- X2(1- x2 )
The function f(x) is defined as follows:
F13, 1 - x2 )F(~, -7 2' 
37 (1 -4-
23/2 3 2
x ) -3x F(1, 2;7;x 2)
where, as one representation of F, we have
F(Oe, ; q) = 1 + t- q '+ 1)(R + 1)1 *TY 1.2.y(y + 1)
If tm is the minimum energy time and tp the parabolic
the ranges of the variables x and y are given by:
t > t
t = tm
t <t
m
time, then
-1 < x < 0
x = 0
0 <x < 1
parabolic
hyperbolic
where
f(x) = 
I.3
x > 0
(8.2)
< 1 I
i
q + .
elliptic
t = tp x = 1
t< t
P
x > 1
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y is always positive and
1 >y >x for x <1
y = X x =
y < x x >
The time of flight depends on the single variable x, with X as a
parameter determined by the geometry of the problem. Therefore,
given the geometry of the position vectors r and r2, x is determined
by iteration to satisfy the generalized time of flight Eq. (8.1). Once
we have determined x and y, we can use 'the results of the previously
discussed Lambert solution to determine the required initial velocity
vector.
That is, we have
I T, r [Tg (D
-1 iS tYk rl -s+ xsin " i 1+ (8.3)
where on, 02, i 1, and j 1 are defined in Chapter 7.
8. 2 Evaluation Of The Time Of Flight Equation
Two different hypergeometric functions must be evaluated to
calculate t from x:
3 5 - 2when x > 0, we must evaluate F(1, ; -
2 3 2
when x < 1, we must evaluate F(1, 2; ; x
Under the discussion of the hypergeometric solution of Kepler's
problem we presented an algorithm to evaluate the following function:
7 N w - 1 2N + 5F( , 1; ) 2N+5 B2 (8.4)
2
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w-l
w - 1
where B 1 + 1 (8.5)
hereB- 1 1+ n- -(1 -B)2N+2+n n
'PVca-Chf^V- if izra 1, 071 evrP. T% - "+I.IA J Igl+l d1Lt. IJJbIi II I"J.'LF+i ? L.L LI LJ
to the form in Eq. (8. 4), we can be assured we will have a rapidly
convergent algorithm for t as a function of x. This transformation is
carried out in Battin (1968) for N = 0 for the case in which x > 0.
There results:
f(x) = (1 -A) x > 0
as the function to be evaluated for x and y.
The Bn's are calculated from Eq. (8. 5) with w = x and N = 0.
A similar result is derived in the report for the range x2 < 1,
xrwhn N = -1 P'!rr nn.QintrPnv Wrr hvu ririu'Vad +tlh h -rarmirrnlndiner 'F(YI
for this range when N = 0 we obtained:[ 1 -xw + -0B
w
where
w = 1-x
and the Bn's are calculated from Eq. (8. 5) with N = 0.
Algorithms for N > 0 can easily be found but the increase in
rapidity of convergence of the Bn's is not worth the increase in complexity
in the resulting equations.
We notice that we have an overlap of regions of definition in the
time of flight equation. That is, for the range 1 > x > 0, either algorithm
in Eq. (8. 2) may be used. If we examine the definition of f(x) in Eq. (8. 2),
however, we see that this overlap is desirable. That is, for x positive
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the argument of the hypergeometric function is 1 - x2 . Therefore we
expect this method to be rapidly convergent near x = 1 and to behave
poorly near x = 0. Also, for the range x2 < 1, the hypergeometric
function should converge rapidly near x = 0, slowly near x = 1. Indeed,
both algorithms did show reduced sensitivity to changes in x near their
regions of weakness. In some cases the iterations exceeded the standard
limit of 20 when the x > 0 algorithm was used for x near zero, and
similarly for the other method near 1. 0. Therefore the positive x
method was used only for the range x >. 5, and the x2 < 1 method used
for the range . 5 > x > -1. These ranges were also used when the
function f(y) was evaluated, except, of course, y is never negative.
This procedure eliminated the convergence difficulties mentioned
above.
8. 3 Curves Of Time Versus x
As done in Battin (1968), the dimensionless quantity_/ t is
plotted versus x for various values of the geometry parameter X.
(See Figure 8.1).
We can observe several interesting and useful features in this
figure. First, the range of the variable x is limited to a relatively
small range. The value of x is always greater than -1, this lower
limit defining the parabolic case which would carry the vehicle infinitly
far from the center of attraction F. Ellipses with x slightly greater
than -1 are those cases which have near infinite semi-major axes and
near infinite periods. We see the asymptotic character of the curve
at x = -1. 0. The upper "limit" corresponds to the zero semi-major
axis, infinite velocity hyperbola. This hyperbola describes the
straight line path from P to Q, which, of course, is not encountered
in practice. In all the test cases which we used (based on earth or
moon centered trajectories), the value of x never exceeded 6. 0. The
maximum value used here was 7. 0. Thus, the independent variable is
always less than one power of 10. Furthermore, we can establish that
+t0 +Ixrr 1 i-tr+c (_1 InrlI (a n(I avict an he llrViirP limitinCr Vlues
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We can also observe two other points on the curve, that is
(0, tm ) and(1, tp), where tm is the time associated with the minimum
energy path and tp is the time to traverse the parabolic path. With
these points we can derive a method to guess an initial value of the
independent variable x. (This method of guessing x was suggested by
Mr. William Robertson of MIT/IL).
If we observe that the t versus x curves appear nearly hyperbolic
(with asymptotes described by the lines t = 0 and x = -1), we can attempt
'to approximate the curves by an equation of the form:
(x - x0 )(t - t) = k
where x0, t, and k are constants 'to be determined by fitting this
curve to the three points (-1, ), (0, t), and (1, tp).
We can determine tm and tp, once the terminal geometry is
known, as follows
tm [ arcsin
- c )js c]}
1 2s
-3
where we choose the minus
plus sign when e > 180.
s -c 3/2
s J I
sign in both equations when < 180°, the
Using the three points, we can find
tSee Battin(1964). The results used here are more general equations
than those presented in the reference.
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2(t -t)
x = m P 1 (8.6)
t - 2t + ' tp m
as a guess for x.
Initially, we used a guess which consisted of approximating the
curves by patching two linear regions to one central quadratic region.
While this method gave good results, it proved to be much more
cumbersome than the neat one equation guess just derived. It might
further be mentioned that a program was also tried which just made
a standard guess of x =.1, regardless of the case. This value of x would
begin the iteration at a point on the curve just below the knee. Sur-
prisingly, for most of the cases we tested, the number of iterations
increase was only 3 or 4 (see Table 8.1). In only several cases was
the increase greater than 5. These results underline the advantage
of having a solution for which the independent variable has a limited I
range.
Certainly, this constant guess is the simplest possible method
of guessing x. However, the amount of time required to compute the
guess of x by Eq. (8. 6) would surely be less than that required to run
2 or 3 full iteration cycles. This leads us to conclude that the effort
required to make an initial guess is worth it, even though a constant
guess is possible. Finally, Eq. (8. 6) was found to give excellent
results for all the standard test cases we used.
8. 4 Variations Of The Method
As we have done previously, several variations of the standard
solution were tested. The constant guess routine was discussed above.
A zero convergence criteria routine was also tested and it is discussed
in the results section of this chapter. The most important variation,
and the one which again gave the best results, employed the Newton
iteration orocedure. The remainder of this section is concerned with
obtaining the required derivatives and outlining the changes from the
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standard routine for the Newton method. In the next section a more
convenient and simplified form of the time of flight equation allows a
more direct evaluation of the derivative dt than considered in this
section.
dxThe derivative we must obtain is UF, or 1/(dt/dx);
obtained from our time of flight equation as follows:
s
dt = df(x) 3 df(y)
E· . - xdy
dt
T'f may be
dy
ax
From the definition of y, we have
dy _ xX 2
UR y
Therefore
df(x) - 5 x df(y)
dx y y '8. 7)
So, we must evaluate the derivative of the function f with respect to
its argument. Recalling the definition of f in Eq. (8. 2), we see that
we require the derivative of a hypergeometric function. The approach
in this section will be to reexpress the hypergeometric functions
involved directly in f in terms of a function for which we know the
derivative. In particular, we will use the derivative of the Q function
obtained in Chapter 7. That is
1 F I-
w(W + 1) 'Q = -- 2 + 2 1;; w+ 1)
Q = ' 1+23
w
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I 1 1 w 1 Fl1 7 w - -
~Tw~i~ 1 - F( .'Z~~-T_
Finally, in terms of the algorithm for Bn 1' we haveFinalyin trmsof te agorihm or n - i
Q(w) = 41 w 1 --WQ 3=w(w + 1) 1 (W+ 15 - B2 11 (8. 8)
where B2 is obtained from Eq. (8. 5) with N = 0 and w is defined either
as x or I - x (and corresponding values when f(y) is to be evaluated)
depending on the value of x.
The derivative of Q with respect to its argument w, as found in
Chapter 7, is given by
_ 11 2(2w 2 - 1)
w (1+w)2 (w + 1)(5 - B2 ) - (2w
3 +4w 2 +5w+2)]
(8. 9)
where B2 is identical to the B2 in Eq. (8. 8). We can therefore evaluate
the derivative in Eq. (8. 9) without requiring the calculation of an
additional hypergeometric function.
To employ this derivative to calculate df we note first that
1; -; w- = [w2Q(w)-l]w(w + 1)F(-, 1;2  + i '8. 10)
Then, using identities presented in Battin (1968) we can express the
hypergeometric functions in Eq. (8. 2) in terms of
1 5w-1F(- , 1;;2' 2 w+1
We have,
1 3 52 = 2 1 5 x- 11';E; x+1 )
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r
dQ(w)
dw
I
I
I
Fand, as a first step,
also
F(1, 2; ; x =
Ff2, 1; 2) =
+ F(2, 1; 2; x)];
3 1 x
2(1 - w) F(- 1
wx
where, as before
w = X
Finally
3 2 1 
F(1, 2; ; x ) -= 
1 -x
We can now express f(x) as follows
f(x) =
Tx [x2 Q(x)- 1 ]
1
-T3-
w
- x - 2 x 3 Q'w)
Taking d in Eq. (8. 11), we can easily show
3x2 Q(x) - 1
x
5
w
1
3 dQ+x dx
- 3x2Q(w)
5 w- 11; ; w+ )
x >0
(8. 11)
x2 < 1
df
c . =-
x >0
3 1T7
(8. 12)
4
x
w
dQ(w)
dw
2X <
j
1
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We can now calculate all quantities in Eq. (8. 7). The Newton iterator
then generates an increment in x given by
d A (tDesired tn)
n
or
dx = (tDesired tn)/ dln
where tn is the last calculated time. The results of this solution are
discussed in section 8. 6.
8. 5 A New Formulation Of The Time Of Flight Equation
The formulation of the time of flight equation discussed in the
previous sections required the evaluation of different hypergeometric
functions for different ranges of the variable x. Battin (1968-69) has
derived a newer form of the time of flight equation which eliminates the
necessity of testing the independent variable to determine which time
equation 'to use. Furthermore, this new method employs the Q function
used in Chapter 7 and therefore the derivative needed for a Newton
iteration is obtainable directly.
To begin the derivation, we refer 'to 'the interpretation of
Lambert's theorem as presented in Battin (1964), and merely restate
-the final result here. That is, the theorem states that the time to
traverse a conic arc is a function only of the length of the major axis,
the sum of the distances from the focus F to the terminal points P and
Q, and the length of the chord joining the points P and Qt. Battin has
shown that this implies that the real situation as described geometrically
by the triangle FPQ may be transformed, for ease of computation, into
an equivalent rectilinear motion trajectory. That is, maintaining the
'tSee Chapter 7 for a definition of the geometry referred to here.
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rquantities r1 + r 2, c, and a constant, it can be shown that the following
situation is equivalent to the real conic problem:
_ 
t
r = 2a
r = s 
r = S-ci
r = 0
The position r = 0, at the occupied focus, is taken to correspond to
t = 0. The distances shown in 'the figure can be established if we
observe that
QF - PF = c
QF + PF = r1 + r 2
Hence, we have
QF = s
PF = s-c
Since at t = 0, r 0 = 0, we may write the
equation as 'see Chapter 2)
generalized form of Kepler's
A t = U3 (x)
Furthermore, the quantity r (see Appendix A) may be written simply as
r = U2 (X)
The rectilinear equivalent includes all possible situations involving
transfer angles greater or less than 1800° and positions of the vacant
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P
F
_Fi
I
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focus above or below the chordt. (That is, on the opposite or same
side of the chord line, respectively, as F). All cases will be discussed
below.
For the case for which < 180 and F
I
I
I
I
I
I
I 
is below c, we have
Q
P
k•
where the dotted path is equivalent for this case to the real conic
case as pictured in Chapter 7.
If we let x = xl, at P and x = x2 at Q (where x is
anomaly as defined in Chapter 2), we can write
F (t2 - t1l) = U3 (x2 )- U3 (x 1)
the generalized
(8. 13)
also
r(x 1) = U2 (x 1) = s- c
r(x 2 ) = U2(x2 ) = s
By using the identity
U2 (x) = 2U 1 (),
tSee Battin(1964, Chapter 3
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-1,
;
FWe have
2 X1
U(2-
2 x2Ui(7-) s
=
We can now rewrite Eq. (8. 13) as follows
s 3/2 U3(X2)
(_ U 1) U3()
s - 3/2 U3(x 1)
(- 3) X
i -
The combination
U3 (x)
i3 xis recognized asI f
'the function Q, defined in
Chapter 7 and derived in Appendix D.
We can rewrite Eq. (8. 14) as
3/2
( ) Q(x 2 ) - ( 
or, letting the difference t2 - t1 be represented as
traverse the conic arc from P to Q(when e < 1800
c), we have
8
35
t
t, the 'time to
and F is below
s - C)
= Q(x2 ) - ( ) Q(x1)
In accordance with the definition of Q, we may write this finally as
(s -C,3/ Q[ (x
s 0 4
185 t
s
x2 (8. 15)
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.- (t2 - t ) (8. 14)
3/2
Q(x 1 )I
I
I.'
-/ A (t -
I
I
li
the arguments of Q.
For the case for which is greater than 180° and F
we have
Q
is below c,
F
When this is transformed into the rectilinear problem, we will have
:'c
x2
X1 ,PI
where the dotted line again traces the equivalent rectilinear path.
For this situation we must have
- t = U3(x2 ) - U 3(x 1) +2
t = U3(x2 ) + U3(X1 )
[U3(X1) ]
(8. 16)
The only difference between (8. 16) and (8. 13) is the change of sign
before U3 (x1 ).
t
S
Therefore, proceeding as before, we have
s - c)3 / 2 [U ]= Q[UX2)] +
4'UO J
If we define
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(8. 17)
L
to show explicitly
-
I
I
= sgnX = sgn(- e) S
-then we can express Eqs. (8. 15) and (8. 17) as one equation
8It = QUo(# ] - 3Q (T)U ]'
5I I
A different situation exists for 'the cases for which F is above
the chord. For < 1800, we have
1'
The rectilinear equivalent becomes
x3
X 2
X1
F
and x3 can be shown 'to be equal to aT ir since r = 2a at that point.
For the time of flight we have
t = U3 (x2) - U3(x) 2[U3(-1 7T) - U3(x2)]
_F t = 2U3(a 7r) - U3(x2) - U3(x1)
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(8. 18)
)
(8. 19)
i
p
(8. 20)
To get this equation into the form of Eq. (8. 16),that is
U3 functions,we must use several identities of the Un functions.
from their definitions, it is easily shown that the functions UO(x)
U1(x) satisfy
First
and
Uo(2 -7r - x)
U1(2 f - - x)
Then, employing the identity
Un
we can show that
U2
and
= U1 (x)
+aUn +2n+2
= U 2 (x)
U3(2 T-j - x) = 2U3(-ri) - U3 (x)
Therefore we can write Eq. (8. 20) as
1VjgI V
We also have
= U3(2 s/ - 2)
) = U1(-2 x 21v-a -)
xU
21
s- C
2--
Finally, proceeding as before in obtaining Eq. (8. 14), we have
81. 
-t
=
5
Q(2',Fa- x2) ( s - c)(-
3/2
Q(x ) (8.21)
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- U3 (x1)
- s
-the sum of two
xn
- .
(2 iriia - x)
x
U2 ( 2I -T
"A'
For the situation in which >
replaced with a plus sign. Th
/ = Q(2 r
- 3s
1800 the minus sign in Eq. (8. 21) is
erefore we can write
a- x2) - X3Q(xl) (8. 22)
(8. 23).
- x3QgUo()]t
s
Eq. (8. 19) and Eq. (8. 23) are seen to have the same form:
t8sl
5
(8. 24)
= Q2 - X Q1
(where the notation indicates at which points the Q functions are to be
evaluatecD with Q defined as
Q = {1
w
+ W(w + 1) [
1 w- 1 I5 w+l F(, 1;'w + 1J
and w = U0(4 )
To compute t from Eq. (8. 24) we must evaluate the function Q
for w = U0( and w = U ). But these two variables are related.
To show this relationship we use the identity
2 2U0 +etU0 1
Therefore
2 Xl
Uo (--)
U (T)
orI
I
II
J)
)
= 1
Ij
I-..
(8. 25)
s
=
1 (8.26)
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+ ~s 
-7 
I t
S- c - s- S
Z s 5
s
Y= X
2
Therefore, we have
2 Xl
2 Xl
UO(7-
as the desired relation. We coulc
x2U0(-T), obtain the other from Eq.
2 a
+ x f ' = 1
· 2 [1 - U2(x )] =
--- T 1
i therefore guess either
(8. 27)
x 1
U0(- T) or
(8. 27) and evaluate the time of
flight Eq. (8. 24), using the identity
1 + U0(,) = 2U ( ) (8. 28)
to calculate the argument of Q from U0( ).
A slightly different method maintains the variable x as the iteration
variable where
2 s
x = 1 -E
From Eqs. (8. 25) and (8. 26) we have that
2 X2U(-!)
2 x2
UO(-~1
= 1 s-C2 a 2Y
2
= X
From Eq. (8. 28), we.have
x 1
Uo(.'-
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But
or
i
j
'2 -
4z
x2
u0 -(- ) l+x
=•12
We can therefore use the method of guessing x derived in Section 8. 3
x 1 X2
and iterate on x by calculating U0 (-4-) and U0 (), computing
Q [Uo0 ()] and Q [Uo(-i-)] by the equation after (8. 24), and evaluating
t from Eq. (8. 24).
To formulate a Newton iteration scheme
dt
variable is x, we require the derivative E.
from Eq. (8.24) as follows:
Define:
= 1+y
Z1 2
when the independent
This is readily found
Z2 = _2
Then from Eq. (8. 24), we have
8• dt -
a
dQ(z2 )
az 2
dz 2 3 dQ(z1 ) dz 1 dydfx dzl -a- (8. 29)
where we have shown the explicit dependence on the appropriate variables.
From the definitions of z1 z2, and y, we have further
dt
The derivative
dQ(z 2 ) 1
dz2 w
5x 1
-x - I1
1
dQ(z 1 )
1
dQ(z) is presented in Chapter 7.
7dz
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8. 6 Results
The important results for all the variations of the basic x-iteration
solution are summarized in Tables 8. 1 to 8.4. All of the variations
employed a regula falsi iteration method except, of course, for the
Newton iteration scheme. The results of the different guesses are
discussed above in Section 8. 3.
From the tables, the different variations are easily compared
for any specific case. However, several overall impressions obtained
from an examination of the tables are worth noting.
First, while we notice that the zero convergence program did
result in several additional iteration steps in most cases, the resultant
increase in computation times was certainly not prohibitive. The
convergence in the latter stages of the procedure appears much more
rapid than at the start. That is, each succeeding step results in
several orders of magnitude greater improvement in the accuracy.
The reduction from the standard routine in the error in the time to
which the iteration converged is obvious from Table 8. 3.
Both of the Newton iteration schemes discussed earlier in this
Chapter were tested and the results obtained for both were very
similar. The number of iterations for the two methods turned out to
be identical for all cases and the errors in the final iterated and the
results for the computation times were essentially the same. Only
a few cases gave substantially different results for these last two means
of comparison, and no pattern for these rare cases could be found.
Therefore only one Newton iteration method is referred to in the tables;
the method discussed in Section 8. 4 gave very similar results.
Once again, as we have noted before, we observe the advantage
of the Newton iteration method. The number of iterations is consistently
reduced by the use of the Newton iterator as we expect. But the
computation times are usually reduced from, or at least are no worse
than, the regula falsi method. Table 8. 3 reveals a very significant
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TABLE 8. 1
ITERATIONS
CONSTANT
.. GUESS
12
10
6
7
9
14
13
8
14
8
8
8
9
8
8
9
8
11
12
10
12
8
8
8
8
11
12
8
9
9
10
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE
10
10
10
7
6
9
8
10
11
9
6
11
6
12
6
12
11
7
11
6
10
10
6
6
5
5
9
11
5
12
8
9
lSTANDARD
,TDRD
8
5
4
4
6
7
6
6
7
4
4
4
7
4
7
7
4
8
4
7
8
4
4
4
4
7
8
4
5
6
7
PATCHED
GUESS
9
7
5
4
5
6
6
7
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
7
5
7
7
5
8
5
5
5
7
7
7
NEWTON
ITERATTON
4
5
4
3
3
4
5
4
4
5
3
3
2
4
3
5
4
3
6
3
5
5
3
3
1
2
5
5
3
3
4
4
173
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
.,
1
.-
.
.
I
I
I
I
ii
i
I
TTABLE 8.2
COMPUTATION TIMES (1/60 SEC)
CASE STANDARD
ZERO CON -NEWTON CON-
VERGENCE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
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NEWTON
ITERATOR
. .. _ _ _
i
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TABLE 8.3
LOG 10 IERROR IN FINAL ITERATED TIMEI
STANDARD
- 12
- 13
-9
- 10
-8
-7
-9
-6
- 10
-9
-9
-9
-7
-6
- 10
-9
-9
- 10
-7
-7
-11
-9
-9
-9
-10
-11
-6
- 10
-8
-8
-8
-8
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE
x
- 14
- 14
- 13
- 13
- 13
x
- 13
- 14
- 13
-11
- 11
-11
- 11
x
-11
- 13
x
- 13
x
- 14
- 12
-11
- 11
- 11
- 13
- 13
- 12
x
- 13
x
-14
x = "zero" error
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CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
NEWTON
ITERATOR
- 13
-13
- 13
- 12
x
x
x
-8
x
x
-11
-11
-11
-7
- 11
x
-9
x
-11
- 13
-8
-11
x
-5
-7
-11
-8
- 12
- 10
-9
-9
. .
.
TABLE 8.4
x-ITERATION SOLUTIONS
x
0. 487
0.728
0. 714
0. 234
-0. 069
-0. 234
-0. 555
-0. 726
0. 623
-0. 530
0. 999
0.998
0. 998
1. 000
1. 000
0. 999
0. 999
0. 999
4. 590
5. 478
1. 295
6. 007
1. 000
1. 000
1. 000
0. 653
4. 626
5.732
0. 452
0. 672
1. 064
1. 011
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
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decrease in the final time error from the standard to the Newton
schemes. Evidently the elimination of several iteration steps makes
the calculation of the derivative worthwhile.
One final point is worth mentioning. Near the minimum energy
point on the t versus x curves for values of X near -1, the curves
have been observed to pass through an inflection point. However, no
difficulty was encountered in any of the iteration procedures attempted
very near this point. In fact, very rapid convergence was obtained.
Finally a second order iterator was formulated and run. That
I is, the increment in the independent variable x was generated by
dx L= T (tD- tn) (tD tn) (8.30)
o1 when.
where
d2x d2 t dt 3
dt dx
and d t is obtained by differentiation of Eq. (8. 29) (t n is the last
_. J -_ J - -- J - _ - , .o
calcua-tea time, t te aesirea time).
The results were excellent. For about half of the test cases,
only 2 iteration steps were required, a few cases required only 1 step,
and the remainder needed 3 steps. Further, the computation times were
reduced in many cases from the first order Newton method shown in
Table 8. 2. This is not really as surprising as it may appear initially
because it seems reasonable to expect that one or two full iteration
cycles would require more time than the few additional equations
needed to calculate dx from Eq. (8. 30). The algebra encountered in
third and higher derivatives appeared prohibitive.
j
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CHAPTER 9
LAMBERT x + w ITERATION
9.1 Relating x and w
A primary disadvantage of the w-iteration method outlined in
Chapter 7 is the shape of the curves it iterates on. (See Fig. 7. 1).dtFor X > 0, the slope -w is not a monotonic function of w. Also, much
of the curve is knee-shaped or nearly vertical. On the other hand the
striking advantage of the w-iteration is the simple form of the time of
flight equation (Eq. (7. 1 )) for which only one continued fraction expan-
sion need be evaluated. Turning to the method outlined in Chapter 8
which is an x-iteration, we see from Fig. 8. 1, the curves of t vs. x
are better behaved than those of t vs. w. This is an advantage of this
method. However, the equation used to calculate the time of flight
Eq. (8.1 ) requires the calculation of two continued fraction expan-
sions which is more time consuming. If x can be related to w we can
combine the best of both methods by using Eq. (7. 1) to calculate t
and iterating on the curves of Fig. 8.1. In order to relate x and w we
write down the two expressions for v1 derived in each method. Equa-
tion (8. 3) from the x-iteration is
vj1 sin i + x sin - (9.1)
s r1 2 2
where
v =1 - (1 - x
V 
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Eq. (7. 3) from the w-iteration is
V1 4= 5 r sin1 - cs 
Comparing the coefficients of jl
2w -(1 +X) 
17
(1 +)- 2Xw il + sin1 2w ( 1 + Isin (9. 3)
(9. 3)
we see that
(9.4)
But
(1 +X)2
2 - 2Xw
2 (9.5)17 =_d
from Eq. (7. 4)
Hence
2w2 (1 + X)
_ (1 + X)2 - 4Xw 2
Squaring both sides and collecting like powers of w, we obtain
4w4 - 4w2 [(1 + X) - Xx2 + (1 + X)2(1 - x2 ) = 0
Using the quadratic formula to solve for w2 we have
1 +X(1 - x2 ) -,x21 - X (1 - x2)]
which with the help of Eq. (9. 2) reduces to
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= X (9. 6)
(9. 7)
(9.8)
2= 1+X(1 - x2)± W (9. 9)
For the parabolic case we know that x = 1 and hence y = 1 by Eq. (9.2)
and also that w = 1. Therefore in order that x = y = w = 1 satisfies
the above relation, the (+) sign must be used. Finally we have
2w2 = 1+(1 -x)+ xy (9.10)W =9 20
9.2 Method Of Solution And Convergence Criteria
It~ ~The above equation enables us to use a time of flight equation
in terms of w while interating on curves of t vs. x. Each time the
iterator produces a new x, we first find y from Eq. (9. 2) and then w
from Eq. (9. 10) before using Eq. (7. 1) to calculate t.
We recall from Chapter 7, that for X > 0, w has a natural
maximum given by
1+),w - (9.11)
max 2t rn
Before we can use this method we must investigate the range of x
as it affects w through Eq. (9. 10) to determine if it is possible to
exceed wmax while iterating on x. We have
2 22 22w = 1 X(1- x2 ) +x l - (1- 2) (9. 12)
Rearranging this slightly we obtain
2w2 -(1 + X) + Xx = - X(1 -x) (9.13)s~~-X"(1-X") ~(9. 3)
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We define
a = 2w 2 -(1 +X)
so that Eq. (9. 13) becomes
2 = x 2(1 x2 )a+Xx = X(1x
Squaring both sides and collecting terms we find
2 a
x 
1 -X -2aX
4w4 2w2(1 +X) +(1 +X)2
(1 + X) - 4X w 2
Substituting Eq. (9. 11) into the above equation we obtain
x2 k = Wmax
4(1 + X)4 8X(1 + X)3 + 16X2(1 + )2
-
(9. 17)
There is no problem for X < 0 since wmax = , and furthermore by
using Eq. (9. 11), Eq. (9. 17) necessarily holds only for X > 0. Now
the numerator of Eq. (9. 17) upon being factored reduces to
4(1 + X)2 [3X2 + 1] (9.18)
which is non-zero for all X > 0. Hence we conclude that
max
X >O (9. 19)
Finally we note that for x = -1 (minimum), y = 1 and w = 0(minimum).
From the above analysis we may state that for -1 < x < we have
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(9. 14)
(9. 15)
(9. 16)
.1
I
A
..
-I
I
i
= c
0 < w < w where w = for X< 0 and
w = +X for X > 0. The combination of the two methods is
max 2
therefore mathematically justified.
As done in Chapter 8 for all practical cases, Xmax may be set
at 7 and x .min = -1. The test for convergence of iterated time is
-10 -20the standard 10 The test on t uses 10 and the test on 6x
-20uses 10 . The standard 20 iterations are allowed.
9. 3 Initial Guess And Variations
The same initial guess as that in Chapter 8 is used here since
of course we are iterating on the x curves of Fig. 8. 1. This guess is! described in Section 8. 3. Also, the time of flight is evaluated
exactly as given in Chapter 7. Once the iterator produces the solution
x, w has already been calculated in order to test the time of flight
for convergence before entering the iterators again, and finally v1
is found from Eq. (7. 3) with the same precautions as outlined in
Section 7. 5
The usual variations on the standard routine are made. ZERO
CONVERGENCE, CONSTANT GUESS, and NEWTON ITERATOR
routines are set up as in all previous methods. For the Newton iterator,
in order to generate the new independent variable, x, we need
dt
.dt This is readily obtained as follows. From Chapter 7 we have
dt 3s 73 dQ - 2 Xw (3 2Q + 2X)] (9. 20)
dQQ and nare both calculated from the results of one continued fraction
expansion. The variables w and x are related by
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2 1 +X(1 - x2) +xy21)
w = (9.21)
where
2
y = 1 -X 2 (1 -x 2 ) (9.22)
Using the above two relations it is easily verified that
dw 1- X [2xy + X (1 - 2x2 )] (9. 23)
-x 4wy (9.23)
Therefore using the chain rule of differentiation
dt dt dw (9.24)
Tx -Cw (9.24)
Note that Q, X, w, and tr have already been calculated before dt
must be evaluated since they are needed to evaluate the time of flight.
Hence in order to find d we need only calculate Q Then dt
is found simply from Eq. (9. 24).
9.4 Results
The results of running the various routines with all the test
cases are given in Tables 9.1 to 9. 3.
The constant guess routine used a constant guess of x = .1.
Comparing this to the standard routine in Table 9. 1 we see that
not computing an initial guess consistently increases the number of
iterations, usually by only a few but often by as many as 5 or 10.
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TABLE 9. 1
ITE RATIONS
STANDARD
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE
6
8
7
7
7
8
9
12
9
9
5
6
6
9
6
13
8
6
10
10
9
10
5
6
6
7
9
10
7
7
8
10
CONSTANT
GUESS
7
12
10
6
7
9
16
15
8
15
8
8
8
9
8
8
9
8
11
12
10
12
8
8
8
8
11
12
8
9
9
10
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NEWTON
ITERATOR
TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
..
r·TABLE 9.2
COMPUTATION TIMES (1/60 SEC)
STANDARD
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE,
2
5
2
2
2
3
3
4
2
3
1
1
2
2
2
3
2
1
2
3
2
3
1
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
CONSTANT
GUESS
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NEWTON
ITERATOR
TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
<1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
<1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.
_
.
. .
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
TABLE 9. 3
LOG 1 0 I ERROR IN FINAL ITERATED TIME I
STANDARD
-7
-10
-13
-9
-11
-12
-8
-7
-12
-9
-11
-10
-10
-9
-9
-8
-13
-10
-7
-6
-10
-9
-11
-10
-10
-9
-6
-9
-7
-11
-7
-10
x = "zero"
ZERO CON-
VERGENCE:
x
-10
-13
-13
-13
-13
X
-10
-13
X
-11
-11
-11
-10
-11
-11
-13
x
-10
-10
-12
-11
-11
-10
-10
-12
-12
-12
-12
-12
-10
-10
CONSTANT
GUESS
-10
-13
-9
-11
-12
-12
-8
-10
-6
-5
-5
-5
-8
-5
-7
-9
-5
-6
-10
-12
-9
-5
-5
-5
-11
-6
-9
-12
-10
-10
-10
error
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TEST
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
NEWTON
ITERATOR
-1
-10
-13
-13
-13
-12
x
-8
-13
x
-11
-11
-11
-7
-10
-10
-9
-11
-11
-10
-12
-8
-10
-10
-5
-7
-12
-8
-12
-10
-9
-9
l .-"
However the method always finds a solution and the maximum number
of iterationsforany case is 15. This method does not appear to be
exceedingly sensitive to the starting point in the iteration . As to
be expected, compared to the standard routine,for the zero convergence
routine the error in the final iterated time has been decreased in just
about every case (Table 9. 3). The number of iterations and hence the
computation time are increased however. The iterations usually go
up by 2 or 3 but sometimes by as many as 5. The computation times
in Table 9. 2 show a definite tendency to increase. Note that this
routine seldom actually achieves "zero" error (Table 9. 3). In almost I
every case, the iteration was halted because the difference in the last
two iterated times went to zero.
The results from the Newton iterator are most encouraging.
The number of iterations is reduced in every case by at least one
and in many by two. One must remember that the convergence on
the iterated time is fairly severe and if it were made less stringent
the Newton iterator would reduce the number of iterations even more.
The results also show a definite trend toward reduction in computation
time. Finally the error in the final iterated time was usually less
for the Newton iterators compared to the standard routine using the
regula falsi iterator.
Since this routine was set up to combine the best of the previous
two routines, its results for variations are not extremely inportant,
since they will be basically the same as for the x-iteration of the
previous chapter by virtue of iterating on the same curves. What is
important are the results of this method compared to the other two
methods.
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CHAPTER 10
COMPARISON OF THE LAMBERT SOLUTIONS
As was done previously for the Kepler problem, 'the various
I a1.ntinn. f T.amhPrt+. nrnhllmn will h nm-areri Th rral
results are discussed with no attempt made to define a "best" solution,
since none appeared generally better than all the rest. Again, overall
impressions made by 'the results are discussed since de-tailed exam-
ination of the tables will give results for any specific type of situation.
First, to determine the importance of making a good initial
guess, each of the three standard routines was run with the guess set
equal to some intermediate value of the independent variable. The
results'from Tables 10. 1 and 10. 3 indicate that for the x and x + w
methods, the required iterations increased in every case, yet never
exceeded the standard limit of 20. The conditions under which the
increases were greatest are easily found when the guess is compared
to the correct final value of the independent variable.
The w solution resulted in a very low number of iterations for
several cases (with the constant guess) but demanded in excess of the
standard limit of twenty for 'two cases. The explanation of this
inconsistent behavior can be deduced from an examination of the curves
of t versus w which are plotted in Figure 7. 1. For values of X between
0o. 1 and -1. 0, the curves resemble the curves of t versus x plotted
in Chapter 8, except that the knee in the graph is sharper when w is
the independent variable. Therefore for this range of X, the w solution
Qh nhl1id hohavr in a manner verv similnr to the x solution. However.
when X is in the range from 0. 1 to 1. 0, the t versus w contours are
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much more linear than the corresponding t versus x curves, giving
rise to more rapid convergence characteristics for the w solution.
The fact that the number of iterations was reasonable even when
a constant guess was made is an advantage of having solutions with a
small range of the independent variable. Further, we can feel much
more secure in using some other method of guessing for the x and the
x + w solutions (such as the method discussed in Chapter 8) since a
poor guess will not cause the method to break down. We also see that J
a good guess may be necessary for the w solution.
A guess for the w method was derived in Chapter 7 which
employed a Taylor series expansion about the intermediate point )
w = 1. As we can see from Table 10. 1, this guess produced excellent
results for all but a few cases. The examples which required no
iterations were all very nearly parabolic and therefore w was very
close to 1. O0. Cases for which w was not very close to 1.0 required
iterations comparable to the x and x + w solutions except for 'the few
cases mentioned above. The Taylor series for these few cases diverged
and therefore, when a ridiculous guess was generated, some secondary
guess (see Chapter 7) had to be made which is seen to give relatively
poor results. This difficulty was not encountered with the x or x + w
solutions because a curve fitted guess was used in these solutions, which
gave consistently good results. Therefore while the w solution gave far
better results for near parabolic cases, the fact that it had to revert to a
somewhat arbitrary guess when the series diverged. is a disadvantage
of the method. Perhaps some new form of guess should be investigated.
A further disadvantage of this w method, as noted in Chapter 7,
is that in some cases 'the solution may lie very near an upper or lower
bound. Therefore, due to the action of the iterator, several more
iterations 'than would seem necessary are required, even when an
excellent guess is made. As examples of this we may cite cases 8
and 26 to 29. The x and x + w methods, employing the same initial
guess and iterating on the same curves, required the same number
of iterations, for the standard convergence and regula falsi iteration
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situation (except for one case). However, the time saving advantage
of the x + w solution, which evaluates only one continued fraction, is
obvious from Table 10.5 for about half of our test cases. The x + w
solution required more time than the x method in only one case.
As we would expect, Table 10. 5 also indicates the rapidity
with which the w solution converges when an acceptable guess is made.
However, we may cite 'test case 8 as an example for which the Taylor
series guess broke down and the secondary guess gave a poor result.
The error resulting in the final iterated time leaves little to
choose among the three standard routines. No one method gave consis-
tently smaller errors. Rather surprisingly, even the results for 'the
x and x + w solutions showed no discernable correlation. Further, all
that can be said for the standard zero convergence routines is that the
) errors were generally reduced from the normal convergence programs.
J Again, no patterns or correlations appeared. Also, there seemed 'to
be no relationship between the number of iterations required and the
error in final time, as we might expect. Finally; for these zero
convergence routines, the w solution again showed more rapid conver-
gence than either of the other two solutions when the guess was acceptable.
(See Table 10.2).
If we now turn to a consideration of the Newton iteration schemes,
we can observe first from Table 10. 4 that, as expected, the x and x + wj solutions required identical numbers of iterations for all but one case.
'I The w solution needed about the same number of cycles as the other
methods when the guess was acceptable and not near w = 1. The
important comparison here is between the results of Tables 10. 1 and
10. 4. The advantage of the Newton iteration is obvious in every case.
That is, regardless of the advantages or disadvantages of the different
j methods, each showed improvement with a Newton iterator.
Furthermore from Tables 10. 5 and 10. 7, the reduction in
computation times resulting from the Newton iterator is particularly
obvious for the w and x + w solutions. The computation times for the
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x solution did not change appreciably. Finally, while the Newton solutions
did not result in final time errors as small as the zero convergence
programs, they did show improvement over the standard routines in
many cases.
A final comment on these three Lambert routines is appropriate.
Many solutions to Lambert's problem have been derived which require
a double iteration procedure. Since all three of our solutions require
only a single iteration, the convenience and time saving advantages
of our solutions are evident. Furthermore, there are solutions of
Lambert's problem which perform well when solving cases of non-zero
transfer angle , but which break down completely when 0 is very near
zero. That is, for motion which is rectilinear, solutions which depend
on such parameters as the semi-latus rectum or the angle between 'the
position and velocity vectors are not capable of generating solutions
at all. The solutions we have investigated here for Lambert's problem
give good results for rectilinear motion (which is approached in
practice). They therefore represent a significant improvement over
other solutions.
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TABLE 10. 1
STANDARD ROUTINES
ITE RATIONS
W
4
6
4
5
9
8
6
19
4
5
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
6
8
4
6
0
0
0
4
6
6
4
5
3
4
SOLUTION
x
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Ski
X+W
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
5
8
6
4
4
6
7
6
6
7
4
4
4
7
4
7
7
4
8
4
7
8
4
4
4
4
7
8
4
5
6
7
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
rTABLE 10. 2
ZERO CONVERGENCE ROUTINES
ITERATIONS
5
12
8
9
7
11
6
10
7
7
4
5
6
7
3
4
5
2
9
15
7
8
3
3
3
7
8
8
7
7
5
6
x +wxw
7
10
10
7
6
9
8
10
11
9
6
11
6
12
6
12
11
7
11
6
10
10
6
6
5
5
9
11
5
12
8
9
I
i
1
I
194
6
8
7
7
7
8
9
12
9
9
5
6
6
9
6
13
8
6
10
10
9
10
5
6
6
7
9
10
7
7
8
10
-SOLUTIONCASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
_
II
TABLE 10.3
CONSTANT GUESS ROUTINES
ITERATIONS
w
5
12
7
7
12
20
15
20
6
16
4
4
4
3
3
2
4
3
7
10
6
8
2
2
3
6
8
8
7
6
4
5
SOLUTION
X
7
12
10
6
7
9
14
13
8
14
8
8
8
9
8
8
9
8
11
12
10
12
8
8
8
8
11
12
8
9
9
10
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x+w
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
7
12
10
6
7
9
16
5
8
15
8
8
8
9
8
8
9
8
11
12
10
12
8
8
8
8
11
12
8
9
9
10
--
_ . . .
_
i
i
i
i
I
i
i
i
I
Ii
TABLE 10. 4
NEWTON ITERATION ROUTINES
ITERATIONS
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TABLE 10. 5
STANDARD ROUTINES
COMPUTATION TIMES (1/60 SEC)
(C)T TTTTC)N
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
2
2
3
2
2
4
2
3
4
2
2
1
2
3
4
2
2
2
2
x +w
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t
I
I
I
.1
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
1
2
1
2
2
3
2
8
2
2
<1
1
1
<1
<1
1
<1
<1
2
3
1
2
<1
1
<1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
w lz
..
I
p
L
TABLE 10. 6
ZERO CONVERGENCE ROUTINES
COMPUTATION TIMES (1/60 SEC)
4
4
4
2
2
5
4
6
2
2
3
2
2
3
1
1
1
3
2
8
1
3
1
1
1
3
2
2
2
1
1
3
IS)T TTTTONS
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+ W
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
w
. _ ._, .
w
TABLE 10.7
NEWTON ITERATION ROUTINES
COMPUTATION TIMES (1/60 SEC)
cOT .TTTTONC)
3
2
2
1
2
2
4
3
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
3
8
2
3
2
2
3
1
1
<1
2
6
4
2
1
2
1
x+w
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
<1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
<1
1
1
1
1
'1
1
1
199
w
I
1
I
I!
I
I
I
i
I
I
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
<1
1
1
<1
<1
1
1
1
1
1
1
<1
1
<1
1
1
1
<1
1
1
<1
A _ A.. 
x 
TABLE 10. 8
STANDARD ROUTINES
IERROR IN FINAL ITERATED TIMEI
SOLUTION
-12
-13
.- 9
-10
-8
-7
-9
-6
-10
-9
-9
-9
-7
-6
-10
-9
-9
-10
-7
-7
-11
-9
-9
-9
-10
-11
-6
-10
-8
-8
-8
-9
-7
-10
-13
-9
-11
-12
-8
-7
-12
-9
-11
-10
-10
-9
-9
-8
-13
-10.
-7
-6
-10
-9
-11
-10
-10
-9
-6
-9
-7
-11
-7
-10
r
LOG 1 0
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
-12
-9
-8
-11
-10
-10
-8
-7
-9
-7
-7
-7
-10
-10
-9
-13
-10
-7
-8
-8
-8
-11
-10
-10
-10
-8
-8
-8
-11
-7
-10
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TABLE 10. 9
ZERO CONVERGENCE ROUTINES
LOG10 IERROR IN FINAL ITERATED TIME 
w
X
-9
-13
-13
-13
-13
x
x
-13
X
x
-11
-11
-10
-11
X
-13
X
-11
-11
-11
-11
-10
-10
-10
-12
-12
-12
-12
-12
-10
-10
SOLUTION
x
X
-14
-14
-13
-13
-13
X
-13
-14
-13
-11
-11
-11
-11
X
-11
-13
X
-13
X
-14
-12
-11
-11
-11
-13
-13
-12
X
-13
x
-14
x = "zero" error
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x+w
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10A
10B
10C
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
x
-10
-13
-13
-13
-13
x
-10
-13
x
-11
-11
-11
-10
-11
-11
-13
x
-10
-10
-12
-11
-11
-10
-10
-12
-12
-12
-12
-12
-10
-10
rTABLE 10. 10
NEWTON ITERATION ROUTINES
LOG 1 0 IERROR IN FINAL ITERATED TIMEI 
x+wX
-13
-9
-13
-13
-12
-9
-9
-7
-11
-10
-11
-11
-11
-10
-10
-9
-8
-10
-7
-7
-11
-11
-11
-10
-10
-12
-11
-11
-8
-11
-10
-10
x = "zero" error
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-13
-13
-13
-12
x
x
x
-8
X
x
-11
-11
-11
-7
-11
X
-9
x
-11
x
-13
-8
-11
x
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CHAPTER 11
CONCLUSIONS
The study of various solutions to both Kepler's and Lambert's
problems clearly showed that regardless of method of solution a Newton
iterator offers distinct advantages over a simple linear inverse inter-
polator in terms of reduced number of iterations, greater accuracy,
and faster computation times. The calculation of an initial guess
always seems justified and the attainment of "zero" error in the desired
time does not appear to be worthwhile or advantageous.
The crucial aspect of the initial guess as it affects the solution to the
problem is clearly apparent for the Kepler methods of Chapters 4 and
5 and the Lambert w-iteration of Chapter 7. One must remember
however that in the real world Kepler's and Lambert's problems are
usually solved repeatedly over short time intervals so that the initial
guess can always be obtained from the solution for the previous time
interval.
No one solution to either Kepler's or Lambert's problems
distinguished itself over all others as the best solution. Each method
has its own disadvantages and advantages. When taking into considera-
'tion the fact that Kepler's and Lambert's problems are always solved
together in any guidance and navigation plan, support arises for the
hypergeometric solution to Kepler's problem. Combining this Kepler
method with a hypergeometric solution to Lambert's problem presents
a unified package. The two routines have certain subsections in
common which can be made in'to subroutines, a feature which is
advantageous in economizing the number of memory calls occupied by
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a program stored in a small computer. The reduced range of variables
in all three Lambert solutions is also a useful property in coding on a
fixed-point computer.
Further investigation into other areas is also recommended.
The effect if any on the solutions of increased accuracy in the calculation
of the continued fraction expansion B 1 is not known. Improved guesses
through curve fitting or extended power series may significantly reduce
the number iterations without significant added computation time. (This is
recommended for the w-iteration of Chapter 7. ) Toward the end of
'this study some suspicion arose as to the usefulness of the convergence )
criterion on the increment in the independent variable. It may be
possible to exclude it altogether. Also, the affect of the various conver-
gence criteria on the solutions is still somewhat hazy. Less stringent
criteria may allow larger errors in iterated 'times without effecting
position and velocity results. Calculations of S and C functions by |
means of continued fraction expansions may increase solution accuracy.
Finally, 'the way in which maximum and minimum bounds on the
independent variable affect the first few iterations is not known.
From the results of the Newton (first order) iterators we notice
She+·. e "J L4'.·I.Ln A1; ; .1a LA ;1LI Fs LJLLL; LLIr Lc p Lo;kl1 Wi, PA ;_AU J ALI }
16 C& .L ;,UL .IA G ,A LvL tLC U ALIII JIU 1; Lt.C II L D JV.D :LU.L W LLl l, 11 1, Wt ,"
in the computation time. Preliminary results show the same behavior
for a second order Newton iterator. if there is a limit here, we have
not found it. Perhaps alternating with second and first order iterators
would be an optimum method of iteration.
'I
I
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF BATTIN'S UNIVERSAL
FORMULATIONt OF KEPLER'S PROBLEM
It can be shown that for the three possible types of conic
trajectories, Kepler's time of flight equation takes the following
formst t
= E - e sin E
= e sinh H - H
f 1 3f
= tan + 'tan3
_T 7 7
ellipse
hyperbola
parabola
t ....
a ....
p....E. . . .
E· * * *·
f 
H.
. . . elapsed time from epoch
. . . semi-major axis of conic
. . . eccentricity
. . . semi-latus rectum
· . . eccentric anomaly
...... .true anomaly
...... .geometric analog of E for hyperbolas
t_
The material in this section may also be found in Battin (1968-69)
ttFor derivations of Eqs. (A. 1), (A. 2), and (A. 3), see Battin (1964),
p. 37-40, 47-98.
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1 t
nI 
(A. 1)
(A. 2)
(A. 3)2 1 t7p
where
;!
ii
I
I
I
i
r = a(1l - e cos E) ellipse (A. 4)
(A. 5)r = a(ecosh H - 1) hyperbola
P 2f
r = sec Z- parabola (A. 6)
Differentiating Eq. (A. 1) with respect to E, we obatin
dt = 1 - e cosE = r
a
or
dt = r
(A. 7)
(A. 8)
Differentiating Eq. (A. 2) with respect to H, we similarly obtain
dt r
dH = e cosh H - 1 a
a
dt
Dd(e/a H)
fDifferentiating Eq. (A. 3) with respect'to tan we obtain
2 7
p
(A. 9)
(A. 10)
dt 2 f 2 f
dt = 1 +tan 2 sec (A. 11)
d(tan -2)
dt
d( p tan f )
1 2 f
-
p sec = r
Now, if we define
x = (E - E0 )
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Also
or
or
-F (A. 12)
ellipse (A. 13)
.,
I
I
x -= (H - H0 ) hyperbola (A. 14)
f
f 0 (A. 15)x = 7(tan - tan I) parabola ( . 5)
Eqs. (A. 8), (A. 10), and (A. 12) still all reduce to the same form
dtdtu E = r (A. 16)
We can now see how to generate one universal equation to replace
the three needed when the different conic trajectories are treated
separately. By use of the regularization transformation as given by
Eq. (A. 16) we can convert all time derivatives into x-derivatives.
First we derive the differential equation for the magnitude of the
position vector. We have
2r r r (A. 17)
Differentiating once with respect to x yields
drdr
r2-~ = r *- (A. 18)
But
Fi-~~~ ~dr dr dt r
-1 H dt v V r (A. 19)
Hence Eq. (A.18) becomes
revdr d - - (A. 20)
Differentiating again with respect to x, we obtain
2 r dv dr
- Fr·-- +- vI (A 21)
dxz L -Cx dx -J
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dv dv dt r
= - dE dx 
From the equation of motion, we have
d2r
dt
dv
dt
dv
dx
Substituting Eq. (A. 24) and Eq. (A. 19) into Eq.
2dr
dx
1
-F
2
C-A + I[-~i ± A
(A. 21), we obtain
2
= - 1 + v rAl- (A. 25)
This can be written as
d2r
dx
(A. 26)
But the quantity in parentheses is just a, the reciprocal of the semi-
major axis, which is a constant. We now have
d2r
dx + r
= 1 (A. 27)
One more differentiation results in
3dr
dx
dr 0 (A. 28)
This is a general linear ordinary differential equation which applies to
all conics. To generate a similar relation for t, we start with Eq. (A. 16)
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dv
TT (A. 22)
Hence
- rr
(A. 23)
r
(A. 24)
I
i
I
L
i
I
.I
i
!
2
r U
dt
r =
Hence
2
dr ld t (A. 29)
F dx 2
and 
d3r d t (A. 30)
dx dx
Substituting Eqs. (A. 29) and (A. 30) into Eq. (A. 28), we obtain
4 2d t dtd4 dt 0 (A. 31)
dx dx
Since can be positive or negative we can expect the solution of the
above differential equations to involve either sinusoids or exponentials.
If we assume a series solution to Eq. (A. 31) of the form
0c
t(x) = a+ anxn (A. 32)
n=l
and calculate the required derivatives we can derive a recursion
formula for the a 's as follows:
n
( n +2
an+ = (n+4)(n2 n 0, 1, (A. 33)
From this, it becomes obvious that four independent constants, a0
through a3, result for this solution. This further implies that four
independent functions of x constitute the solution of Eq. (A. 31), each
one of which also satisfies that differential equation.
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A family of functions of x may be defined which expresses the
general solutions of differential equations for quantities such as r, r,
and t in terms of x. We can define this family of functions as follows:
2
Un(x;v) = xn[ 1 + x2 + x2 ) -. = 0 , 1 , n
n (~r)= "([n + 2)! (n +4)! 
(A. 34)
The following identities are easily proved from the definition in
Eq. (A. 34).
d U
n- n= 1,2,... (A. 35)n
d U0
d 0 -o U (A.36)dx 1
n
_x
Un °tUn 2 n! (A.37)
It can further be shown that these functions satisfy the differential
equation
dm +U dm - lU
m+ ! d n = 0 n = 0, 1, ... ,m(A.38)dxM + 1 dxm
Therefore, the most general form of solution of Eq. (A. 31) can be
expressed as
_fi t = a0 U0 + alU 1 + a2U2 +a 3U 3
The constants a0 through a3 must be evaluated from the initial
conditions on t and its first three derivatives at x = 0. For example,
the condition that t = 0 when x = 0 establishes that a0 = 0. Using
Eqs. (A. 16), (A. 20), and (A. 27), we can determine al, a2, and a3.
We can therefore express the universal form of Kepler's equation
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r V
t roU 1 (X; r) + / U2 (x;  ) + U3(x;" )
, .
(A. 39)
In a manner entirely analagous to the derivation of Eq. (A. 28),
we can show that the position vector r satisfies the differential equation
d3r dr
dx- + -= 0 (A. 40)
This equation has the general solution
r = aU + a lU 1 + U (A. 41)
where a0 al, and a are vector constants determined from initial
conditions at x = 0. There results:
v
-O (A. 42)
dr dr
V = = dx
dx
F U1(x; )
- rr0
U2 (x; )
F = 1- 
U 3 (x; a!)
G = t- ¥,
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I.
i1
Hence
dr
r (A. 43)
rO + -
Defining
U2 (x; )
r vO-0 (A. 44)
(A. 45)
(A. 46)
I
I
r + U (x;_ry)
-LO ~ Ur ( X~ ~ 2(; a)
we obtain
= dF _ U 1(X; )
Ft :;F~ r r0
dG
Gt dt
U2 (x; oV)
1 - r
We have finally
r = Fr +G v
= FtO t-O
Summary:
r v
- 0 -
- t = r0U 1(X;O ) + U2(x; ) + U 3(x; )
r = Fr +G v0
v = Fr +GvOt-O ~t-O
U2 (x; a)
F = 1-
r0
Ftt
_ r U 1 (X; )
r r 0
U3(x; oY)
G = t- I
U2 (x; oa)
Gt = 1
'tr
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(A. 47)
(A. 48)
(A. 49)
(A. 50)
i
I
1
.
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF STUMPFF'S UNIVERSAL
FORMULATION OF KEPLER'S PROBLEM t
The universal form of Kepler's equation from Appendix A is
-t = roU1 (x; a) + ° U2(x; ) + U3(x; v)
where
2
n +2)!
- (n +2)
2
+ (x2 )(n + 4)
Divide both sides of the time of flight equation byF t
r0 ' U(x;)I = Ul(X; r + Ut U2(' t
· Jt
to obtain
1
+ , U3 (x; (7ft (B. 1)
which is equivalent to
r0 r VO
rt r0
t
2
rO
ut
ut 2
U 2 (x; ) + -
r 0
3
r 0
3/23 U3(x;ey)U t
(B. 2)
Now if we define
vx2 1 - +
n -n (n+2)
2 2
(n + 4)! 
tA different approach is found in Stumpff (1962)
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.I
I
I '
1-
I
. . . (B. 3)
I
i
i
f
i
i
j
j
)
I
I
U (x Y) xn 
Un(x; ) = xVn (ex 2 )
n
(B. 4)
Replacing each U-function by its corresponding V-function Eq. (B. 2)
becomes
V1( x2 ) +r0 v t
r 0
2 2
ro x t2
u 2 V( e x2 )+ll t rO
3 3
r 0 x
31 2 3
9 z
V 3 (x2)
(B. 5)
Define a new set of variables z and X as follows
r x
z =
2
X = r 
rO0
2 2
r 0 x
ut 2
it follows that
V (x 2 )
n
= Vn(YZ )
Eq. (B. 5) can now be written as
1 = zVI(Z )+t °2 z
But analogous to Eq.
r
2 2) 't 2 3 2
V2 (yz) +--- z V3 (yz2 )
r00
(B. 4) we may write
U n (z; ) = znVn(Xz2 )
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we have
r0x
1 0
Since
(B. 6)
(B. 7)
2
= x
(B. 8)
(B. 9)
2
r 0
I
I
Using the above, the time of flight equation takes its final form
r v
-o- -o tU 2 (z;Y) U 't
2
+3 U3(z;x)
r 0
From Appendix A we also have
r = FrO + G o
v = FrO + Gtvo
U 2 (x; )
U3(x; )G = t-
I rr 0
U2 (X; )
Gt = 1 -t r
Now if we equate the right hand members of Eqs.
follows that
Ui(x; aX) = r t Ul(Z;Y )r 0 1
U2(x; t) = -U 2 (z;v)
r0
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(B. 10) and (B. 2) it
(B. 17)
(B. 18)
1 = U1 ( Z ;¥ ) + (B. 10)
where
(B. 11)
(B. 12)
(B. 13)
(B. 14)
(B. 15)
(B. 16)
L
-rlu U (X; 0y
1
i
iI
I·
9
i
F,
i
I
i
i
2U3/2t3
U3 (x; (Y) 3 U3(z )
r 0
(B. 19)
and in general
Un(X; ) = ( t Un ;) (B. 20)
Using Eq. (B. 20), Eqs. (B. 13 - B. 16) become
u t 2
F = - 3 U2(Z;Y)
r
(B. 21)
0
G = t- ' t 3
r0
Ft
't
(B. 22)
u 't2
= - 7 Ul(Z;x)
rr 0
U t 2Gt =1 --- U(;X)r r 0
(B. 23)
(B. 24)
To make the notation more manageable define
(B. 25)
o -O 
r0
r 0
(B. 26)
(B. 27)
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Summary:
1 = Ul(Z; ¥) + U 2 (Z ) + U 3(Z;)
r = F r + G v0
v = Fr 0 + Gtv 0
F = 1 - U 2(z; Y)
Ft -U(z;x
G = t(l - U3(z;¥))
Gt = 1- 
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APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF BATTIN'S HYPERGEOMETRIC
FORMULATION OF KEPLER'S PROBLEM
We begin with Kepler's equation in universal form
t = rUl(x; ) + U(x; a)
-,/~
+ U3 (x; a
Using the identity
U3 (x) = 2U3 ( ) +2U 1 () U2 ()
we can write
-F t = r0U1(x) + U2(x) + 2U1() U2 (-) + 2U1-~~~~~~~~~U(~ U3(7)u3- (C.2)
U14
Then using the identities
I 2x
UO(4) - U 1(VX
U0( , ) = 1 - 2 U(4)
U ()= 2U ()U 1 ( )
= 2U2(x)1 -4
U2(x) 2U2x=7
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i,
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II
1I
(C. 1)
(C.3)
(C. 4)
(C.5)
(C.6)
(C. 7)
i
i
1
I
I
I
!-
i.
i
I
I
1
i
I
I
I
i
Ul(x) = 2Uo( )U1 () (C. 8)I O()U 7
U(x) = 1-2a U(-) (C. 9)
we can show that all x dependent quantities in Eq. (C. 2) can be expressed I
in terms of U, () except the quantity
x
3 * 1 us (E)~~~ ~~  ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Battin has shown how to determine this quantity as the solution of a 1
differential equation, and it turns out that this solution depends on U1( 4).
To show this we proceed as followst )
x
Let Q = 2 = 1 R (C. 10)
q - 4U 1 UO( ) + 1q = Uo(4) - 1
Uo() +1
or U0(T) = (C. 11)
Taking the derivative of q with respect to x, we have
dq 1 U 1 (1)
= -( +1] (C. 12)[ U() + ]2
From Eq. (C. 10), we have
Ui(i)R = U3 () [UO() + 1 (C. 13)
Battin(1968-69)
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Then taking the derivative of (C.13) with respect to x, we have
3 U2(4) Uo0 ()R4U1 'T 0 -4 + U() dR+U T ME
1 x x
%*U2V)[U 0,' +11+ ] + )[- t U1(I)
Then using Eqs. (C. 6), (C.10),(C. 12), we have
3 U2U R + 3 dR+u1.a- 4
- U 11 1
(o + 1)
= U2(Uo + 1)
3
U31R 1
+ 1 F(- T1U1)
0
where the argument of every universal function xis .
Cancelling U1 and using in turn Eqs. (C. 3) and then (C. 11)
( 1-q
4( T- B
1 dR 2
+q - = - q
q(1 - q) dUq7 +
3 1(Z3+ 4)R = 4
Taking a second derivative of this last equation with respect to q, we find
d2Rq(1 - q) d
dq
5 3 dfR 1+ -q) q +I R=O
The general form of this hypergeometric differential equation is
d2Rq(1 - q) d2
dq
+ [ - (a+ 8+ 1) q] dR
aq - OR = 
where, for our problem
.Y= 1, =
1
The general solution is given by
R = COF(B, 8;y; q) + Cq91- YF(ot- + 1, - y+ 1; 2 - ; q)
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or
+ R 2q
+ 1 1-q
(C. 14)
(C. 15)
5
I
I
I
i
i
I
I
I
2Since q = x = 0 is not a singular point of R (as we can see from applying
L' Hospital's Rule to Eq. (C.10)), we have
C = 0
= lim[U 0 (x) + 1]
x-, 0
x-~O TU3(4)
= 2 limr
x_O 0 U-
Therefore, we can express all quantities in Eq. (C. 2) in terms of U1( ) as,
= rUl(x) +o -
Q
U2 (
8 1
X U (X)+ 1
x x 3 )Q:) + 2U 1()U 2 () + 2 U 1 Q
5 Uo_() -F(1, -; ; + 
U(X) + 1
We then choose U () to be our independent variable and avoid any
series evaluations.
For use as the first step in the iteration, we will develop a
method for obtaining an initial guess for U1( ), which is necessary to
start the iteration.
To begin, we set
1 - U0 5
2
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Finally
R(O)
R(O)
U3(4)
- 8
with
(C. 16)
tBattin (1968-69)
au 2 4
1- Uo()
2[1 + U0)
Finally,
2x
u 1(~)
1 U 2 (x)
2[1 +U0o ( ) ]
(C. 17)
Now, as was shown previously
U 2 (x)
r = [1 - -r + [t U3 (x)
- - Y
)A -
(C. 18)
Using a method similar to that derived in Chapter 2 for the x solution
of Kepler's equation, we can find a time series expansion of F, where,
rewriting Eq. (C. 18), we have
r = F + GO
There results,
F = 1 At 2
2r0
+ -VO t3
r.5
r0O
Therefore
U 2 = A
2r0
t2
Finally, we have
U2() = 12[1 + UT
- 4
r 0
(1 -
4rO
(C. 19)'
This method of guessing U1(T) is discussed in Chapter 4.
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APPENDIX D
j DERIVATION OF BATTIN'S HYPERGEOMETRIC
FORMULATION OF LAMBERT'S PROBLEM t
Kepler's time of flight equation as derived in Appendix A is
i t = r (x; ) + ' U2(x; a) + U3 (x; a) (D. 1)
}I Kepler's problem is an initial value problem. We are given 0 and v0
and must find r and v some t seconds later. Eq. (D. 1) is the appropriate
equation with which to solve Kepler's problem. However in Lambert's
problem we are given r and r2 and are asked to find a v1 such that
we arrive at r 2 some t seconds later. Since v(or equivalently, v0) is
{- unknown, Eq. (D. 1) is not very useful in solving Lambert's problem.
However it can be shown that Eq. (D. 1) can be written equivalently as
tt = U(;)+2F cos U1(a a) (D.2)
where is the transfer angle between r and r2 . If we define
? cos 0 (D. 3)
where s is the semi-perimeter of the triangle formed by the two
position vectors, r and r2, that is
t This material was first presented in Battin (1968-69).
1'
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C
Y,i
1
S = (rl +r 2 +C)
C I r2 -r|
we may write E]q. (1). 2) as
-F.t
Now define
= U 3 (x; o) + 2XsUl( ; ()
U 3 (x; y)
uI( ; )
to obtain
-F t x 2= Uj(-; a)[JU (-2; c)Q + 2Xs]1~~ x (I). 8)
Note that from the definition of the UI-functions as given by q. (A. 41),
Q is a function of ax2 only.
We have
(2 3(x )1 = U 3 (x) (I). 9)
D)ifferentiating both sides with respect to x yields
3 2x x
+ IJ1(Z) d =
where the identity
has been used. But by another identity
U2(x) = U2( )
22(;
where
(D). 4)
(I). 5)
(I). 6)
(I). 7)
U2 (x)
dU (x; 
dx
(1). 10)
n= 1, 2,... (1). 11)
(I). 12)
Tjn (x; 
Eq. (D. 10) becomes
Define
3 x dQUoQ+ Ui(2) Q = 2
q = a2(2x4)
1 q
(D. 13)
(D. 14)
which gives
dQ _ dQ dq (! )Ux) dQ
-Tx-i - - -- UUo0 ) 1 4 -4
However another identity is
U1() = 2U4)U1 (4)
Hence
dQ a U( dQ
Using Eq. (D. 17) in Eq. (D. 13), we arrive at
Uo()Q + U2(x) dQ 2
Invoking two more identities we have
x 2x4 ) = 1U C 1 - 2 U (T) = 1 - 2q0 z I4
(D. 15)
(D. 16)
(D. 17)
(D. 18)
(D. 19)
and therefore
2x
1 7( = 1 - U0 (2) = 4q(1 - q)= 1-U (D. 20)
Substituting Eq. (D. 19) and (D. 20) into (D. 18), and rearranging terms
we obtain
q( - q) +(- 3q)Q = 2 (D. 21)
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The final form of the differential equation for Q is obtained by differentiating
both sides of Eq. (D. 21) with respect to q.
d 2Qq(1 - q) d
dq
Now Gauss'
+ (- 5q)- dQ 3Q = 0df-fq-
hypergeometric differential equation is
q(1 ) d2Q) +[- (a!++ 1)q] - xfQ =dq 
-
By comparing Eqs. (D. 22) and (D. 23) we note that v = ,
The solution to Eq. (D. 23) is
Q= F(a,
(D. 23)
cx= 1, fl= 3.
(D. 24)
The function F is evaluated by a continued fraction expansion. In order
to improve the convergence properties of this expansion we will transform
the right hand member of Eq. (D. 24). First, using the identity 
(v - a!- )F(a, 0;;q) + e(1 - q)F(a + 1, B;y;q)-(v- f)F(o, - 1;y;q) = 0
(D. 25)
with 5 , ,n2x
= 
2
, 8= 1, = 2 , andq = xU( )and noting that
F(a, 0, y;q) = 1 we have
F(1, 3; ; aU2 x))e7 1l(i) 1 3
-I
(D. 26)
the following identities may be found in Battin (1968-69).
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(D. 22)
These and
i
i
I
0; y;q) =4 F(, 3 5 au 2 xS; y 7 1 T
-IF(, 2; ; au2l())]
Next we apply the quadratic transformation
F(o, ; r + 1B-1; q)
(½ +1 1 q)l-2a(7 + 2 1-
a= 1, = 2, q=
= (1 - q) x
x F(2a- l, -8 + 8-2; - _ q+ 1)
(D. 27)
2x
e 1 and note that
1 - q = I -aU2(x)
-Vi~~i =y1 -
F(1, 2; 2; U (x)) =e u 1 (-)) 2w(w + )F(l'
1 5 w - 1
- ; ; w + 1)
Combining Eqs. (D. 29) and (D. 26) we have
F1 2x 1 3 1 15w- 
F(1, 3; ; U 1()) 2 4 2w(w + 1 )F(1, -; ; 30)w
Now substituting Eq. (D. 30) into Eq. (D. 24) yields
1 2 1 F(1, 1 5 w- 1)]
-[+ VwT - ; ; w 1W
(D. 31)
1 5 w-1
F(1, -; ; w + =
1 5 w-1
F(- 1, w 1)7 - ; -wTT 
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to obtain
(D. 28)
(D. 29)
But
(D. 32)
I
.
= X 
u(q w
= 1 2 1 F(-
w -- 2 [+ w(W 
W
1 5 w- 
T,1;7; W + )
1 5By the identity given in Eq. (D. 25) with = - , = 1, and = , we have
1 5 w-1F(- ,1; )2' T WTF 3 1 1 1 5w-i1= +w+T ; 7;w+l )
We continue by applying another identity
y(1 - q)F(a, P;y;q) - yF( - 1, B; y;q) + (y- B)q F(o!, ; y+ 1;q) = 0
(D. 35)
1 5 w- 1with = 1, = , = , and q w to obtain
1 5 w-1)F( '1; ; 1+1
w+l 2 1 7w-1
2 - (w- 1)F(7, 1; Y; w T-1 )
Substituting Eq. (D. 36) into Eq. (D. 34) we have
1 - W1;  w- 1 F( 1,
F( - ,1; ; w +-T) = 1 - w F(, 1, 7 w - 1;7; w + 1
Combining Eqs. (D. 37) and (D. 33) yields
Q 1
w
1 7 w- 
F( 1;; w +1 ) =
1 w 1 w W -F(Z7, -(D. 38) ]
(D. 38)
7 1.3-5 w - 1 n
L (2n n+ 3(2n + )(2n + 5) (w + 1 
n=O0
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so that
(D. 33)
(D. 34)
(D. 36)
(D. 37)
Now
I 2 1 
7j T(W T )
11 -
1w 1)
(w+ I
w -1
1 2(W )
1 - -1 - . .
-_ n(n + 4)
n (2n + 3)(2n + 5)
1 7 w-1 5F(, 1;; +1 )
25 - 2
Bn- 1
w-1
w+l
n-'Bn+ + 2(1 -Bn)
Inserting Eq. (D. 41) into Eq. (D. 38) yields
Q= 1 
W
w- +. (w !:1)T[1 - (DB32
But from Eq. (D. 42)
w-1 -
B1 = 4 w 5-B 2
and hence
1Q = -- [1
w
2 1 B1
+ W( + 1)( 1 - 4 )]
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L
where
(D. 39)
Also
(D. 40)
where
(D. 41)
(D. 42)
(D. 44)
(D. 45)
I
(D. 43)
I
B1 is found from Eq. (D. 42) by starting with Bn = 0 for some n = N and
working backwards towards B1.
The time of flight equation is
Au t = U (; ) [U2( 1 ; a)Q + 2s] (D. 46)
We must find U(3; x) in terms of w = U(4).0 4T' We begin with
2U 1 (; ) = s[1 + 2 - 2 U0 (;o ] t
Using Eq. (D. 19) this becomes
2U1 () = s[ - 2X + X2 + 4 oU2(x)]
But from Eq. (D. 28)
2xY u1 (I 1 = 1 -w
Therefore Eq. (D. 48) becomes
2 x s[ (1 + )2
=s[ -2 - 2X w
2]
Defining
7 =
we have finally
(1 + )2
2
tSee Battin (1968-69).
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(D. 47)
(D. 48)
(D. 49)
(D. 50)
- 2Xw2 (D. 51)
U2 x
Hence the time of flight equation takes the final form
t
s
= Q+2X 2
with Q given by Eq. (D. 45).
w = U 0 ( ). It remains to d,
The time of flight is a function only of
erive an equation for the initial velocity
vector, v1 , in terms of the solution w.
U2 (x; 0)
r = (1 rl )r 1 4
r 1
From Eq. (A. 57) we have
U 3 (x; or)
. (t - f )v1
-F
(D. 54)
Applying this at the terminal point, we obtain
U2 (x;O)
r = (1 - )r
2 '1 -1
U 3 (x;oa)
+ (t / )VI (D. 55)
But
= 2 2 cos U1(2;a)
2Xs (v( O7 01
- if,
(D. 56)
by Eq. (D. 2). Rearranging terms we arrive at
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L
2
= S T (D. 52)
(D. 53)
c
E
t - -
2Xs x U 2 (x; a)2 Xu 1(X;Y) v1 = r2- (1 - )r
u ( ;a) = n
from Eq. (D. 52). Hence
V1= [ r2 - r l +U2 (x;a) l ]
Now
2x 2s772
U2 ( x ;dc ) = 2U2(E;x) = 2q s.?2
and, consistent with (Eq. (D. 5),
r2-r 1 = c = c i
-2 -1 - -c
so that Eq. (D. 59) takes the form
V 2 c i +V1 T 2jT -c sX r
Define a new coordinate system as follows
i1 = sgn(7r - ) unit(i + i )
= i-c -) 1
1 = unit(ic- i )
-- I
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But
(D. 57)
(D. 58)
(D. 59)
(D. 60)
(D. 61)
(D. 62)
(D. 63)
(D. 64)
I
iI
i
iI
3
J
Using Eq. (D. 51) this can be further reduced to
(1 + X) - 2Xw2 i 1 + sin -P1 2w2 -(1 + 1 }
-1 sinT-w 17 j-, I
(D. 68)
From purely geometrical considerations we can write
O2sin 2
sin -
S( - r 1)
r2 c
s(s - r 2)
r 1c
Hence the formula for v1 finally becomes
2
= r -Fl (1 +X)-2Xw A+ x_; 2w 2 - (1 + )
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X l=s2 r 1sin TVI U r1 2
(D. 69)
(D. 70)
t·
Ii
i
}
.1.
fiI-
t't 
i
],
I
I }l )(D. 71)
I
I:
.
.-
+1
sgn(r- 9)= O
-1
In this coordinate system
i = e
-C r 
P2sin i
i = X sin
-r 1 r 
'2.
-T£1
+ sin - J1
sin .
- sin 2-i1
where (p1 and 2 are defined below
F rL
Substituting the above relations into Eq. (D. 62) and collecting terms we
arrive at
sin -2- ( -+ 
1 cL2(t - 7 s)j 1
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where
< r
= r
> 
(D. 65)
(D. -66)
V1 =43
V =
1I
+#
(D. 67)
Summary:
t = 3Q + 2kAs
Q = [1 2 1Q --[1 + w(w+ 
w
w- 1
w+l
Bn-l n-iB (1-B
- 1 1 + n- 1
= 1 + ( ) - 2Xw2
1 + ) (1 +2 X
77 , m
- S--I ( I
B
(1 - )
BN
>- 2Xw + 2w2_(1 + X)  }
C. AS
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APPENDIX E
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTINGS
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rI
I
Is
'i
j
t
_I
I
i
-i
i
ti
I
9
I
II
KEPLER x - ITERATION
IiI 
AI
.,
241
* MAC* LDA.RATKEPPP
M RGN READ MODE
M PRINT MSG, MODE
M ACCURACY MODE
M PRINT SP4
M PRINT MSG
M THE PRINTED OTPlIT APPEARS IN THF FOLLOWING FRMAT
M PRINT MSG
M TFST CASE NO.
M PRINT HDG
M ZIT ITFRATIONST x
M PRINT MSG
M COMPUTATION TIMF
M PRINT MSG
M FINAL PSITION FINAL VFLOCITY
M PRINT SP4
M FIRST RFAD TEST
M PRINT TFST
M READ FLAG
E 14 17
M IF FLAG=0 MJ=3.9Rq03? 10 , XMAXX=2 , OTHFRWISF
E 12 16
M MiJ=4.90277P 10 , XMAXX=2
M READ TD
F
M READ RI
F
M RFA[) VI
242
M TIMEIN=TIMEOFDAY
M CONTROL=O
M ,O Tf CGOT INPLIT
F
M SJURR SlIRROUTINE, MODE, MU, TO, RI, VI
F 13 16 17
M IF MtJ<lO , XMAXX=2 , OTHERWISE XMAXX=2
M TIMEIN=TIMFOFDAY
M CONTROL=l
F -9 -16 -10
M GOlINPIUT IF MODF=(O, ET=10 , FX=10 , OTHERWISE ET=10 , EX=10
F -16
M ETP=10
M N=20, XR=O
F_
M RI=ARVAL(RI), SMU=SORT(MUJ), SRI=SRT(RI)
M CA=RI.VI/SM(U, CR=Rl VI.VI/MIJ-I, ALP=(1-CR)/RI
M IF ALP>O, XMAX=2 PI/SORT(ALP), OTHFRWISF XMAX=SORT(-50/ALP)
IF XMAX>XMAXX, XMAX=XMAXX
F 2
M I=CA/SRI, J=CR, K=l, K2=-I, K3=3 I -J, TM=SMIJ TD/RI SRI
E 7 3
M X=SRI(K1 TM+(K2 TM /2+K3 TM /6))
M TP=XMAX/ALP SMII
Ml IF TP<O, GO TO CNTINIJE
M TRYAGAIN IF TD<TP, GIO TO CONTINUEF
M TD=TD-TP, XR=XR+XMAX
M fGn TO TRYAGAIN
M CONlINUE XMIN=O, X=X-XR
M IF(X>O AND X>=XMAX) OR X<O, X=XMAX/2
M TP=O, DX=X
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F 2
M IIER L=ALP X
M CALL WMR.SXCXL,1
M RFSiMEf C, [)JMMY1
M CALL WMR.SXCX,L.2
M RFS)MF S [DUMMY?
F 2
M U)TWO=X C
F 3
M lTHREF=X S
M IJnNF=X-ALP JTHRFEE
M T=RI kIJnNF/SMlJ+(CA ITWO/SMIt+IITHRFF/SMU ) 
M T FRR=TD-T
M IF ARS(TFRR)<=FT TD, 7IT=O, Gr Tn CMPUTF
M IF ARS(T-TP)<=FlP T, ZIT=3, GO TO COMPIITF
M CALL KWK.SEARCH,O,O,T,TPTFRRnXXO XMAX, XMIN
M RESUMF D)X, DMMY3, XMAX, XMIN
M IF AS(DX)<EX, ?TT=I, cG T CMPITF
M TP=T, X=X+DX, N=N-1
M IF N=O, 7IT=2, OTHFRWISF GO T ITFR
F
M COMPMlE RF=(1-IJTWO/RI)RI+(TD-IITHR F/SMtJ)VI
F
M RF=ABVAL(RF)
F
M VF=(-SMI) lJONE/RI RF)RI+(I-tJTWwn/RF)Vt
M N=20-N
M TIMEOlIT=TIMEnFDAY, TIME=TIMFOUIT-TIMEI N
M IF CNTROL=O, G T PRINTIT
E
M RETURN IT, N, T X RF, VF, TIMF
M GO TO ENDING
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M PRINTIT PRINT IT, N, T, X
M PRINT TIME
M PRINT RF, VF
M PRINT SP4
M Gn TO FIRST
M FNDING DUMMY=f)(JMMY
M START AT HGN, SJR
/*
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* MAC* LDA,STPKEPPP
M BGN READ MODE
M PRINT MSG, MODE
M ACCIURACY MODE
M PRINT SP4
M PRINT MSG
M THE PRINTED OlUTPUT APPEARS IN THF FOLLOWING FRMAT
M PRINT MSG
M TFST CASE NO.
M PRINT HOG
M ZIT ITERATInNSF 7. T X
M PRINT MSG
M COMPl)TATI (N TIMF
M PRINT MSG
M FINAL POSITION FINAL VFLOCITY
M PRINT SP4
M FIRS1 RFAD TFST
M PRINT TEST
M RFAD FLAG
F 14 17
M IF FLAG=O, MJ=3.9R603? 10 , XMAXX=2 , O[THERWISF
F 1? 16
M MU=4.90277P 10 , XMAXX=?
M READ Tn
E
M READ RI
E
M READ VI
M TIMEIN=TIMEFDAY
M. CONTROL=O
M GO TO GnTINPUT
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M SUBR SURROUTINE,MlDE, MU, T, RI, VI
E 13 16 17
M IF M(J<10 , XMAXX=? , OTHERWISF XMAXX=2
M TIMEIN=TIMEOFDAY
M CONTROL=l
E -10 - -16 -1
M GOlINPIJT IF MODE=O, EF=10 , FX=10 , OTHERWISE FF=1O , EX=lO
F -16
M ETP=10
M N=20, ZR=O
F
M RI=AFVAL(RI), SMIJ=SORT(MU), SRI=SORT(RI)
M ZMAXX=XMAXX RI/SMtI TDO EZ=RI FX/SMI T)
M CA=RI.VI/SMU, C=RI VI.VI/M(I-, ALP=(1-CR)/RI
M IF ALP>f), MAX=? P RI/SORT(ALP) SMIJ T, OTHERWISE
M ZMAX=SORT(-50/ALP) RI/SM( TD
M IF ZMAX>ZMAXX, ZMAX=ZMAXX
F 7
M I=CA/SRI, J=CR, K=l, K2=-I, K3=3 I -J, TM=SMJ T/RI SRI
F 7 3
M X=SRI(K1 TM+(K2 TM /2+K3 TM /6)), Z=X RI/SMII TD
M TP=7MAX TD/RI ALP
M IF TP<(O GO TO CONTINUJE
M TRYAGAIN IF TD<TP, GC TO CONTTNUE
M TD=TD-TP, ZR=ZR+ZMAX
M GO TO TRYArCAIN
M CONlINIIE ZMIN=O, Z=Z-ZR
M IF(Z>O AND Z>=ZMAX) OR Z<l, Z=ZMAX/2
M FP=O, DZ=Z
F .2 2 3 2 2
M ETA=CA SMU TD/RI ZFTA=CR T MtI/RI CHI=Mtl TD ALP/RI
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F 2
M I1FR L=CHI Z
M CALL WMR.SXCXL,1
M RESUME C, DMMYl
M CALL WMR.SXCX,L,2
M RESUIME S, DUMMY2
E 2 3
M ITWon= C, THREE=7 S
M F=Z+(ETA UTWO+ZETA UITHREF)
M FFRR=1-F
M IF ARS(FFRR)<=FF, 7T=0, GO TO CnMPlJTF-
M IF ARS(F-FP)<=FTP, 71T=3, rCn TO cnMPIITE
M CALL KWK.SFARCH,O,O,F,FP,FFRR, n7 ,7 ,7MAX,7MIN
M RESIJMF D7, DlUMMY?, 7MAX, 7MIN
M IF AS(n7)<E2, 71T=l, COn TO COMPIITF
M FP=F, 7=+nDZ, N=N-1
M IF N=0, ZIT=2, THFRWISF cn TO ITFR
M CnMPUJTF IljNF=7-CHI IJTHRFE
F 2 3
M DELTA=I+(FTA tnNE+7FTA ITWO), CSFF=Mll Tf) /RI
M FFF=1-CSFF )TWnO, EE=TD(1-CSEF ITHREE)
M EFFo)OT=-CSFE UnNF/nFLTA T, GFFDOT=l-(l-FFF)/nFLTA
M RF=EFF RI+GEF VI, VF=FFFnnT R+GEFF)-)T VI
M T=F TD, X=7 SMi T/RI
M N=20-N
M TIMFOT =T IMEOFDAY, T MF=TIMEOUT-T IMEI N
M IF CONTROL=O, G T PRINTIT
M RETURN ZIT, N F 7, RF, VF, X, T, TIMF
M Gn TO NDING
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I
PRINTIT PRINT
PR I NT
ZIT, N F, Z, T, X
TIME
PRINT RF, VF
PRINT SP4
GO TO FIRST
ENDING DIJMMY=DtJMMY
START AT RC-N, SJRR
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M
M
E
M
M
M
/I
Ni
I
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MAC* SPS.HYPRKEP2
RGN PRINT MSG
PRINTED OU)TPUT APPEARS IN THE FOLLnWING ORDER
PRINT MSG
TFST CASE NO.
PRINT HDG
ZIT ITERATIONS ITFRTEE X
PRINT MSG
COMPUTATION TIME
PRINT MSG
FINAL PSITION FINAL VFL"C
PRINT SP4
FIRST RFAD TEST
PRINT TEST
READ FLAG
RFA Tn
I TY
RFAD RZFRO
READ VZFRO
IF FLAG=O,EX=10
1 4 -9
,MI)=3.9R6O.3? r) ,nTHFRWISF FX=lO
12
MUl=4.90277P 10
TIME IN=T IMEOFDAY
CONTROL =O
Gn TO GIT INPUT
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A
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
E
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
M SUBR SU)RROUTINE, M, Tn RZFRnOVZERO
F 13 -9
M IF MJ<10 ,EX=10 ,OTHFRWISE FX=10O
M TIMEIN=TIMEOFDAY
M CONTROL=
M GOnlINPUT S=20
M INDEX N,I
i DIMENSION (R,50)
M S=20
M li= ARVAL(RZERn)/SORT MIJI ,)7?=R7ER. V7ERO)/MUJn3=SORT(M J)
F
N D4=ARVAL(RZERO)
F - - 2
M ALPHA=2/ARVALfR7FRn)-(ARVAL(V7FRC)) /MtJ
M A=I/ALPHA
F 3
M IF ALPHA<OTP=-2 P SORT(-A /MIJ),GO, TO CNTINIIE
E 3
'r M TP=(2 PI)SORT(A /Ml)
M TRYAGAIN IF TD<TPG T CONTININF
M TO=Tr-TP
M GO TO TRYAGAIN
M CONIINtIE TIME=TD
F ? 2 2
M SFRIES=(-TIME)(D? MII)/(D MII))((TIMF )/(16 D ))
M IF ALPHA>OtiLMAX=1/SORT(ALPHA)ODFLtI=EX/4
M OTHERWISE 111MAX=5/SORT(-A..PHA),nrELII=5(EX/4)
M IF (1-4 ALPHA SFRIFSI<O,IJIGIIFSS=IIMAX/?,Gn T') CHFCK
EF 3
M IF ALPHA>OTHALF=2 RZFRn.VERn/MtI ALPHA+PI/SORT(MIJ ALPHA ),
4M OTHERWISE THALF=O
255
M IF (ALPHA>O AND TIME>THALF),ARG=-1,OTHERWISE ARG=+1
M IJZFRO=(ARG)SQRT(1-4 ALPHA SERIES)
M IF (SERIES>O AND ALPHA<O OR SFRIFS>O AND ALPHA>O
M AND TIME/TP <.5),IllGJESS=SORT(2 SERIES/( l+UZERl) ),
M OTHERWISE IF (SERIFS>O AND ALPHA>n AND TIME/TP>.5) ,
M II1GIJESS=.75 Ul1MAXITHERWISE J1G0JESS=I1MAX/2
F 4
M CHECK IF tI1GIJESS<10 ,GO T HERE
E 4 7
M IF (IGlJESS>1O AND ARS(TIME/TP)<.i),IIG IFSS=SORT(lT) 
M OTHERWISE UItl(JESS=JlMAX/2
M HFRF lJ1MIN=O
M InNF=U 1CGtJESS
M FIRSTIMF=O
M L=O
M TP=O, DtUNE=IiGJllJFSS,IlONE=lIIGIJFSS
F 2
M RACK W=SORT( l-ALPHA(JONE ) )
M IF W>1.75,M=2.4 W+6.RnTHFRWISE IF W<1.O,M=-10 W+16h
M OTHERWISE M=6.67 W-.67
M N=ROUND(M)
M O=(W-1 )/(W+ )
M B =O
S N
M DO TO OVER FOR I=1(1)(N-I)
M B =0/(1+((N-I)/(N+3-I ) ) (1-R ))
S N-I N
M OVFR B =R
S N N-I
M CAPO=(R/3)(1-B /4)/(1+W)
S N
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F 2 2 2
M ITFRTFE=(4(D1)(1-2 ALPHA(IJONF ))(W(UNNF))+02(R W )IONNF )+
F 3 3
M 8(RW) (IONE )+2(IJONE )CAPO)/D3
M L=L+1
M DELDEP=TIMF-ITFRTEE
F -1 0
M IF ARS(DFLDEP)<=10 (TIMF),ZIT=O,GO TO OUIT
F -16
M IF ARS(TP-ITERTEE)<10 ,ZIT=3,GTII TO O)IT
M CALL KWK.SFARCH,O,FIRSTIME ITFRTEE,TP,DnEL DFPtUlln,INF,n,
M IJIMAXII1M IN
M RFSUJMF DJNE, FIRST MF ,tJ1MAXU1MIN
M IF ARS(DlUONE)<FLI),ZIT=I,Gn T nOiT
M S=S-1
M IF S=OZIT=2,Gn ln nIIT
M IiN)NF=tJflNF+DiJNF
M TP=ITFRTFF
M CGn T RACK
F 2 2
M 01nt IlTWnX=R(W ){(n1NF )
F 2
M UIONEX=4( 1- ( ALPHA )II[NF ) (W InNF)
F 3
M IUTHRX2= (CAPO IJO NF
F 3
M IITHR X=? ( ITHRX2) +R ( W ) tINE
M R2=( l-I)TWOX/1D4)R7ERO+(TIMF-UlTHRX/1)3)VZ ER)
M R2=ABVAL(R2)
M V2=-((D3 UONEX)/R2 ( 4))RZFR+ ( 1-IITWOX/R2)VZER
M TIMEOLUT=TIMEOF)AY
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M T I ET IME(UT-T IME I N
M IF CONTROL=O,GO TO PRINTIT
E
M RETURN Z ITL ITFRTEEF,UONER2,V2,TIME
M GO TO ENDING
M PRINTIT PRINT ZITLITERTFE.IJONE ,DFLDFP
M PRINT TIME
E
M PRINT R2,V2
M PRINT SP4
M GO TO FIRST
M ENDING DUMMY=DIJMMY
M START AT RN,S(RR
// FXEC MACRUN
//'SYSIN Dn *
RN SPS.HYPRKEP2
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MAC* SPS.OKFP
RGN PRINT MSG
PRINTED OUTPUT APPEARS IN THE FOLLOWING nRDER
PRINT MSG
TEST CASE NO.
PRINT HDG
ZIT ITERATIONS ITERTEE X TIME
PRINT MSG
COMPIJTATION TIME
PRINT MScG
FINAL POSITION FINAL VELOCIT
PRINT SP4
FIRSI RFAD TEST
PRINT TEST
READ FLAG
READ TD
ERR
Y
RFAD RI
REA VI
-R 14 -9
IF FLAG=O,FX=1O ,Mil=3.9Rh632 1() ,OTHERWISF FX=1O ,
12
MU)=4.90 77R 10
TIME IN=T MFOFDAY
CONTROL=O
Gn Tn GOT INPJT
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M SUBR SB RRNOTINF, M,TO,R V I
M TIMEI N=TIMFFDAY
M ClNTROL=l
M ,GO11NPIIT SS=20,L=O
M INDEX N, I
M DIMENSION (B,50)
E
M RI=ARVAL(RI),VI=ARVAL(VI)
M P=(RI*VI ).(RIV I) /M
E 2
M ALPHA=2/RI-VI /MUt
M A=I/ALPHA
M OCOFF=SRT ( R I/P )
F 
M IF ALPHA<O,TP=-2 Pi SORT(-A /MI),GO TO CO)NTINIIF
F 3
M TP=? P SORT(A /MII)
M TRYAGAIN IF T)(<TP,GO TO CONTINt)F
M TD=TD-TP
M rnO Tn TRYAGAIN
M CONlINUJF TTOTAL=O
F
M S1ILTEST DFCISInN=I,RI=ABVAL(RI ),VI=ABVAt-(VI)
M OCOlFF=SORT ( RI/P ) V=-lCFF SIN(PI/4)
F 2
M NOW SINHALF=V/OCOEF,COSHALFSQRT( -SINHALF ),BAT(=V
M OFF D=RATO(1-P/RI)-(RT.VI)COSHALF/SORT(MtI RI)
M RATIn=1+? RATO n
F -5
M IF RATIO<O,DECISION=OV=10 ,rO T NW
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F 2 2
M EE=SORT(D +RATIO/OCOEF ),SOVERR2=1+RAT(D+EE)
M C=2 BATO EF RI/RATIO
M LAMRDA=S(RT(RATIO) COSHALF/SOVERR?
M XARG=LAMRDA(SORT(EF/RATO)-l)
M X=SGN(XARG)SORT(l-ALPHA RI SOVFRR2/? RATIO)
M Z=X
M S=RI SOVERR?/RATIO
M HYPFR DO TO OVER
F 2
M fBACK IF (Z<.5 AND 7>-1.O ),W=SORT(I-7 ) OTHFRWISF W=7
M IF W>1.75,M=2.4 W+.8R,OTHERWISF IF W<I.O,M=-10 W+lh,
M OTHERWISE M=6.67 W-.67
M N=RnUNI)(M)
M O=(W-1)/(W+I)
M R =O
S N
nnDO Tn OVER FOR I=I(1)(N-l)
M B =O/(I+((N-I)/(N+3-I))(l-R ))
S N-1 N
M OVFR R =R
S N N-I
m RONFZ=R
S N
M IF Z>.5, GO TO PLIJSX
F 3
M NEGX FX=(SORT(2)/2 W )(PI/?-Z(W+i-(W-1)(l-RONF7)/3))
M FnFX=FX
M CGO TO CALCY
M PLUSX FX=(2 SORT(2))(1-BnNF7/4)/3(7+1)
M FOFX=FX
262
E 2 2
M CALCY Y=SORT(1- LAMBDA ( 1-X ))
M Z=Y
M DO HYPFR
M RONEZ=R
S N
M IF Z>.S, )O PLIISX,OTHFRWISE f) NEGX
M FOFY=FX
E 3 3
M ITFRTEE=S.)RT(S /MII)(FOFX-LAMRF)A FOFY)
M IF DFCISI)N=O c,G TO HFLL
M IF (DFCISION=l NfD TD>ITFRTFF),T)=TI)-ITFRTFFr,(G Tr1 nllT,
M OTHFRWISF ECISION=OV=.6 nCOEF,r., T NOW
M HFLL L=L+1
M DEL)DEP=TD-ITERTFF
E -10
M IF ARS(DELDEP)<=10 (TD),ZIT=O,G T (IIJT
F -Ih
M IF ARS(TP-ITERTFE)<0 ,ZIT=3,(;() TO uJT
M VMIN=O, VMAX=OCOFF, TP=O,DV=V, F IRSTI MF=
M CALL KWK .SARCH,O,FIRSTIMF, ITFRTEF,TP,DFLI)FP, V,V,O,
M VMAXVMIN
M RFSUME O)V,FIRSTIMF,VMAX,VMIN
E -12
M IF ARS(DV)<10 ,ZIT=I, T OIT
M SS=SS-1
M IF SS=O,?I71T=2,FO TO OUT
M V=v+DV
M TP=ITERTFE
M GO Tn NOW
M OUT RF=RI/RATIO
M SG=+1,TTOTAL=TTTAL+I TERTEE
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L4
F _
M IRI=RI/RI
F - 2 -
M RF=(RI-2 RF RATO )IRI+2 RF SORT(RI/MII) RATO COSHALF VT
M SINPHI1=SORTSI(S-RF)/RI C),SINPHI2=SORT(S(S-RI)/RF C)
M IC=(RF-RI)/C,IRF=RF/RF
M IH=INIT(RI*VI )
F _ _
M CS=RI.RF/(RF RI)
M THFTA=ARCCOS (CS)
M EO=DFGTnRAD(2),F36O=F)FGTnRAD( 35)
M IF (ABS(PI-THFTA)<EO R RF>RI AND (THFTA<FO R THFTA>F360)),
M 12?=INIT(IRF+IC),l?=UINJT( IH*I?)
F
M IF (RF<RI AND (THFTA<FO OR THFTA)>F360)).l1=(SC,)lTNIT(IC-IRFI,
M I?=I)NIT(1J2*I), OTHERWI SF I?=JINIT(lRF+IC),1J?7= IINIT(IC-IRF)
M A1=SORT(? M/S),A?=SORT(RF/RI)
F
M VF=Al((Y SINPHI1/A?),I?+X SINPHI? 1?)
M IF DECISION=1,VI=VFRI=RFGn Tn STILTEST
M T MFOtJT=TIMEOFDAY, TIMFTnDn=TIMFnIIT-TIMF l N
M IF cnNTRnL=O ,G TO PRINTIT
F
M RETUtRN ZIT.L,TTnTAL,RATORF,VF,TIMFTI)On
M Gn Tn NDING
M PRINTIT PRINT ZITLTTOTALRATO,DELnFP
M PRINT TIMFTnDo
E. - -
M PRINT RF,VF,SP4
M GFI TO FIRST
M FnlING DUMMY=DUMMY
M START AT RN,StJBR
/*
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* MAC* DA.BATLAMW
M RGN PRINT MSG
M THE PRINTED OTPUJT APPEARS IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT
M, PRINT MSG
M TEST CASE NO.
M PRINT HDG
M ZIT ITERATIONST W
M PRINT MSG
M COMPUTATION TIMF
M PRINT MSG
M INITIAL VFLOCITY
M PRINT SP4
M FIRST READ TEST
M PRINT TEST
M RFAD FLAG
F 14 1?
M IF FLAG=O, MIJ=3.qRhn32 n1 , nTHFRWISF MII=4.q9077A 10
M RFAD TD
F
M READ RI
F 
M READ RF
M RFAD S,
FE
M READ H
M TIMEIN=TIMEOFDAY
M CnNTROL=O
M GO TO GTINplJT
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F
M S)RBR SUBROtUTINE, MU, T, RI, RF, SG, H
M TIMFIN=TIMFnFDAY
M CONTROL=l
E 
-10 -20 -70
M GOTINPUT ET=10 ,EW=10 , ETP=10
M WMAX=4, WMIN=O
F
M RI=ARVAL(RI), RF=ARVAL(RF)
F 2 2 - -
M C=SORT(RI +(RF -2 RI.RF))
M S=(RI+(RF+C))/?
F
M THFTA=ARCCnS(RI.RF/RI RF)
M IF SG<0, THETA=2 PI-THETA
M RFTA=THFTA/2
M LAM=SORT(RI RF) CnS(RFTA)/S
NM IF LAM>O, WMAX=(I+LAM)/? SORT(LAM)
M IF WMAX>4, WMAX=4
F 
-3
M J=20, FIRSTIME=1, nw=O, TP=O, TWFFK=-10
M INDEX I
M INDEX N
m DIMFNSInN (B,50)
F 3
M TM=TD SORT(MUI/S )
F 3
M TT=TM 
-SORT(?)(1-LAM )/3
F 2
M FO=(1-LAM)/SORT(2), F1=-2 LAM/EO, F?=-? LAM(FO +2 LAM)/FO
F 3 2
M DT1=-16 FO /5+2(2 FO +LAM)Fl
F 3 2 ? ?
M DT2=0R FO /7-9h FO FE/5+2(2 FO +LAM)E2+8 FO Fl
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F 2
M WG=+TT(1-DT? TT/2 nTl )/T1l
M IF TT<O AND (WG<1 R WC,>WMAX), WG=(1+WMAX)/2, OTHFRWISF IF
M TT>O AND (WG<O OR WG>1), W=/(I+TM)
M W=W(;
F 2 2
M TRYAGAIN FTA=SORT((1+LAM) /2-2 LAM W )
M IF W>1.25, K=3.27 W+4.9, OTHFRWISF IF W<.75, K=16-9.3 W,
M OTHFRWISF K=P
M N=RtND(K), R =0
S N
M AR(,=(W-1)/(W+1)
M On TO FINISH FnR 1 (1)(N-1)
M R =ARG/(1+((N-I)/(N+3-1))(1-R ))
S N-I N
M FINISH R =R
S N N-I
F ?
M O=(1+2(1-B /4)/3 W(W+1))/W
S 1
F 3 2
M T=SORT(S /MU)ETA(FTA 0 +2 LAM)
M TFRR=TO-T
M IF ARS(TFRR)<=ET TD, 71T=O, Gn TO CnMPlITF
M IF ARS(T-TP)<=FTP T ZIT=3 G T C)MPIITF
M CALL KWK.SFARCH,O, FIRSTIMF,T,TP,TRR, W,W, TWFFK,WMAX,WM\I
M RFSUME W,FIRSTIMFWMAXWM N
M IF ARS(DW)<=FW, ZIT=I, GC TO COMPIJTF
M J=J-1, W=W+DW, TP=T
M IF J=O, ZIT=2, OTHFRWISE c T TRYAGAIN
M COMPIUTF J=20-J
M EO=DEGTORAD(2), E3hO0=nFGTnRAD(35R)
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M TRI=RI/RI, IC:(RF-RI)/C
F
M IF (THETA<EO R THETA>E360) AND RF>RI, I=SIGNlPI-THFTA)ltNIT(IC
M +IRI), Jl=H*11, OTHERWISE IF (THETA<FO OR THETA>E360) AND RF<RI
E
M OR ARS(PI-THETA)<EO, J1=INIT(IC-IRI), I=J1*H, OTHERWISE 11=
F
M SIGN(PI-THETA)tINIT( C+IRI), JI=INIll'( IC-IRI)
M IF (S-RI)<O, ITH=O, OTHERWISE ITH=SQRT(S-RI) ((1+LAM)-
E 2
M 2 LAM W )/FTA
F 2
M IF (S-RF)<O, JTH=O, OTHERWISE JTH=SORT(S-RF) (2 W -(1+LAM))/
M ETA
M VI=(ITH I+JTH JI)SORT(MII/RI C)
M TIMFOUlT=TIMEO)FDAY, TIMF=TIMEnIlT-TIMEIN
M IF CONTRnL=C, GO Tn PRINTIT
F
M RFTtJRN ZIT, J, T, W, VI, TIMF
M G T ENDING
M PRINTIT PRINT ZIT J T W WG, TERR
M PRINT TIME
E
M PRINT VI
M PRINT SP4
M GO TO FIRST
M END ING DIJMMY=DIJMMY
M START AT BGN, SIIRR
/,.
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MAC* SPS.LAMRAT
M RGN PRINT MSG
M THF PRINTED OUTPUT APPEARS IN THE FLLOWING FRMAT
M PRINT MSG
M TFST' CASF NO.
M PRINT HDG
M ZIT ITERATIONS ITFRTEE X
M PRINT MSG
M INITIAL VFLOCITY
M PRINT SP4
M FIRST READ TEST
M PRINT TEST
M RFAD FLAG
M RFAD T)
F
M READ RI
F
M RFAD R2
M READ SG
F
M RFAD H
M TIMFIN=T IMEOF[)AY
M CONTROL=O
F 14 12
M IF FLAG=OMU=3.9R6032 10 ,OTHFRWISE MU=4.90277R 10
M GOn TO GnT INPUT
M SIJRR SJBROLTINE Ml, TD, R1 R2 SGH
M TIMFIN=TIMFOFDAY
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A'
M CONTROL=1
F -10
M GOINPUT EX=10
M INDEX N,!
M DIMENSIOnN (R,40)
M L=20
E
M RI=ARVAL(R1),R?=ARVAL(R?)
E
M CnSTHFTA=(Rl.R2)/(Rl R2)
M IF SG>O,THETA=ARCCnS(COSTHFTA),
M OTHERWISF THETA=2 PI-ARCCriS(COSTHFTA)
F 2 ?
M C=SQRT(R1 +R? -2(R1 R2)COSTHFTA)
M S=(RI+R2+C)/?
M BFTA=THETA/?
M LAMRDA=(COS(PFTA) SORT(RI R?))/S
F -3
M XMAX=7,XMIN=-.95,TWFFK=-1 ,FIRSTIMF=I,TP=O
M ARGG=SORT((S-C)/S),AR=SORT(C/S)
F 3
M TMINEN=S(RT(S /2 Mi)(P I/2-SG(ARCSIN(ARGrC)-ARGG AR))
F 3 3/?
M TPARAR=SORT(? S /9 M)(1-SG ARGG )
M XGl)FSS=-1+ (TMINFN-TPARAR) /(Tn-2 TPARAR+TMINEN)
M IF XGIESS>7,XGIIESS=6.0,OTHFRWISE IF XG!IFSS<-1.)0,
M XGUlESS=-.7
M X=XCIUESS
M Z=XGUESS
M HYPFR DO T OVER
E
M RACK IF (Z<.5 AND Z>-1.0 ),W=SORT(1-Z ) ,OTHERWISE W=Z
M IF W>1.75,M=?.4 W+6.R,OTHFRWISF IF W<(.O,M=-10 W+16l
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M OTHERWISE M=6.7 W-.67
M N=ROUND(M)
M O=(W-1)/(W+I)
M B =O
S N
M DO TO OVER FOR I=1(1)(N-1)
M B =O/(1+((N-I)/(N+3-I))(1-R ))
S N-I N
M nVER R =R
S N N-1
M RONFZ=R
S N
M IF Z>.5, GO TO PLIJSX
F 3
M NE.GX FX=(SnRT(?)/2 W )(PI/-Z(W+I-(W-1)(1-RflNFZ)/3))
M FOFX=FX
M Gn TO CALCY
M PLIJSX FX=(? SRT(2)) ( 1-nNFZ/4)/3(Z+1 )
M Ff)FX=FX
F 7 7
M CALCY Y=SORT(1- LAMRDA (1-X ))
M Z=Y
M DO HYPER
M RONFZ=R
S N
M IF Z>.5, DO PLIISXOTHERWISF Dn NFGX
M FnFY=FX
F 3 3
M ITERTEE=SORT(S /MIJ)(FnFX-LAMRDA FOFY)
M DFLDEP=TD-ITFRTFF
F -10
M IF ARS(DELDEP)<=10 (TD),7IT=O,GO Tn ilT
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E -16
M IF ARS(TP-ITERTEE)<lO qZIT=3,GO TO O)T
M CALL KWK.SEARCH,O,FIRSTIMF, ITFRTEFETP DOELDFPI)Xt XTWEFK ,
M XMAXXMIN
M RES(ME DX FIRSTIMFXMAX,XMIN
M IF ARS(I)X)<EX,ZIT=2,Gn Tn IlT
M L=L-1
M IF L=OZIT=l,rO Tn OUT
M X=X+DXTP=ITERTEEF
M Z=X
M GO TO RACK
M nl)t SINPHI1=SQRT(S(S-R2)/RI C),SINPHI2=SORT(S(S-RI)/R? C)
M L=20-L
E _ - - - - - -
M IRl=RL/Rl C=(R2-R))/ C,IRT=R2/R?
M AI=SORT(2 MJ/S)A2=SORT(R/R! 1)
M FO=OFCTnRAD(2),F36O0=DECTRAn(35R)
M IF (THFTA<EO OR THFTA>F360 ) AND R2>RI,
F
M I1=SIGN(PI-THETA)IINIT(IC+IRI ),JI=H*I1,lTHFRWISF IF (TIIFTA<Fo
F
M OR THFTA>F3) AND R?<Ri OR ARS(PI-THF-TA)<EOJl=LINIT(IC-IRi), 
F - - - -
M Il=JI*HO'THERWISF I1=S.IGN(PI-THFTA)Ii)NIT( C+IR1),1=INIT( IC-IRI)
M Vl=AlIY A2 SINPHI? Il+X SINPHll Jl)
M TIMFnllT=TIMEI1FDAY
M TIMET IME(IJT-T IMEIN
M IF CONTRf)L=O, GO TO PRINTIT
E
M RFTURN 7ITL,, ITERTEFIVITIME
M GO Tn ENDING
275
M PRINTIT PRINT ZITL,ITERTEE,XXGCJFSS
M PRINT TIME
F
M PRINT VI
M PRINT SP4
M GO TO FIRST
M FNDING DUMMY=)UMMY
M START AT BGN,SIIRR
/*
// FXEC MACRIJN
//SYSIN D *
* RIIN SPS.LAMRAT
/ *.
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* MAC* nA.RAlLAMX
M RGN PRINT MSG
M THE PRINTED OUITPUT APPEARS IN THF FOLLOWING FORMAT
M PRINT MSG
M TEST CASE NO.
M PRINT HDG
M I T ITERAT InNST X
M PRINT MSG
M COMPUITATIFN TMF
M PRINT MSG
M INITIAL VFlOCITY
M PRINT SP4
M FIRSI RFAD TST
M PRINT TEST
M RFAD FLAG
F 14 12
M IF FLAG=O, Ml=3.9Rh03? 10 , OTHERWISE MJ=4.9077R 10
M RFAD TD
F
M READ RI
F
M READ RF
M RFAD SG
F
M READ H
M TIMEIN=TIMEOFAY
M CONTROL=O
M GO TO GfT INPUTT
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F
M S)UBR S!IRROUTINE, M, T, RI, RF, SG, H
M TIMEIN=TIMFOFDAY
M CONTROL=l
E -10 -20 -20
M GOTINPIOT ET=10 ,EX=10 , ETP=10
M XMAX=7, XMIN=-1
F
M RI=ARVAL(RI), RF=ARVAL(RF)
F 2 2 - -
M C=SORT(RI +(RF -2 RI.RF))
M S=(RI+(RF+C))/2
E
M THFTA=ARCCnS(RI.RF/Rl RF)
M IF SG<O, THFTA=2 PI-THFTA
M RFTA=THFTA/2
M LAM=SORT(RI RF) CnIS(RFTA)/S
F 
-3
M J=20, FIRSTIMF=l, DX=O, TP=0, TWEEK=-10
M INDEX I
M INDEX N
M DIMFNSlnN (R,50)
F 3
M TM=TD SQRT(MU/S )
M ARGG=SORT((S-C)/S), AR=SORT(C/SI
E 3
M TMINEN=SORT(S /2 M) (PI/2-SGIARCSIN(ARGf)-ARGG, AR))
F 3 3/2
M TPARAR=SQRT(2 S /9 MIJ)(1-S( ARGG )
M X=-1+2(TMINEN-TPARAR)/(TD-2 TPARAR+TMINEN)
M IF X>7, X=6, OTHERWISE IF X<-l, X=-.7
F 2 2
M TRYAGAIN Y=SORT(1-LAM (1-X ))
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E 2
M W=SORT((+(x Y+LAM(1-X )))/2)
F 2 2
M FTA=SORT((l+LAM) /2-2 LAM W
M IF W>1.25, K=3.27 W+4.9, OTHERWISE IF W<.75, K=16-9.3 W,
M OTHERWISE K=8
M N=ROlJND(K), R =0
S N
M ARG=(W-1)/(W+1)
M DO TO FINISH FOR =1(1)(N-1)
M B = ARG /(i+((N-I)/(N+3-1))(1-R ))
S N-1 N
M FINISH =B
S N N-I
F 2
M O=(1+?(1-B /4)/3 W(W+1))/W
S 1
F 3 2
M T=SORT(S /MlJ)FTA(FTA 0+2 LAM)
M TFRR=TD-T
M IF ARS(TFRR)<=FT TO, ZIT=O, GO Tn COMPUJTF
M IF ABS(T-TP)<=ETP Tn, ZIT=3, GO TO CMPIJTF
M CALL KWK.SEARCH,OFIRSTIMFT,TPTFRR,nX,X,TWEEK,XMAX,XMIN
M RFSIUMF DX,FIRSTIMF,XMAX,XMIN
M IF ARS(DX)<=EX, ZIT=I, Cn TO COMPtUTE
M J=J-1, X=X+DX, TP=T
M IF J=O, ZIT=2, OTHERWISF GO TO TRYAGAIN
M COMPUl1E J=20-J
M EO=DEGTORAD(2), F360=DEEGTORAD(35R)
MFIRI=RI/RI, IC=(RF-R )/C
E
M IF THFTA<EO OR THFTA>E360) AND RF>Rl, I1=SIGN(PI-THETA)IJNIT(IC
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+IRI), Jl=H*I1, OTHERWISE IF (THETA<EO OR THETA>E360) AND RF<RT
OR ARS(PI-THETA)<EO, J=JNIT(IC-IRI}, Il=J1*H, THERWISF I1=
SIGN(PI-THETA)I0NIT(IC+IRI), J=IJNIT(IC-IRI)
IF (S-RI)<O, ITH=O, OTHERWISE ITH=SORT(S-RI) ((I+LAM)-
2
2 LAM W )/ETA
2
IF (S-RF)(O, JTH=O, OTHERWISE JTH=SORT(S-RF) ( W -(I+LAM))/
ETA
VI=(ITH I1+JTH J)SORT(MlJ/RI C)
TIMFOIJT=T IMEOFnAY, TI MF=T IMFO)IT-TIMEIN
IF CNTRI)L=O, GCn TO PRINTIT
RFTIIRN ZIT. J, T, X, VI, TIME
rn T ENDING
PRINTIT PRINT ZIT, J, T, XTFRR
PRINT TIME
PRINT VI
PRINT SP4
GCn TO FIRST
ENDING DUJMMY=DUMMY
START AT B rGN SIJRR
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* PROOMAC* KWK.SEARCH SAVESYMR
* BCD
M ENIER SUBRnUTINE MINMODE,ITERlSW,DEPVAR,PREVDFP,DELDEP,nFLINDFP,TNnFP
M ,TWEEKIT,MAXINDEP,MININDEP
M IF ITER1SW=lITER1SW=O,DELINDFP=SIGN(DFI DFP) TWFEKIT (MAXINDFP
M -MININDEP), Gfi TO LMTCHECK
M DELINDEP=DELDEP DELINDFP/(nFPVAR-PRFVDFP)
M IF MINMnDE=O, GO T LMTCHFCK
M DFLINDFP=SIJN(DELnFP) ARS(DELINDEP)
M LM1CHECK IF DFLINDEP NFG, Gn TO MINCHECK
M IF MINMODE=O, MININDnEP=INDFP
M IF MAXINr)FP-INDFP-DEIINI)FP NEG, DFLINDFP=MAXINf)FP-INDFP) .q
M RFTURN DFLINDEP,ITFRI.SW,MAXItNDFPMININDFP
M EXIT
M MINCHFCK IF MINMnl)F=O,MAXINDEP=INDFP
M IF MININF)EP-INDFP-DFLINnEP PN7, DELINDEP=(MININDFP-INDFP) .9
M RFTUIRN DELINDFP,ITFRISW,MAXINnEPMININDFP
M FXIT
M START AT FNTFR
/*
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MAC* SPS.BATSFRCH
M EN1FR SIJRRnIITINF,DFLfFP,XMAX,XMJN,nDTnX,X
M D[)X=)FLnF P/DTDY
M IF DX>O, XM IN=X, ASK=XMAX-X-X ,THFRWI SF
M IF DX<O,XMAX=X,ASK=XMIN-X-DX
M IF (DX>O AND ASK<O), X=.9 (XMAX-X),r!THFRWISF
M IF ( DX<O AND ASK>O).DX=.9(XMIN-X)
M CF l(ll1 RFTIIRN DX, XMA X XM IN
M START AT ENTFR
/ :
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MAC* WMR.SXCX
THIS SJHRC)IJTINE WILL RFTIJRN C X) AND THF NMRFPR F TFRMS IN THF SFRIFS
IF HF INPUT IS X AND 1 OR S(X) AND THF N. IF THE INPUtT IS X AND 7
EN1FR SUBRLIT TINF, X,K
W=/(K+I)K, M=W, J=1
TEFRM M=-M X/(? ,J + K) (2 J + K + 1)
WP=W, W=W+M
IF (WP) 7ERO, CO Tn JCHFCK
-1 
IF (ABS(M/WP)-lO ) NIF, GOl TO THATSALL
JCHFCK IF (J-99.5) NFG, .=.l+1, Grl T TFRM
PR INIT MS;
FRRf1R MFSSAGF FROM I ASPS.CONIbCS:
-16
S(X)C(X) SFRIFS DID NOT RFACH In TOLFRANC.F AFTER 1(0 TFPMS
PR IT MSG
SFF L. D'AMARIf) R S. SYNNO1TT, XI15R, OIR W. R)ERTSIIN, ll½7
THA1SALL RFTIRN W,J
START AT EtNTER
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